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FOREWORD

The purpose of this thesis will "b e to examine what 

according to the CurJ[_jfn is meant by lAuhammacM s prophetic 

office. The treatment of the subject will be limited to 

the sacred book of Islam, even though there is a vast 

development of the idea of his Drophethood in subseouent 

thought. The latter would be a fruitful field of research 

in itself. Originally when this work was begun, there 

was the intention of including the prophetic office of 

Jesus Christ as well. But the undertaking was too vast, 

and therefore the field with no little regret had to be 

narrowed down. In fact the subject of Muhammad's mission 

itself in the Curjjn is so extensive that this work can 

only seek to sift and synthesize the most pertinent 

passages.

Besides viewing the evidence as it is set forth in the 

original source, certain brief conclusions have also been 

noted. If some of the judgments appear too harsh or on the 

other hand too lenient, it must be said that an attempt 

has been made to be as fair as possible. There has been 

the recognition that error must be recognized and not

condoned, since truth itself is intolerant. But at the 

same time there has been a real desire for tolerance, 

understanding and love toward the followers of the Prophet.



Since this thesis will be dealing primarily with the 

content of the CjOnMJtn, problems of textual and historical 

criticism usually will not be treated, although the writer 

is not unaware of their presence. On the other hand, many 

interpretations of the content must of necessity be form 

ulated only after due consideration of the findings in the 

field of such criticism. In quoting the text, Dr. Bell's 

translation (The £urjjm, Edinburgh, 19?7) ^PS been used 

exclusively. A uniformity in the spelling of Arabic 

words has been sought through usually adopting Professor 

Hitti's system of transliteration.

Sincere acknowledgements are due the Rev. Dr. W.M. 

Watt for his ever ready assistance in this work, the Rev. 

Lr. Richard Bell for his kind advice, and Profissors Arberry, 

Hitti, Port'eous and Zwemer for their suggestions and en 

couragement.
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION
Few figures in the course of history have been as 

v:ell known and yet remained as unknown as has the 

Prophet Muhammad. But a solution in pprt at least for 

this problem is possible because a trur portrait of the 

Great Arabian is still extant. It li<:s hidden amongst 

the collection of his utterances which goes to make up 

the ^HZ-LiS* Therefore this document pe r _s_e has been the 

subject of new interest and research. Much is being done 

to arrange the material into a better working order and 

through this to discover a more authentic picture of the 

Prophet, one that I ° ^ree from the colourful fictions of 

later tradition. In like manner, through the following 

pages we shall seek to get a fresh view of Muhammad's 

prophetic office as it Is portrayed in this original source,

The subject may conveniently be considered In six main 

divisions. We shall first of all view the Prophet's 

office; looking at his call, the scope of his ministry, 

the development of his person, and. the purposes of his 

mission. Secondly, vre shall inruire into his inspiration 

with the resulting enigma between its supernatural claims 

and its human elements. This section rlll also include a 

consideration of the growth of the "book" concept. 

Thirdly, we shall study the content, development and style 

O -P v.f _ _ .^^ ^e shall then in th^ fourth place explore
    _..'£
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the question of whether Muhammad foretold the future or 

performed any miracles. Fifthly, Tr:e shell look at 

groupings af ingenious arguments used to authentic? te his 

mission. And lastly, y;e shall ::rc from th r accounts of 

former messengers hov; the Apostle's concept of their 

prophetic office served as a model for his ov.n, and hov; he 

also conversely read himself and his contemporary scene 

into their stories.

Before proceeding to the main body of the thesis, 

let us briefly examine the Our' an as ? valid source for 

 obtaining a true picture of Muhammad's office, and inquire 

into th« background of the "prophet" idea. YTestern 

scholars regard the rur' an as a highly reliable and fruit 

ful source for investigating the mind of its author. It 

is true that critical studies of the tr-rt ere still in 

their infancy. But nevertheless in s:?ite of variant

readings and the Irrrely ficticious character of the ortho-
1

dox Muslim viev:, the scientific '-ipproach already indicates 

hov; remarkably pure and authentic the book really is.

As to its being & productive as vrell as a trustworthy 

commentary on the Apostle's character, it m?y not be out 

of order to cite the testimony of several authorities. 

"To speak of the ^ur'jTn", says Margoliouth, "is practically 

the same s.s speaking of Muhammad, ?nd in trying to appraise 

the religious value of the book one is at the sr^e time

1. Cp. Jeffery, Ult^lLi^ for the ni^tor^ of the TG^, of 
the Qur'an, (Leiden, 1957), pp.1-17-



attempting to form an opinion of the Prophet himself. It 

would indeed be difficult to find another case in which

there is such a complete identity between the literary work
1 

and the mind of the man who produced it." Or an earlier

opinion is that of Muir when 'he says, "By this standard

of his own making we may safely judge his life and actions,

for it must represent either what he actually thought, or
2 

that which he affected to think." And arain St. Clair

Tisdall states, "The Our 1 an is a faithful mirror of the
3 

life and character of its author."

But when it is conceded that th« record is trustworthy, 

the question then arises as to whether its field of re 

search has not already been exhausted. Of this Hirschfeld 

says, "It is full of ooints not yet used for the study of

its author, and of problems as yet undi sen ssed. " 

Tor Andrae* s opinion Is not dissimilar \.hen he observes: 

"It is ruite remarkable that Western scholarship has bnen 

so reluctant to exploit adequately the sacred book of

Islam as a first-hand source for the inner life of the 
R̂

Pronhet." In fact It need only be mentioned that the 

course of this study has revealed to the writer how vast 

the stretches of territory are which renal n still to he 

explored.

1. G. Margoliouth, Introduction to Rodwell's Th_e Koran, 
(London, 1913) , p.vii.

2. Muir, Ih£ Li££ %L Ila&aagt, (London, 1377) , ^,.563.

3. St. Clair Tisdall, The Original 
(London,

4. Hirschfeld, £nf IL^i:^ p rchf_s Into _thc Composition 121;
^l^ of th e £o r_an , "(London, 19021, --.ii. 

Tor Andrae,Mo.hx-mrn,ed,The Man _and Hlj;. F_ri._th, (London, 19^6) ,
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attempting to form an opinion of the Prophet himself. It 

would indeed be difficult to find another case in which

there is such a complete identity between the literary work
1 

and the mind of the man who produced it." Or an earlier

opinion is that of Muir when'he says, "By this standard

of his own making we may safely judge his life and actions,

for it must reDresent either what he actually thought, or
2 

that which he affected to think." And. again St. Clair

Tisdall states, "The Ourjan is a faithful mirror of the
5 

life and character of its author."

But when it is conceded that the record is trustworthy, 

the question then arises as to whether its field of re 

search has not already been exhausted. Of this Hirschfeld

says, "It is full of points not yet used, for the study of
4 

its author, and of problems as yet undi scu ssed. " And

Tor Andra.e T s opinion is not dissimilar v.hen he observes: 

"It is quite remarkable that Western scholarship has been 

so reluctant to exploit adequately the sacred book of

Islam as a first-hand source for the inner life of the 
R

Prophet." In fact it need only be mentioned that the 

course of this study has revealed to the writer how vast 

the stretches of territory are which rei~I -i still to be 

explored.

1. G. Mar^oliouth, Introduction to Rodwell's The ^o_ran> 
(London, 1913) , p.vii.

2. Muir, Ih£ LiT-2 ^£ HahojLet, (London, l377) ? r>-^5-

5. St. Clair Tisdall, The Original Sources of thr 
(London,

4. Hirschfeld, jj^v? j^£^r£hpj XldiP. J^ Co^ofi^.ipn ^nc;
ExegesJLs p^f the Go r_a.n, "(London, IQO?) , -- .ii.
3. Tor Andrae,lj2hc-mm^d,The M_a-n _and Hi_? Frith, (London, 19^6) , o.I r9
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"Islam", as Christopher Dawson states In his 1947

Gifford Lectures, "is the religion of the Prophet pjrr
1 

excellence. " Therefore an inquiry into this particular

aspect of the C^rJJm should be especially rewarding. But 

what was the background of the prophetic concept as Muhammad 

came to knov: it? Without doubt the idea originated fram 

Jewish and Christian sources, and yet it had probably 

already found its way into the milj._eu of Arab thought long 

before the beginning of the seventh century A.D. As early 

as the reign of Trajan, the prophet Elkasai had appeared 

in Arabia. His followers believed in one God, the Last 

Judgment, and a book which they held hau been revealed to 

him from heaven. Furthermore, in prayer they turned

towards Jerusalem; and Elkasai »s watchword is said to have
2 

been, "I am a witness over you on the Bay of Judgment."

In spite of the close similarity between this prophet and 

Muhammad, it is doubtful whether thore WPS any direct 

influence. The time lanse is too great. However, some 

have supposed that the £aMJ.iH °? Vie £url£n were a remnant 

of the Elkasaites, in which case they could have exerted 

an effect upon the Apostle.

Greater certainty concerning thn source of the 

Qu r T .a"m, c idea of prophethood is evinced by the use of the

words (<J>"v) ILLSSI or "apostle" end ( /Vv ) n£bT or

"prophet". The former of these two ir -found in AraMc
3 

literature with the profane meaning of "envoy" or "messenger".

1. Dawson, Relj.gj.on and CuJjiure,   (Lo n don, 1 °<* ^ , - . 7 -

?. Bell, The^0ri._gin_oj; Ijl^m in rtjr Chri^ti^n IlEllo^l^^ (London, """ /'  ""

^. Wen si nek, "Rasul", Encyclopaedi r ^£ T^lrrn- (London, 19~6 NI , 
vol.Ill, P.I127T   -^-^-* - -  -L-^i- -   -
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"Islam", as Christopher Dawson states In his 19^7

Gifford Lectures, "is the religion of the Prophet Pj3r
1 

excellence." Therefore an inouiry into this particular

aspect of the Qur'an should be especially rewarding. But 

what was the background of the prophetic concept as Muhammad 

came to knov: it? Without doubt the idea originated from 

Jewish and Christian sources, and yet it had probably 

already found its way into the S.ili_eu °^ Arab thought long 

before the beginning of the seventh century A.D. As early 

as the reign of Trajan, the prophet Elkasai had appeared 

in Arabia. His followers believed in one God, the Last 

Judgment, and a book which they held had been revealed to 

him from heaven. Furthermore, in ^rayer they turned

towards Jerusalem; and Elkasai's watchword is said to have
2 

been, "I am a witness over you on the Day of Judgment."

In spite of the close similarity between this prophet and 

Muhammad, it is doubtful whether there was any direct 

influence. The time lapse is too great. However, some 

have supposed that the ?^abiJLln of the £u.rjjrn were a remnant 

of the Elkasaites, in which case they could, have exerted, 

an effect upon the Apostle.

Greater certainty concerning the source of the 

Curtrni.c idea of prophethood is evinced by the use of the

words ( <J>"'5) 21Lsul or "apostle" rnd ( /V-2) H£k! or

"prophet". The former of these two ir-found in Arabic 

literature with the profane meaning of "envoy" or "messenger".

1. Dawson, Religion rnd Culjtujre, (London, 1^8) ,

?. Bell, Tms Ori£in__oT .Islfra in it-s Chrj^tijjn Inviro^S^rvt, 
(London, 19?6I7 P-59-
3. Wen si nek, "Rajul", Encvcl^jx^'ilij: n£ I^lLm? (London, 19;6) , 
vol.Ill, p. 1127".
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Hence there is no need to suspect that Muhammad, had to learn 

it from outside. When he referred to himself as a R.§j3Ul> 

it probably signified one who was sent to convey a message 

from another. But it is very possible that the special 

ized idea of a man who was deputed by God, originally came

from the Greek equivalent ( otTTOO'T o \os) containing the
1

Christian meaning of "apostle"; and yet as can be seen

from the stories of such "messengers" as Hud, and Salib, this 

sense was probably already current in pre-Islamic Arabia.

The use of the word nab I as a title for Muhammad is
2 

almost certainly completely Madinan, and is noteworthy in

that it indicates Judaistic influence. For the purpose 

of this study, it is unnecessary to delve into the implic 

ations of Semitic prophecy with its cults and associations, 

since the concept in the minds of the Apostle's Jewish 

contemporaries was undoubtedly limited. But a brief con 

sideration of the etymology of nabl , which has been a

matter of dispute for a long time, nay not be inappropriate.
2 

Htfldeke and Guillaume for example trace the word back

to the Hebrew ( W3.] ), and the latter defines it

1. Some trace the roots of the concept back to the Old 
Testament. Stanton in The T_eachin£ of the OurJ_an, p. 43 
connects it with "messenger" in Malachi 5:~L,~~zu<;i V rensinck 
(op. cit.) links it with the "sending" of Moses, Isaiah a.rrl 
Jeremiah (Exodus 3:13s r].; Isaiah 6:8; Jeremiah 1:7).

2. Co. Horovitz, "Wabi n , Encv.clo£.aedi.a of I si am, (London, 
1936), vol. Ill, p7302f. Also Bell, "Chronological Arrange 
ment of the Curlln", (MS.), p.2.

3. lloldeke, £eschlchte D_es Corahs, (.Leipzig, 19^9) , ^«1«



philologically as one who is in the state of announcing
L *

a message which has been given him. Others see its deriv-
2 

ation from a possible Aramaic source. But Balder pursues

it back through the Hebrew to the Accadian nabu, and inter-
3 

prets it to mean "speaker". Albright's view, which seems

to have the best basis, derives the word from the ss.me root 

as does Halder, but his exegesis differs. He says, "The 

current explanation of the word nabhl, 'prophet', as 

'speaker, announcer', is almost certainly false. The 

correct etymological meaning of the word is rather 'one 

who is called (by God)', as appears from the fact that this 

is almost always the sense which the verb riabu, 'to call',

has in Accadian, from the middle of the third millennium
4 

to the middle of the first." From the above observation,

Professor Albright defines the Hebrew term nabhi as 

follows, "The prophet was a man who felt himself called by 

God for a special mission, in which his will was subordin 

ated to the will of God, which was communicated to him by
5 

direct inspiration." This interpretation as will be seen

in the following chapters coincides remarkably with the

1. Guillaume, Prophecy, and Diviriation, (London, 193^), p. 112

2. Cp. \Yensi nek und Kramers, H andwo _r te rbu ch D_e.s Islam, 
(Leiden, 1941), and Jeffery, The Foreign Vocabulary of the 
£uiLLD2> (Ph.D. Thesis, Edinburgh, 1929), under "nabl".

. H alder, As.^oc±&^±ons of Cult ProDh_e_ts AmoH-H _th.e 
££, (UiDsala, 19^57 , P.

4. Albright, From ftone _A£e to Chi^ti^nit^ , (P.rltimore, 
1940), p.2

r . Ibid. D.23?.
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c view of Muhammad's office, especially during the
1 

early MadTnan period.

But besides the Hebrew-Christian influence upon his 

mission, a not insignificant source was the old belief of

his people, since no reformer can wholly break loose from
2 

the ideas in which he has been brought up. The connection

was so close that the new religion merely overlaid Itself~ 
*/

on the primitive faith of Arabic like B palimpsest. Here 

in lay the Prophet's great genius. Re was 8 master at 

assimilation, gathering materials from various thought 

systems, synthesizing them, and applying them practically 

in his own ministry. Noldeke sees in this ability just 

ification for the claim of reel prophethood. "The way in 

which Muhammad appropriated these (Jewish -and Christian 

sources) to himself spiritually, and in which he took

1. Wensinck has held that a. difference is Made in the £_ 
between " apostle" and "prophet", in so far as the farmer 
is representative of an mamah or community. According to 
this view, every rasul as such is also a nabl , but not every 
nabi is the same time- a rasul ( Wen si nek, Th_e £Hislim Cr^ed, 
"(Cambridge, 1932), pp. ?0;, 204) . But Horovitz has oointed 
out that the Hud and £fliti are spoken of in the Cn r ' f n as 
"sent" but are not called "prophets" or nabl (Horovitz, 
"Ijabl", Encyclopaedia, of Islam, (London, l?^, vol. Ill, 
p.802f.) It therefore does not seem possible to draw a 
definite conclusion a^ t..> the diffprent soecialized desi n- 
ations of the two words, because the £urj.lnic doctrine on 
the matter is not always clear. /Iro such development In 
terminology as the adoption of the title nab! at Madlnah, 
indicates that during thr^ ^akkan period at least, such a 
distinction w-r not held. (Cp. Fwe^tman, IF_ Irn £nd 

KY5 (London, 19^7), vol. II, p.l""

?. Noldeke, GerchicliU ^ r^rTiis;, (Lrl-rir, 1?09) , ?-19-

^. Welch, Proihet and Priest in 01^ l^LLL, (Londo-, l?-) ? -.---
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them for a revelation from God, vhieh he must preach to
i

men, makes him a true prophet." Thus it is the t the ..Arab 

Apostle not unskilfully wove from these diverse strands the 

mp.ntle of his office, which \ve rre about to consider in 

more detail.

It is not v.ltbin the compass of this study to go into 

a full description of the external frets of Muhammad* s 

life. Scholarly biographies are easily accessible. But 

a brief sketch of the main events may be helpful as a back

ground for his prophetic mission. He "-as born into the
2 

Curaysh tribe at ""akkah in approximately ^*70 A.B. Having

probably been left an orphan at an early age, he vas cared 

for by his uncle. But upon attaining manhood, he entered 

the employ of Kb^ilTj^h, a prosperous Hakkan vridov/, and in 

her behalf made a mercantile journey to Syria. After his 

return, he and this enterprising lady T*;ere happily married. 

Some years later, in about A.D. 610, he started to rork as 

a prophet in his native toivn. To begin rith he made a
i

few converts and several years later some of his follorer^ 

said to have numbered over 100, were forced probably because 

of persecution to emigrate to Abyssinia. His mission at 

r.lakkah hov/ever v;as. comparatively unsuccessful. He may

1.«Die Art, v:ie Lluham-nd sich dieselben geistig aneis-nete, 
und v.de er sie als eine von Gott herabgefcommene Off^nbarung 
ansah, die er den Menschen prerligen ml^sste, macht ihn zu 
einem v/ahren Prophet en. " N old eke, C f ?. c h i ch't e rv^ ^lll^± 
(Leipzig, 1909), ? >-

2. Because of the obscurity surrounding the historical frets 
of Muhammad's life at Makkah, this datp is not at all 
certain. CD. Buhl, "Muhammad", Irc^^]^_lJllLl _^_T IzlUr^
(LO^^O^, 1956), vol.in.
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also have made a preaching visit to the neighbouring city 

of Ta'ift "but this too proved fruitless. A glimmer of 

encouragement on the other hand came from a MadTnan pilgrim 

party who in Mrrch of A.D. 620 heard and believed in the 

Prophet. There followed two pledges from these adherents 

during the next two pilgrimages, and thus the ray was pre 

pared for a safe reception in their town should the need 

arise. The situation at Mekkah continued to deteriorate 

more and more. And therefore in .A.D. 622 the Hi.1 rah 

began, and around ISO Muslims followed by Muhammad and 

Abu-Bakr emigrated to MadTnah. ,

Upon his arrival, he made overtures to the Jews; but 

when these were rejected, he entered upon a policy as his 

power increased of banishing most of them and putting some 

cruelly to the sword. Nor did he fail to tako advantage 

of vulnerable Makken trade. He soon sent out raiding 

parties, and one captured a £!ur_£yjgh caravan during the 

sacred, month of BaJ ab.  In the second year of the Hijrah, 

Muhammad with about 500 followers set out to seize an 

unusually rich prize on its return from Syria. The cara 

van eluded its would-b^ captors. Bnt by thrt time the 

alarm had reached Makkah and en angered force of over "00 

had set out to punish their troublesome foe, thus precio- 

itfiting the brttle of E^dr. The Muslims however vnn r re 

sounding victory, anc this more than ever strengthened the 

Prophet's position ar lord of Madinsh. But. his enemie? 

smarting from their set back raised an army of j,000, ?nd 

the following year .defected r'uhc.mmr-c'» s forcer rt the
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battle of Ufrud. Nevertheless, they failed to follow up 

their victory. Two years later therefore, they again hod 

to try to crush the growing pov:cr of their sinister rival, 

and enlisting the fid of allied tribes they drew up an 

array against Llrdinah estimated at 10,000 strong. But 

this time the I/luslims rather than risking another engage 

ment in the on en, resorted to the novel Device of a trench, 

and thus were able to hold.out until the enemy finally 

retired in disgust.

The next year, A.H. VI, the Prophet with a. large 

following attempted to make the lesser pilgrimage, but 

the l&skkans obstructed their entrance to the town. How 

ever a treaty was drawn up vrhich gave them the right to .   

visit the Ka 'bah the following year. This in due course . 

was done while the -inhabitants evacuated the city for three 

days. In the meantime, predatory expeditions had by no 

means been unprofitable for the Muslims, and these along 

with Muhammad's astute diplomacy extended the influence of 

Islam through many prrts of the Arabian peninsula. But 

along vath this advancing power, the moral life of the 

Proohet declined, and a special privilege was assumed by 

his marrying more than the four wives allowed to an ordinary 

believer.

About this time other prophets b^-gan to appear in 

Arabia, and obtained considerable foliowings. Tome of 

these in fact were not put down until after the /->os tie's 

death. Their rise is significant in that it indicates



the time in Arabia was ripe for such movements, even though 

these individuals were almost certainly Inspired by 

Muhammad* s example.

The extension of the new politico-religious system 

was not accomplished without certain military reverses. 

In the veer VIII, an expedition northwards met defeat at 

the hands of a Byzantine army In southern Syria. Soon 

however the Muslim prestige had not only been regained in 

the north, but even Makkah itself had fallen Into Muhammad's 

possession. The casus belli came when one of ths tribes 

allied to him was attacked by a tribe in league with the 

Curaysh, and thus the Prophet, les-- than eight years after 

his flight from the sacred city, r^-entered it r r;' conoueror 

with hardly a struggle. He then cleansed the Ka*bah of 

its idolatry, and made It the pilgrimage centre of the new 

faith. Two years later, with only Muslims allowed to 

approach Makkah, Muhammad performer what was to be his 

last visit to the holy precincts. He died a few months 

later at Madinah in A.D. 63?, while organizing a third 

expedition for the Syrian frontier.
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CHAPTER II

>S PROPHETIC OFFICE 

"The only reliable source," says Sir William Muir, 

"to trace the growth of the idea of inspiration and of a

mission from the Deity in the mind of Muhammad... (is) the
1 

revelations of the Prophet himself." Thus in this chapter

we shall consider the Qur 1 an £er se in order to ascertain 

what light it sheds upon the Prophet's call and commission, 

the scope of his ministry, the development of his person, 

and the purposes of his office.

I. THE CALL AMD COMMISSION

Most Western scholars have accepted along with the 

majority of Muslim traditionalists the opening passage of 

Surah 96 as the earliest portion of the Qur'Jan, and as 

such it would definitely constitute Muhammad's call to the 

prophetic ministry which he undertook.

"Recite in the name of thy Lord who created,
Created man from clotted blood.
Recite, for thy Lord is the most generous,
Who taught by the pen, 2
Taught man what he did not know."

Speaking of these verses, Dr. Bell says, "If Muhammad was

commissioned to produce a Qur'jn (recitation), then the
5

command iqra* (recite) would naturally come first."

1. William Muir, The Life of Mahomet, (London, 1877)? ?»51« 

?. Surah 96:1-5*

t-Mohginmedfs Calltl ^ The ,, ofl world, XXIV, 
January, 1934, pp. 16,17- —— i^-^
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The traditional account pictures the Prophet 1 s call 
in no less colourful terms than than of Moses at Sinai 
or of Isaiah in the Temple. It relates that after he 
had received a preliminary vision in sleep, he used to seek 
solitude in a cave of Mt. gira! just outside of Makkah. 
Gabriel there appeared to him with a scroll and commanded 
him to recite. The Prophet refused thrice, and each time 
was seized and squeezed until he was in distress; after 
which the Angel commissioned him in the words of Surah 
96:1-5- He then returned to Khadliah with his heart in
a flutter, asking to be wrapped up until the fright had1 
passed. Although this story has a reliable core in the
Qur 1 anic passage just cited, the full traditional version
is very likely the invention of a later age probably

2 founded on Christian ascetic practice. "The first part of
the story", says Dr. Bell, "is perhaps based on 'A*ishah* s 
statement about a true vision in sleep, and the part as
to Gabriel's appearance with a scroll may be based on

2 Muhammad's own later account of how his revelation came."
Another interestirg tradition as to the call of the 

Prophet holds that Surah 74:1-7 was the earliest passage 
to be revealed.

1. YidJS Bukhari ! s account, ibid. p.

2. Ibid. p.16.

5. Ibid. p.16 from Bukhari, bab 65, on Surah 74.



«0 thou clothed in the dathar,
Rise and warn,
Thy Lord magnify.
Thy garments purify,
The Wrath flee,
Bestow not favour to gain many,
For thy Lord wait patiently,"

Although this opinion is less prevalent, it nevertheless 

has certain marks which tend to substantiate its claim. 

For example, the vision associated with this tradition 

implies that Muhammad thought he saw God Himself on a 

throne as well as hearing His voice. Surah 55s10 where
•

the Prophet is called "his servant" in the description of 

the vision also bears out this possibility since it is 

hardly likely that he would have called himself the !T_|_Ab_d n 

of a lesser being.

Whichever of these two passages is accepted as the 

earlier revelation, they both point to a definite call as 

occasioning the commencement of Muhammad* s prophetic career. 

"It is certain," states Muir, "that the conception of a 

divine commission soon took entire and undivided possession 

of his soul; and, however coloured by the events and in 

ducements of the day, or mingled with apparently incongru 

ous motives and desires, retained a paramount influence 

until the hour of his death," and yet there was also a 

development of this prophetic consciousness. "In beginning 

his work at Makkah," says Dr. Bell, "I do not believe that

Muhammad had anything like the exalted conception of
2 

prophetic office he afterwards came to hold."

1. ""llllrm Muir, The Life of Hehomet, (London,

2. Bell, The Oxijgin_of JLsl^l, (London, 1926), 0.96.



That this call took the form of a supernatural 

vision is further indicated by Surah 55 where Muhammad 

says,

"...He stood straight,
Upon the high horizon,
Then he drew near, and let himself down,
Till he was two bow-lengths off or nearer, 1
And suggested to his servant what he suggested."

A passage in Surah 8l also refers to this same super 

natural visitation, but with a not insignificant Madinan 

reinterpretation. Here it is made clear that the vision 

was not of God Himcelf, but rather of an angel. "It is 
verily the speech of a noble messenger, powerful, beside 

Him of the Throne established, obeyed there and trust 

worthy. Your comrade is not mad, he saw him on the clear
2 

horizon." A possible explanation for this later revision

may be that closer contact with the People of the Book 

convinced the great Arabian that it was over-presumptuous 

to claim to have seen the Almighty Himself. Even the term 

/JjL*j Rasul which occurs so often in the Qurfan coming from 

the root /\Z»j\ P-rsala meaning "to send" carries with it the 

connotation that Muhammad has been sent of God. This 

implicit meaning is clearly made explicit when the Prophet 

shortly after the reverse at the Battle of U&ud is en 

couraged by the assuring words,
3 or "We have sent thee as a messenger to the people."

1. Surah 53:6-10.

2. Surah 81:19-23.

. Surah 4:8l.



Muhammad 1 s sense of the divine origin of his mission is

also displayed in such statements as, "I come from Him to
1 

you", "Verily I am to you from Him a warner and a "bringer
2 3 

of good tidings" and "Allah chooseth messengers."

' The. gur ! an not only describes the Prophet as "being 

sent by God, but there is also an allusion to the Almighty ! s 

assuring his faithfulness by a pledge on the basis of which 

Muhammad will be held accountable for the truthfulness of 

his message.

"We took from the prophets their pledge——and from
thee...

That He might ask the speakers of the truth as to
their trnthfulness."4

Furthermore the possibility of his ceasing to be a channel 

of God»s messages should he be unfaithful in declaring the 

truth is mentioned in a Mr.dinan passage where it states, 

"If Allah pleaseth, He will put a seal upon thy heart, and

Allah will wipe out the vain and make good the true by His
5 

words." Thus, as in the commissioning of the Hebrew

prophets, Muhammad held that he was called of God to Whom 

he was also answerable for the purity of his message.

1. Surah 51:50,51 bis.

2. Surah 11:2.

3. Surah 22:74.

4. Surah 33:7,8.

5. Surah 42:
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But this evidence from the Qur 1 an at once raises 

several questions. Did Muhammad have a definite experience 

of a commissioning vision, or.wr.s it simply a later 

invention on his part to establish his prophetic office 

upon a firmer foundation? Did the call come to him as a 

"bolt out of the blue" without rny human impulse or mind 

preparation, or was it rather motivated by certain circum 

stances which forced themselves upon his nature? If he 

was impelled by existing conditions and currents of thought, 

what were they? All of these problems are made more 

difficult by the veil of obscurity T"hich conceals the 

historical facts of the Makkan period. And yet with the 

Qur*an as a touchstone, it is possible to make certain 

observations, which although not absolutely sure, are 

none-the-less highly probable.

As to the question of whether Muhammad really had an 

initial supernatural experience, Buhl»s opinion is probably 

correct when he says that "only an overv/helming spiritual 

happening could give him the unshatterable conviction of 

his call." And yet it is very unreasonable to imagine 

that such an event took place completely de novo without 

any previous mental reflection and heart preparation. The 

Prophet's bearing at Madlnah revealr him to have been a man 

unusually keen in his observation and foresight. Therefore 

it is not unlikely that the prevailing Arab polytheism, the 

selfish materialism of the nouveau riche Makkans, and the

1. Brahl, "Muhammad", Encyclopaedia of Islam, (London, 1956) 
vol. Ill, p.644.
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spirit of ingratitude for thd Divine blessings weighed 

heavily upon him. It was then that he saw in the Hebrew- 

Christian idea of prophet a means for effecting a religious 

reformation which would result in thankful worship of the 

one true God.

It is true that other motives to explain Muhammad's 

assumption of the prophetic office have been suggested on
o

the basis of psychology, socialogy, economics and politics.

For example, Byzantine authors early attributed his exper-
1 

ience to epilepsy, and in more recent times Professor Mac-
2 

donald has argued that he was a "pathological case."

Although such psychological phenomena might explain the 

visions by which he was commissioned, yet they fall far short 

in accounting for his success in originating and establish 

ing the great politico-religious system of Islam. The 

clearer light of Madlnan history fails to disclose instances 

where he lost control of his mental faculties. Therefore, 

as Tor Andrae says, "it is rash to draw psychological con 

clusions concerning the inspiration of the Prophet from the
3 

statements that have come down to us."

Another theory that Muhammad was motivated by an urge
4 

for economic and social reform was put forward by

1. Ibid.

2. J.N.D. Anderson, Book on Religions, (To be published, 
London, 1949)•

3. Tor Andrae, Mohammed, The Man and His Faith, (London, 1956), 
p.69.

4. H. Grimme, Mohammed, (Munster, 1?9
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1
but received a severe blow from Hurgronje 1 s critical review. 

Nor does the hypothesis that the Prophet's primary aim from 

the start was a political one, with the view to uniting all 

of the Arabs, explain or agree with the activities of his 

early period in Makkah. The fundamental impulse appears 

to have been religious. This motive is predominant 

throughout the Qur T an. It cannot be denied that psy 

chological, social, economic and political elements do in 

part play an important role in Muhammad»s mission. And 

yet a basically religious interpretation would comprehend 

these and arrange them in a clear perspective. That the 

materialistic injustices which accompanied Makkah 1 s meta 

morphosis into a commercial settlement were of no little
2 

concern to the Prophet is evident from his early teaching,

but this concern is continually seen in its Godward re 

lation. Also from the religious standpoint it is not 

impossible to conceive that he really experienced the 

introductory visions. Circumstances could have rendered 

his mind receptive to establishing thic contact with the 

supernatural world. Furthermore the unquestionable sin 

cerity of his early ministry argues strongly for the fact 

that he himself was convinced of the holy nrture of his 

spiritual visitant. But from the fruits of his mission,

1. C.S. Hurgronje, "One Wouvelle Biographie de Mohammed," 
Verspreide Gaschriften, (Bonn, 1923,) pp. 319-362.

2. cf. Chapter IV on Muhammad's prophetic message.



especially at MadTnah, may one not rightly suspect the 
bona fide character of this "angel of light"? It also is 
fairly evident from the Qur*an that the establishment of 
monotheisn was the main aim of Muhammad*s politics. The 
affairs of state occupied a most vital share in themould- 
ing of Islam, and yet this was the obvious and necessary 
result of the basic religious impulse.

II. THE SCOPE OF HIS MINISTRY

To begin with, the sphere of Muhammad*s ministry
seems to have been limited to his own relatives for the

1 
directive comes to "warn thy clan, the nearer ones."* i

But then his mission spread to all the people of Makkah. 

In a late Makkan verse we find a reference made to the

unbelievers who "wonder that there has come to them a
2 

warner from among themselves." And again even wider

horizons are envisioned in Surah 42:5 where the purpose of
3 his office is to "warn the mother of the towns and those

around it."

From the Our*an it is quite clear that Muhammad at 

first expected the monotheists of Madlnah upon his arrival 

there to believe and accept him as the Messenger of God. 

He therefore entered upon friendly terms with the Jews

1. Surah 26:214. Rodwell says, "Some biographers refer to 
this passage...as the first call to preach."

2. Surah 50:2.

Bell, "Usually interpreted as Makkah, but more probably
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especially. Besides drawing up a trerty of mutual 

accord with them, he even incorporated certain Jewish 

practices into Islam such as the fast of the Atonement and 

the acceptance of Jerusalem of the qiblah for prayer. 

Ea rly MadTnan verses such as the following record this 

appeal for Jewish adherence: "0 Children of Israel,..

believe in what I have sent down in confirmation of what is 
1

with you," and, "Verily this Qur T an recounts to the Children
2 

of Israel most of that in regard to which they differ."

That Muhammad at this time desired to win over the 

Christians as well as the Jews is evidenced by the follow 

ing even though such appeals are rather rare,

"0 People of the Book, come to s word (which is) 
fair between us and you, (to wit) thct we serve 
no one but Allah, that we associate nothing with 
Him, and that we do not take one the other as Lords 
apart from Allah,"5 or

W0 People of the Book...The Messiah, Jesus, son of 
Mary, is only the messenger of Allah...so believe 
in Allah and His messengers."4

It soon however became evident to Muhammad that the 

majority of the monotheists at MadTnah would not accept 

him. Furthermore, the Jewish ridicule of his claims not 

only aroused his personal antagonism but threatened to harm 

the advancement of his cause among the other inhabitants 

of the city and its environs. After only a year and a half

1. Surah 2:38.

2. Surah 27:78.

3. Surah 3:57.

4. Surah 4:169.



at MadTnah, he therefore severed his religious bond with 

the Jews, and in order to vindicate his former claims that 

their Scriptures were in harmony with Islam he now held 

that the differences were the result of deliberate cor 

ruption on their part.

Of this change in Muhammad* s mind which is so 

graphically evident in the first part of Surah two, Dr. 

Bell says, "We can almost watch the transformation of the 

man who thought he was preaching to the Arabs the religion 

which had been revealed to other peoples, into the in 

dependent prophet of a renewed, parallel, and finally 

paramount, religion... It was in the stress of finding a 

new foothold that he fell back upon Ijsl^am, surrender to

God and obedience to His revealed word, as the basal ele-
1 

ment in all religion." It is in connection with this

reorientation toward a purified form of Arab religion that 

Muhammad's genius adopted the opportune conceptions of the 

"Religion of Abraham," "the ganlf^" and "the ummjsh. " In 

order to see the significance of this change, \vc shall con 

sider these three aspects more in detail.

In respect to the "Religion of Abraham", Tnouck 

Hurgronje has ably argued that the stories connecting 

Abraham and Ishmael with the Ka*bah are not ancient Arab

legends, but rather occur first in the MadTnan period of
2 

the Our Van as a product of Muhammad * s creative mind.

1. Richard Bell, The_Curl|n, (Edinburgh, 1959), ?.689

2. A.J. Wen si nek, jiersDr^e^e ^egchri^ft_en TT^I £V. 
Hurgron.le, (Bonn und Leipzig, T9?5T, pp. r/-/9,



When the Jews of . Madinah would not accept him, he pro 

claimed the independence of Islam against Judaism and 

Christianity as the mill at Ibrahim. The jaiblah was 

changed from Jerusalem to the KaVbah at Maklzah, and the 

fast of Ramaflan superseded that of the Jewish Atonement.

The choice of Abraham as the model prophet of the 

new Arab religion was very a propos for several reasons. 

Here was a man who could be called neither r Jew nor a 

Christian, but who was venerated by both as a true man of 

God. Also Muhammad's work of blazing a trril for a new 

faith was not dissimilar to that of the Old Testament 

Patriarch. Both left their native cities and were 

champions of monotheism in the face of idolatry. "By the

stepping stone of Abraham", says Dr. Bell, "Muhammad became
1 

himself an independent prophet;" or as the argument is put

in the Qur T an, "Abraham was not a Jew, nor ras he a

Christian, but he was a flanTf , a Moslem, and he was not one
2 

of the Polytheists."

In line with Dr. Jeffery*s suggestion as to the deriv-
^ 3 

ation of the word < W,^> franlf « Dr. Bell shov:s that even

though it probably came from the Syriac word for "heathen",

it nevertheless was adopted by Muhammad as the term for
4 

"the followers of the ideal original of Arab religion;"

namely, the "religion of Abraham". This would again testify

1. Richard Bell, "Chronological Arrangement of the Qur* an", 
(An article in MS form), p. 2.

2. Surah 3:60.

3. Arthur Jeffery, The For_ei£r, Vo££bul£_ry of the yiur_*_jm, 
(Ph.D. Thesis at New College, Edinburgh, 1Q2QT. 'oo.lO^-
4. Richard Bell, "Who Were The Hanifs?", The Moslem \Vorld, XX, 
April, 1930, p. 124.



When the Jews of Madinah would not accept him, he pro 

claimed the independence of Islam against Judaism and 

Christianity as the mi 11 at Ibrahim. The joiblah was 

changed from Jerusalem to the Kajbafr at Maklzah, and the 

fast of Ram a flan superseded that of the Jewish Atonement.

The choice of Abraham as the model prophet of the 

new Arab religion was very a propos for several reasons. 

Here was a man who could be called neither r Jew nor a 

Christian, but who was venerated by both as a true man of 

God. Also Muhammad's work of blazing a trril for a new 

faith was not dissimilar to that of the Old Testament 

Patriarch. Both left their native cities and were 

champions of monotheism in the face of idolatry. "By the

stepping stone of Abraham", says Dr. Bell, "Muhammad became
1 

himself an independent prophet;" or as the argument is put

in the Qur T an, "Abraham was not a Jew, nor ras he a

Christian, but he was a ganlf , a Moslem, and he was not one
2

of the Polytheists."

In line with Dr. Jeffery's suggestion as to the deriv 

ation of the word i w*fc£ franlf , Dr. Bell shov:s that even

though it probably came from the Syriac word for "heathen",

it nevertheless was adopted by Muhammad as the term for4
"the followers of the ideal original of Arab religion;" 

namely, the "religion of Abraham". This would again testify

1. Richard Bell, "Chronological Arrangement of the Qur* an", 
(An article in MS form), p. 2.

2. Surah 3:60.

3. Arthur Jeffery, Th_e Foreign Voc£bul£ry of the £urjjn,, 
(Ph.D. Thesis at New College, Edinburgh, 19??J . -oo.lO^-l
4. Richard Bell, "Who Were The Hanifs?", The Moslem \Vorld, XX, 
April, 1930, D.124.



to the Prophet 1 s genius in adapting existing materials to 

the particular needs of the hour.
^i £Concerning the concept in the Qur* an of the *LaT 

ummah, Wensinck says, "Just as the Apostles were sent to 
their ummah* s, so he, as the Arabian Prophet, was sent 
to Arabia.. .Ummah conveys the meaning of T people f . When
the term is used in a religious sense it means community;

1 
in a profane sense it is eOvos ," or nation. Here again
Muhammad at MadTnah seems to have given a specially coined 
meaning to this term also, for it comes to refer to the 
community of Arab believers which was being fomed as a kind
of political entity with the Prophet at its head.

^ »
The word «-2 T ummah stems from the Hebrew T1I9AJ2 ———— 

ummah. Of its seventy-two occurances in the Qur f an
according to Dr. Bell f s dating only three references are 
clearly Makkan, whereas thirty-six are definitely MadTnan. 
The uses of the word seem to fall into four general cate 
gories. First of all there are the references to various
national and religious groups such as the nm^aht |C; Of Ab-
345 6 

raham, Moses, the Makkans, and of the Jews and Christians.

1. A.J. Wensinck, The Muslim Creed, (Cambridge, 1952), pp.6,7.

2. T.P. Hughes, A Dictionary of Islam, (London, 1896), cp. 
under "Umma". Paret in The Encyclopaedia of Islam also views 
it as a loanword from the Hebrew or perhaps Aramaic.

3. Surah 2:128,135; 16:121.

4. Surah 7:159,160,164,167.

5. Surah 1^:29; 45:21,22; 6:4?.

6. Surah 21:92;



In this wide sense, the term is even employed for communities
1 2 

of beasts, birds and iinn. Furthermore, the (gur T an

states that originally there was but one religion or com-
3 

munity in the world, and that had God so willed He could
4 

have made the people of Muhammad's dc.y one ummah. The

second connection with which the word occurs in the Qur 1 an 

are the references characterizing the religious aspects

of these communities. For example, each ummah has had a
'5 "6 ~

messenger whom it has counted false and on whom it has
7

desired to lay violent hold. Then again every community

has been given the pious rite of calling God's name over
8 

beasts. And also each ummah has its determined and un-
9 

alterable term.

Thirdly, the expression occurs occasionally in 

connection with C)ur_!Jmic eschatology. For instance at the

Final Judgment, every community will be kneeling and vail
10 

be called to its Book. A witness probably its messenger,

1. Surah 6:38.

2. Surah 41:24.

3. Surah 2:209.

4. Surah 5:53; 11:20; 16:95; 42:6

5. Surah 10:48; 16:38; 35:22.

6. Surah 23:46; 29:17-

7. Surah 40: 5.

8. Surah 22:35,66.

9. Surah 7:32; 10:50; 15:5; ?3:45,

10. Surah 45:27.



will then be brought against each ummah. And the infidels——— 2
from the different groups will be rounded up, and commun-

3 ities of jlinn and men will enter the Fire.

Finally, the term applies to what might be called the 

Muslim super-tribe as it was conceived and established by 

Muhammad. It is very significant to note that all of the

direct references to this specialized sense are from the
4 

early MadTnan period. There is however one verse applying

to communities in general which is probably Makkan and which 

might indicate that the intention of forming such a political, 

religious and social organism was in the Prophet 1 s mind 

even before his migration to Madinah. The passage reads, 

"Each ( &Sf ) community has a messenger, and when their

messenger comes, judgment is given between them with justice,
5 and they are not wronged." This in other '?ords may be a

preview of the position Muhammad was to occupy in the new 

economy as the chief judge and arbitrator.

In Surah 5:100 we have what right be called a command 

to form (or perhaps justification of having already formed) 

the new Muslim ummah - "Let there be (formed) of you a 

community inviting to good, urging what is reputable and 

restraining from what is disreputrble." This was the best

1. Surah 4:45; 16:36,91; ?8:75.

2. Surah 27:85-

3. Surah 7:36.

4. According to the dates given in Bell, The £u_r'_an 
(Edinburgh, !<?*?)

5. Surah 10:48.



1
ummah ever produced and it was "a community in the middle" ———— 2 
with its people serving as witnesses. A connection

between Abraham and this Muslim group concept is estab 

lished through portraying him as praying, "Lord, make...

of our posterity a &^» jLST community submissive
to Thee." There are also several references to those who

4 
are probably the Arabs as "belonging to Hi e community."

As to the scope of Muhammad's office reaching to Arab 
tribes beyond Madinah, it has been suggested that Surah
62:3 was added for this purpose where his claims are extended

5 to "others of them, who have not yet adhered to them."
But Western scholars are divided on the question as to 
whether the Prophet* s ministry ever r?.s intended to include 
peoples outside of the Arabian p^eninsula. For example,
Buhl says, "It is very doubtful if Muhammad ever thought at

6 
all of his religion as a universal religion of the world."

78 9 
And Hurgronje, Lammens, and Wensinck rlso tend to support

1. Surah 3:106.

2. The exact meaning of this verse, Surah 2;137? is in doubt. 
Bell in The Origin of Islam in its Christian Environment, p.144 holds that it refers to the commu ni ty fs avoiding foliow- 
ing either Jews or Christians in points whore they differ.

3. Surah 2:122.

4. Surah 2:37; 5:19,69.

5. Bell, The purlin, (Edinburgh, 1959), P-579 n.3-
6. Buhl, "Muhammad", Encyclopaedia of I^am, (London, 1936), 
vol. Ill, p.653-

'H

7. Jurgronje, Mohammedanism, (N.Y. &London, 1916) p.43f.

8. Lammens, Etu.de

9. Wensinck, The Muslim Creed, (Cambridge, 1932), p.6f.



1 2 
this limited view. On the other hand, Noldeke, Muir,

34 5 
Goldziher, Stanton, and T.W. Arnold favour the universal
conception, or as one of them expresses it, "Success made 
the sphere of Islam to expand before him; and that which 
was primarily intended first for Makkah only, and then for
Arabia, soon embraced, in the ever-widening circle of its

2 
call, the whole human race."

To the present writer, the correct conclusion seems 
to incorporate part of both of these views. His message 
was a universal one, while he himself in his dealings was 

limited to Arabia. Wensinck rightly argues that the word
* ) is employed in a limited sense for a specific

6 
group of "people", and yet this use does not necessarily
exclude the message from having a wider application as well. 
Being a pre-Copernican, Muhammad»s world view was obviously 
limited. But such expressions as th?t found in Surah 81:27 
v;here he says, ( '.^lilf *j5f:> \ a> ) "It is
nothing less than a Reminder to the worlds," would seem to

7imply the universal character of his message.

1. NOldeke, in Wiener Zeitschrlft fur die Kunde cleg 
MorgLe.nl andes, XXI p. 507-

2. Muir, Life of Mahomet, (London, 1877), p.66f.
3. Goldziher, Vorlesungen ub er den I_glam. ? p.?5.

4. Stanton, The TggcMlXg fll Jdlg Ojirjjan, p.^0

5. T.W. Arnold, The Preaching of I^Lam., p.23f.
6. Op. cit. Wensinck also cites an example from Arabic 
outside of the £urj.an where this term is so used in Muslim, 
Tman» Trad. 52. For the use of this word in the O 
cp. Surah 14:52; 2:l8l,l83-
7. For the other uses of ( i^pU ) in the Mekkan period cp. 
Surah 12:104; and 38:87. For the Madinan uses CD. Surah 
6:90; 21:107; and 68:52.



ITI. THELPMELQ ElM2LQF_JiI S^ 2 EBS M

It is not within the compass of this thesis to con 

sider Muhammad's personal life in detail. This has alrea^r 

been the subject of many able biographers. But a few 

observations upon the development of his oerson as it 

relates to his office may be in order. It will be seen 

that even though "the Prophet of Makkah" became "the Prince 

of Madinah", he nevertheless retained the elements of 

prophethood as he had come to know them.

To begin vath, just as former prophets had been 

natives of their own people, so Muhammad was the "comrade"

( 4^*0.1^ ) of the Makkans, or one of themselves. Further-
2 

more he was merely a human being. And as such, he remains
_ 5 

prone to sin throughout the OurVan. The conception of

him as the ideal man and prototype of humanity belongs to
4 

a later age.

The Prophet himself also followed the faith which he

preached. He was enjoined to magnify his Lord, to purify
5 

his garments, and to flee the Wrath (or idolatry). As the

1. Surah 55:20.

2. Surah 41:5; 17:95; 18:110. Also Muir, Life of Mahomet, p.344,

5. Surah 47:21; 48:?.

4. Stanton, The Teaching of the £urjjn, P-

5. Surah 74:5-5*
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1 
first Muslim, he had faith in what had been sent down to

2 
him from his Lord. «it is hardly believable," says Tor

Andrae, "that a man could have won such absolute confidence, 

or could have made such an impression upon his surroundings,

had he not possessed an overwhelming and convincing faith
3 

in his own message."

Like his prophetic predecessors, Muhammad also suffer-
4 

ed persecution. He was accused of being mad, and his

efforts to win converts at first were discouragingly fruit 

less. In his times of depression therefore he received
5 

revelations encouraging him to endure patiently and not to

be tempted from his purpose or faith. Nor is he to let
6 

their unbelief grieve him.

But when it became evident to Muhammad that his mission
78 9 

merely as a witness, warner, and messenger would not meet

with success, and when he was probably forced out of Makkah 

as a persona non grata, he adopted supplementary means for

1. Surah 6:162,163; 39:14-16.

2. Surah 2:285; 10:104-109; 27:93 etc.

3. Tor Andrae, Mph.ainmed, The Man ^nd Hijs F£ith, (London, 1936)

4. Surah 68:51; 8l:22; 52:29.

5. Surah 73:10,11; 68:48,49; 52:48,49; 30:46,51,52.

6. Surah 31:22; 16:128.

7. Surah 73:15-

8. Surah 79:45; 88:21; 53:57; 50:2.

9. Surah 69:40.



effecting his religious reform. Therefore at Madlnah we 

see him donning the garb of a brilliant diplomat and 

military leader. His goal resolved itself, as has already 

been' seen, into the organisation of an ( *-2t ) uminah

on a purely religious basis, but at first he had to keep
1 

this somewhat in the background for political reasons.

Light may be shed upon his relation to this community
* 

through the use of the word ( £y>\ ) ummi . It has

usually been interpreted to mean one who can neither read 

nor write, or one who is ignorant of the Scriptures. Dr.

Bell translates the two instances where the term occurs in 
2

the £ur_n|n as "the native prophet" (

and explains this in a note a? meaning "belonging to the
3

community" as well as probably implying the leek of Scripture.

This would agree with Muhammad's position as the spiritual 

leader of this new order, as it is revealed in Surah 62:2:

"He it is^lfl/ho hath raised up among the common folks 
( 'c-r-**i? ^ ) a messenger, one of themselves, to recite 
to them His signs, and purify them (by almsgiving), 
and teach them the Book and the Wisdom."

That the Apostle is to br the witness against his commun 

ity on the Last Day is also indicated in Surahs 4:45 and 

16:91, and bears out the basically religious nature of his 

mission. But at Madinah he furthermore assumed the office 

of a Judge (Surah 24:47,50; 4:68) as well.

1. Buhl, "Muhammad", Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. Ill, p.652.

2. Surah 7:156,158.

5. Bell, The Cur fan, (Edinburgh, 1939), -D.1 C 2 n. 2.



Along with this increasing power and dignity of the

Prophet, one can trace in the Our*an a greater reverence
1 

and submission which is exacted from his followers. His

name becomes linked with that of the Almighty. For example,
2 3 

there are commands calling for resDonse, faithfulness and
4 

obedience to God and the Messenger. In fact it reaches

the point where obedience to Muhammad is identical with
5 

compliance to the Divine will. Absolute authority is
6 

ascribed to decisions which are made, and whoever resists
7

God and His Apostle is consigned to the Fire. The
8 

Prophet furthermore assumes a greater dignity, and insults
9 

against him are forbidden.

According to Professor Welch, the function of the 

prophet in old Israel wss to enunciate great religious

convictions, and the office of the priest was to put them
10 

into practice. In this sense it cannot be denied that

Muhammad performed a priestly function as well, for he not

1. Muir, Life of Mahomet, (London, 1877), P-342.

2. Surah 8:24.

J. Surah 8:27.

4. Surah 64:12.

5. Surah 4:82.

6. Surah 33O^-

7. Surah 72:24; 4:l8.

8. Surah 6^:8.

,9. Surah

10. A rip™ r. Woir»hj D^o"1"^ "^ ™ T ij§ s t in 01 f* Israel 
(London, 1936)," pp. 7^777- ~™ —— ~ —— "
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only proclaimed the message but also established and led the 

worship. There are also instances in the £ur_fj|n where he 

is portrayed as an intercessor. For example, in Surah 

4:67 it is stated that if the Hyp/f)ocites would come and

repent "and the messenger were to ask pardon for them,
1 

they would find Allah relentant and compassionate." Also

when new women adherents came to him, he was to "ask Allah
2 

to forgive them." And again, his prayers in behalf of the
3 Bedouin would serve as a means of access to God.

During the latter years of his life, the gradual 

declension of his moral character cannot easily be just 

ified or excused, even when the relatively low ethical 

standard of seventh century Arabia is taken into consider 

ation. !Dt is not surprising th.^t his open sensuality and 

special matrimonial privileges such ?s that of marrying the 

wife of Zavd. his adopted son, even shocked his desert 

contemporaries, and therefore required special revelations 

as explanations. Nor is it right to condone his acts of

unnecessary cruelty, or such deeds as ordering the date
4 

palms to be cut down. But at Madlnah his personal life

was chequered with light as well as with shade, for even 

there "modesty and kindliness, patience, self-denial, and

1. Also cp. another instance in Surah

2. Surah 60:12.

]5. Surah 9:100.

4. Surah 59:5-



generosity pervaded his conduct and riveted the affections 

of all around him." The consciousness of his prophetic 

mission and responsibility furthermore stayed with him, 

or as he expressed it, "There has come to you a messenger 

from among yourselves upon whom your distresses press

heavily, who is watchful over you, and who is with the
2 

believers, gentle and compassionate."

TV. THE PURPOSE OF HIS OFFICE

Various purposes for Muhammad*s prophetic office are 

clearly expressed in the Qur'.an. Although as has already 

been mentioned the character of his task underwent a 

progressive development, nevertheless, the following func 

tions once they are introduced are kept throughout the 

different stages of the Makkan and Madlnan periods. 

a. Preaching played a very important part in the Prophet 1 s

ministry. The early exhortation to him was to "rise and
3

warn." And this commission was reiterated in that he was
4 

to warn a people, ?/hose fathers had not been warned and to
5 6 

whom no previous warner had come, of the day of sighing.

Tradition holds in connection with Surah IS:94, where the

1. Muir, Life of Mahomet, (London, 1877), ?-5?5

2. Surah 9:129-

3. Surah 74:2. Also cf. Surah 11:1.5.

4. Surah 36:5.

5. Surah 32:2; 34:

6. Surah 19:40



Prophet is ordered to "burst forth" with what he has been 

commanded, that he in the fourth year of his mission 

hazarded the step of mounting the gafa, ? slight eminence

in one of the streets of Makkah, and publicly preached to
1 

the Quraysh. Although it is not certain how much weight

can be ascribed to this account, it nevertheless is true
2 

that proclamation was clearly prescribed for him. It

was this that made him a prophet in the sense of a "forth-

teller". Besides calling his hearers to belief in their
3 

Lord, he was to give those who responded "good tidings
4 

of forgiveness and a noble reward^1 , and those who refused
5 

to believe "good tidings of a punishment painful." Nor
6 

was he himself to be responsible if people did not obey.

His function was that of mediating God*s message to men, 

or as it is stated in Surah 42:^2, "Thus We have suggested 

to thee a spirit belonging to Our affair...and verily thou 

wilt guide to a straight path." He was to bridge the gap 

between the human and the Divine. Having received the 

prophetic spirit from the Almighty, he was, in turn, to 

direct men through it to the right way.

1. Rodwell, The Koran, (London, 1918), p.ll6, n.5., and 
Sprenger, Life of Mahomet, pp.177,178.

2. Surah 16:57,84; 24:53-

3. Surah 57:8.

4. Surah 56:10.

5. Surah 84:24.

6. Surah 26:216, victe Ezekiel
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b^. Another reason for H/luhammad* s message and his very 
presence among his generation was to vindicate God*s 
righteousness by making them without excuse.

"If We were to destroy them by a punishment before it, they would say: »0 our Lord, why didst Thou not send 
us a messenger so that we might have followed Thy 
signs before we were humiliated and confounded? 1 " 1

But the fact that the Messenger had come would make it
possible for him to be a \.ltness against his community at2 
the Last Day when the infidels would be justly condemned
by the question, "Did there not come to you a warner?", 
and the confession vrould be elicited from them, "Yes! there 
came to us a warner, but we counted (him) false." Or as 
it put elsewhere:

"We shall assuredly question those to whom a messenger has been sent, and We shall question those who have been sent." 4

CA A duty which probably developed along with his wider 
ministry at MadTnah was that of giving the Arabs Scriptures

.*•

in a Book form like those of the Jews and Christians lest
they should complain "The Book has only been sent down to

5 
two parties before us." Instruction in this revelation
was also a part of his work, for as it says in Surah 2:146:

1. Surah 20:1^4. Also 28:47; 98:1,?.

2. Surah 4:45; 16:91.

5. Surah 67:8,9.

4. Surah 7^5-

5. Surah 6:157.
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"We have sent among you a messenger, one of yoursleves, 
to recite to you Our signs,...to teach you the Book 
and the Wisdom, and to teach you what ye did not use# 
to know." 1

Besides, he came to clear up much of what the People of the
2 

Book had been concealing of the Scriptures.

d. Blessings resulting from his ministry are also men 

tioned as reasons for his mission. For instance, he is

commissioned to "remind, for the reminder will benefit the
3 4 

believers," to "purify" them by alms-giving and to "bring
5 

the people forth from the darkness to the light." In

fact of the Apostle himself it is stated, "We have not
6 

sent thee but as a mercy to the worlds."

e. He also was to serve as a prophet at a time when 

there were no others, or "at an interval amongst the
*7

messengers." This relation to previous divine emnp/saries 

may be the meaning of an earlier Makkan verse which states

that "he came with truth, and. corroborated the envoys
»~ 8

1. Surah 2:146.

2. Surah 5:l8.

3. Surah 51:55.

4. Surah 2:14-6.

5. Surah 14:1; 65:11.

6. Surah 21:107.

7. Surah 5:22.

8. Surah



f. Finally, the establishing Islam T s predominance is 

another expressed purpose, although this appears compar 

atively late in his prophetic career. It is first mention 

ed after gudaybiyah at the close of year VI and then is 

repeated in preparation for the Expedition to the North 

during the year IX.

"He it is who hath sent His messenger with the guidance 
and the religion of the truth that He may exalt it 
above all other religion." 1.

Such was the development in Muhammad*s purposes, his

person, and the scope of his office during the twenty-
2 

three years following his initirl call and commission. In

conclusion, let it be said that from the foregoing evidence 

it is quite clear that the Apostle retained his fundamental 

concept of being a spiritual prophet even though the further 

qualities of a brilliant temporal leader were added to 

this main function. It is true that the results of his 

reform were political and social,, and yet the primary 

impulse in all probability was religious.

1. Surah 48:28 and 9:23.

2. Muir, Li£e oj; Mgfrgget, (London, 1877), P-550.
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CHAPTER III

MUHAMMAD'S PROPHETIC INSPIRATION 

According to the view of orthodox Islam, the _Qur t 'an 

was sent down from the preserved table, entire and in one

volume, to the lowest heaven, from whence Gabriel revealed
1 

it to Muhammad by parcels, as occasion required. Western

scholarship on the other hand has not accepted this view. 

By use of the critical or scientific method, it has 

rather explained the Prophet's inspiration on natural 

grounds by tracing the sources of the Qur T sn, by studying 

the environmental climate of Arabia before and during 

Muhammad 1 s time, and by bringing out the human element. 

Nevertheless a study of the Qur'anic view of inspiration 

shows that certain parts lay definite claim to a divine 

origin. Was this deliberate fraud, or how are we to 

explain it? Before reaching a conclusion, let us first 

examine the teaching of the original source at our dis 

posal as to its supernatural claims, its human elements, 

the growth of the doctrine of "the Book", and the resulting 

enigmas of inspiration. 

A. THE SaPERNATUfiAL ELEMENT

As was seen in the last chapter, the call to office

1. Sale, The Koran, (London, Warne & Co.), p.451
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seemed to come not only through the impulse of the con 

temporary religious needs, but also as a result of 

supernatural visions. It is significant to note the 

assertions that inspiration was closely bound up with 

these visitations, and that Muhammad does not speak of 

his own inclination.

"Your comrade has not gone astray, nor has he erred;
Nor does he speak of (his own) inclination.
It is nothing but a suggestion suggested,
Taught (him) by One strong in power,
Forceful; ........................... 2
And (he) suggested, to his servant what he suggested."

In fact, the Qur T an seems to distinguish between two 

types of inspiration when it says in what is probably 

a later Makkan passage:

"It belonged not to any human being that Allah 
should speak to him except by suggestion ( l!*A^ ) or 
from behind a veil, or by sending a messenger 
(an angel) to suggest (<£^>A) by His permission 
what He pleaseth." 3

In other words, there are the direct suggestions from God

Himself, or secondly, suggestions mediated by an angelic
4 

messenger. In justification of his translation of

as "suggestion", Dr. Eell cays, "The later developed 

Muslim dogmatic takes wafry to be the highest form of 

inspiration, and to consist in the communication of the 

actual words of the revelation to the prophet by an angel

1. Surah

2. Surah 53:2-6,10.

3. Surah 42:50,51.

4. Vide Bell. "The Development of Muhammad*s Teaching and 
Prophetic Consciousness", The SOS Bulletin. (American 
University at Cairo, June 1935)? ?•?•
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intermediary. But as used in the Jgurjan itself, the 
words wafry, awfra by no means always or even generally 
have that sense. Usually, some cuch rord as 'suggest', 
'prompt', 'put into the heart of is a better translation 
than 'reveal.'"

That Muhammad has a special knowledge of the unseen 
is further indicated at the end of Surrli 72 where it states:

"He who knoweth the unseen, and discloseth not His unseen to any one; but only to such messenger as He may be satisfied with; then He maketh to go before him and behind him, prying ones; that He may know whether they have delivered the messages of their Lord." 2

The reference here to the guard of angels is also note 
worthy in that they not only appear to be intermediaries, 
but also have the function of seeking to insure the 
Prophet's faithful proclamation.

The "Spirit" as well is mentioned several times in 
connection with the inspiration of God's messengers. The 
Lord casts "the Spirit belonging to His affair (i.e. the
prophetic spirit in connection with God's whole plan of

3 4 intervention) upon whomsoever He willeth of His servants."
5 Elsewhere He is called the "Spirit of Holiness," or the

"Faithful Spirit" as in Surah 26:

1. Bell, "Muhammad's Visions", The Moslem World, (New York, April, 1934), pp.146,147-

2. Surah 72:26b-28a.
3. Bell, The ^ur'an, (Edinburgh, 1939). p.469 n.2.

4. Surah 40:15: 16:2.

5. Surah 16:104



"Verily it is the relevation of the Lord of the
Worlds.
With wnidi hath come down the Faithful Spirit
Upon thy heart, that thou mayest be of those who
warn." 1

In spite of the traditional view and the popular
conception that the Angel Gabriel alone v;as the agent of

2 revelation, he is only mentioned in the Qur'.an three times
and all of these references are MadTnan. "There is no 
doubt," says Dr. Bell, "that in Madinah Muhammad let it 
be understood that it was Gabriel who conveyed the revel 
ations to him. But we are hardly justified in reading

3 that back into the early Makkan period."
In the Qur*ln there are also two references to pre 

monitions which came to the Prophet through dreams, al 
though it seems that both had to be reinterpreted in the 
light of subsequent events. For instance after the victory 
at Badr in the year II, Muhammad says that in a dream 
before the battle, God caured him to see the Makkans as 
but few in number in order to boost the morale of the 
Muslims, for had he seen the full number of the enemy 
which in reality was three times the size of his own force
of approximately 300, his men would have been fainthearted

4 
and vied with one another in their withdrawal. The

1. Surah 26:192-194.
2. Surah 2:91,92; 66:4, and of these 2:91 may be a later 
substitute for 2:92.

3. Bell, "Muhammad^ s Visions," The Moslem World. (New 
York, April, 1934), p.149.

4. Surah 8:45.



Prophet is supposed to have had the other dream at 
Madlnah before setting out on the Expedition to gudaybiyah 
in the year VI. In this vision he received assurance of 
the success of the pilgrimage they were to make in the 
following words, "Ye shall certainly enter the sacred
mosque, if Allah will, in security, your heads shaven, your

1 
hair cut short, fearing nothing." His followers apparently
expected its fulfilment within the year, but the Treaty

2 of Hudaybiyah frustrated their hopes. Therefore in
order to pacify them, Muhammad reiterates the promise he 
received in the dream as referring to a definite future
date, assures them of rich spoils soon to be had, and hails

5 the Truce as a resounding victory.
Another nocturnal episode which is linked with the 

Prophet's prerogative for special revelation is the night 
journey referred to in Surah 17:1:

"Glory be to Him who journeyed by night with His servant from the Sacred Mosque (the Ka'bah) to the Furthest Mosque (probably the Tenple at Jerusalem) around which We have bestowed blessing, that We might show him some of Our signs."
Although traditions have unduly elaborated upon this 
reference glorifying it into a celestial journey through 
the seven heavens to the throne of God, borne by the
winged horse Buraci which had a woman's face and a peacock's

4 
tail, and accompanied by Gabriel, nevertheless it is

1. Surah 48:27.

2. Rodwell, The Ko^an, (London, 1918), p.463 n.2.
3. Surah 48:18-28.

4. Hitti, History of the Arabs, (London, 1957), p.114.
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significant that the Qur * an mentions that the purpose for

this strange affair was to show Muhammad some of God»s
_ 1 

signs, or perhaps verses (c^l^f ). In all probability,
2 

this experience was also a vision or dream.

"The Night of Power" or "Decree" ( f^z ij ) is 

also given much importance in connection with the orthodox 

Muslim view of revelation. The traditions are mainly 

"based on Surah 97:1-5 where it is stated:

"Lo, We have sent it down on the Night of Power. 
What has let thee know what is the Night of Power? 
The Night of Power is better than a thousand months; 
In it the angels and the spirit let themselves down, 
by the permission of their Lord, with regard to 
every affair. 
It is peace until the rising of the dawn."

Commentators say that on this night not only was the 

complete Qur* an sent down from the preserved table to the 

lowest heaven, but that it was then also that Muharanad 

received his first revelations from Gabriel. Even though 

the description admittedly reads too much into the text, 

the Prophet nevertheless seems to refer to a specific 

night when he was unusually inspired. Surah 44 may

allude to the same incident when it says, "Verily We
5 

sent it down on a blessed night," as may also another

Madlnan verse which state? that it was in the month of 

Ramadan that "the Qur * an was sent down as guidance for the

1. The meaning of "verses" here is quite doubtful since 
the passage recounting this is proba.bly Makkan, and since 
the concept of (^t£T ) as "verses" is almost certainly 
Madlnan.

2. Rodwell, op. cit. p.lo4 n.3. 

. Surah 44:2a.



1 
people, and as Evidences of the guidance and Furqan. n

The supernatural element is not only claimed through
2 

these allusions as to how the inspiration came, but the

actual diction of the QurVan itself is cast in a mold

designed to convey the assumption of divine inspiration.
^> 

With every Surah except one beginning with the formula

TTIn the name of God > the
Merciful, the Compassionate," an initial chord of author 

ity as from the Deity Himself is repeatedly struck.

Throughout most of the Qur f an the royal or divine 

"We" (an I occasionally the singular "I") is used which 

also conveys the impression that it is God*s ipsissima 

verb a which are being quoted. As evidence that this 

device was not adopted by the Prophet at the start of his

1. Surah 2:l8l.

2. Tradition, probably taking its cue from the Qur'anic 
emphasis upon the supernatural ir. revelation, adds 
accounts such as the following ir order to describe the 
manner in which inspiration came upon the Prophet. 
* I*ishah is quoted as saying: "Then Allah's Apostle had 
his customary attack, so that even though it was a very 
cold day, beads of perspiration rolled from his face." 
(Tor Andrae, Mohammed, The Man and His Faith, London, 
1936, p.67). Ibn Sa'd records testimony concerning an 
other incident. "I saw how the revelation came upon the
Apostle of Allah as he was riding upon a camel. The 
animal groaned, and its legs slipped sideways, so that I 
expected it to collapse under the weight of the revelation, 
Soon it fell upon its knees, then tried to arise by plant 
ing its feet upon the ground." (ibid. pp.68,69).

3. Although Surah 9 is not prefixed by the usual heading, 
it nevertheless also begins by announcing a proclamation 
from God.

4. Rodwell traces this phrase to a Jewish origin, cf. The 
Koran, (London, 1918), p.19 n.2.
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ministry, Dr. Bell cites the recurring Qur'anic formulas 

which speak of God in the third person such as, "Allah 

it is who..." and "He it is who...". "Muhammad began 

simply as the advocate of Allah," he continues, "speaking 

not as the mouthpiece of Allah at all, but in his own 

person setting out the benefits which Allah had conferred 

upon men; and urging that He was the God men ought to 

worship; and that, later, he worked these passages into 

the Surahs of the pur*an, without transposing them into

the first person plural, as his later claim to be deliver-
1 

ing messages in Allah 1 s name required." It is also

interesting to note that there are verses which all both

in the East and West acknowledge to have been spoken by
2 

angels. For example: "We come not down except with the
-C

affair oj? (by command of) thy Lord; to Him belongeth what

is" before us and what is behind us, and what is between
3 

that; nor is thy Lord forgetful."

Imperative commands in the early Surahs such as
4 5 

"Recite in the name of thy Lord," "Rise and warn" and
6 

"Discourse (of the goodness of thy Lord)" indicate an

1. Bell, "The Development of Muhsmmadts Teaching and 
Prophetic Consciousness," The SOS gulletln, (American 
University at Cairo, June, 1955) P»3»

2. Ibid. p.7.

3. Surah 19:65. Also cp. Surah 37:164-166.

4. Surah 96:1.

5. Surah 74: 2.

6. Furph 9?:11.
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inspirational impulse. Whether this urge was born from 

Muhammad's reflective intuition or whether it was from 

some supernatural origin, it is not easy to determine. 

There are also approximately 250 passr.ges in the
o 9

Qur f an which are introduced by the imperative ( A$ ) or 

"Say." "So scrupulous was he," says Sir V.Tilliam Muir 

of Muhammad, "lest there should be in this inspiration 

even the appearance of human influence, that every sen 

tence of the Qur f an is prefaced by the divine command, 

'Speak* or 'Say; 1 which, if not expressed must always be 

understood." Dr. Bell believes that these occurances of
* 9

J? ) were originally (a) formulae introducing state

ments designed for repetition and (b) captions leading to
2 

results which came from the Prophet's seeking guidance.

However, the use of the word "Say" in the Qur f an as 

Muhammad finally left it, seems unmistakably to betray an 

attempt to sound a note of authority similar to the 

"Thus saith the Lord" of the Old Testament prophets. It 

is not improbable therefore to presume that the Prophet 

in his later period employed this word as a means of 

furthering what consequent tradition came to hold as the 

verbal inspiration of the Muslim Scriptures.

1. Muir, Life of Mahomet, (London, 1877), P-48.

2. Bell, The Style of the Qur T an, (Lecture delivered at 
Glasgow Oriental Society, 50th September, 1942), p.4.
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It is expressly stated in the Qur* an no less than 74 

times that Muhammad*s signs, message, Surahs and finally

the Book were sent down from God. The assertion further-
2 

more is made that "the Merciful taught the Qur;an, n and in

a short passage which reminds one of Psalm 1, it is said
3that "Allah hath coined a parable."

1. The following are the references which claim the 
revelation to be Heaven-sent arranged according to Dr. 
Bell's chronology: (a) Makkan: 76:23; 24:34 (signs), 
(b) Late Makkan: 17:106,107. (c) Late Makkan or Early 
Madinese: 20:3; 15:9,87; 7:195; 13:36,37- (d) Uncertain: 
40:1: 46:1, (e) Early Madinese: 18:1,28; 16:24,66; 
28:87; 54:6; 6:92a (year II or III, a Book); 6:114b 
(a Book); 6:156a (year I or II, a Book); 2:3 (year III); 
2:84;85,156,285a; 8:42 (year II); 47:10 (year II); 3:2 
(year II or III, the Book); 3:78 (year II); 57:9,15; 
4:50; 4:135 (year II, the Book); 4:139a,l64; 4:174 
(manifest light); 65:11; 24:1 (a Surah); 9:87 (a Surah); 
9:125; 9:128 (a Surah); 5:22 (bus., year II); 5:54 (bis.); 
5:86. (f) Madinese: 32:1; 45:1; 16:91; 11:17; 12:2; 
39:1,2,42; 31:20; 42:16; 7:1 (a Book); 7:2; 13:1; 2:130; 
2:171 (a Book); 47:2; 3:5 (the Book); 4:63,64.106; 4:113 
(the Book): 4:160: 22:16 (it); 5:84,103. (g) Year VI: 
2:231; 9:98. (h) Uncertain: 13:19; 5:17:72,
2. Surah 55:1.

3. Surah 14:29.
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B. THE HUMAN ELEMENT

In spite of the insistance of Islamic tradition to 

the contrary, there are indications in the Qur'an itself 

which reveal the human element in Muhammad's inspiration 

along with the more obvious divine claim. His person 

and natural powers seem to have exerted an influence upon 

his inspiration. He is advised thr.t "the beginning of 

the night is strongest an impression, and most just in 

speech," or in other words that thin is the time when

impressions are clearest and the proper words are most
2 

readily formed. Nor was he to rush in his work of com-
3 

position - "Move not thy tongue therein that thou mayest
4 

do it quickly." And in another plnce where it says, "Do

not be in a hurry with the Qur*an, before the suggestion
5 

of it to thee is finished," he is told not to hasten its

completion. Believers are alro dircouraged from asking

questions while the Qur*an is being sent down, lest they
6 

inspire onerous revelations.

The poorer style of the MadTnan passages is not

1. Surah 73:6.

2. Bell, The Our*an, (Edinburgh, 1939), P-613 n.4.

3. Ibid. p.621 n.5-

4. Surah 75*16.

5. Surah 20:113-

6. Surah 5:101.



completely due to their difference in subject matter. 

The increasing demands upon Muhammad*s time during this

period on the other hand denied him the leisure necessary
£

for composing his former carefully worded and sucinct1 x 
verses. And consequently, the effect of this preoccupation

with other duties has left a mark upon the later portions 

of the Qur*an which cannot be e?sily explained apart from 

a recognition of the human element in the Prophet 1 s 

inspiration. Surah 36:69 may unwittingly bear out the 

fact that composition for him v;as time consuming and 

laboured when it testifies that he had not been taught the 

art of poetry, nor did it beseem him.

It is significant to observe the vehemence with which

Muhammad disclaims the charges of using old-world tales
2 

and informants to produce the Our*an. He answers the

accusation that "it is only a human being who teaches him T! 

by asserting that "this speech of him they hint at is foreign, 

but this is Arabic speech clear." Rodwell sees strong 

indications for the truth of these charges in the very 

frequency with which it was felt necessary to rebut them 

as well as in the weakness of the arguments contradicting

1. Bell, The Origin of Islam in Its Christian Environment, 
(London, 1926), pp. 9^7

2. Surah 25:5-7; 16:26.

3. Surah 3.6:105.
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1
them. Another device to which Muhammad resorts in 

answering his critics is that of challenging them to

bring ten Surahs like it of their own invention if they'
2 

claim that the Qur*an is merely of his devising, and then

concludes, "Verily if men and jinn agree to produce the

like of this Qur f an, they will not produce the like of it~3 

though one to the other were backer." And yet the very

fact that development and revision of subject matter can 

be traced through the Qur* an reflects the growth of ideas 

and understanding in the humr.n mind of its author, and 

precludes the claim for an entirely supernatural origin. 

Speaking of the fixed dogma which Muslims hold that every 

Surah, sentence and word emanates from God»s direct com 

munication, Muir shows that to attribute anything in it to 

a human source is considered blasphemy, end "hence they

miss the clue...for tracing the course of Muhammad*s
4 

mental and spiritual history."

1. Rodwell, The Ko,ran, (London, 1918), p.159

2. Surah 11:16.

5. Surah 17:90.

4. Muir, The Life of Mahomet, (London, 1877),



CONCEPT BEHIND THE OUR*AN 

Although the repository of revelation as finally 

conceived was in the form of a "Book", it is very doubt 

ful whether this view was in the Prophet's mind from the 

beginning of his mission. Since the Arabs were without 

a book to aid in their worship, he may have felt it his

function at first to collect and reproduce monotheistic
1 

materials in the form of a "qur*an" or "reading".
2 

Much is made of the fact that it was in Arabic. Then

only later, probably during the Madinan period, did the 

idea of giving his people or ummah a "Book" take final 

shape in his mind.

Dr. Bell connects this transition with the success 

which accompanied the battle of Badr and the reference to 

this occasion as ( ^ &$3l 'p°£ ) "the day of the 

furqan". This word which occurs in the Qur' an seven 

times is borrowed from the Syriac "jg^rqana" meaning 

"salvation", and according to No'ldeke the sense has been

influenced by the Arabic root ( it > ), giving the idea of5 ^
"separation" or "decision". Hence, furgan probably is

6
"deliverance from judgment". The fact that the term is

1. Bell, "The Development of Muhammad's Teaching and 
Prophetic Consciousness," The SOS Bulletin, (Cairo, 
June, 1955)•
2. Surah 26:195; 4^:2; 44:58; 19:97; 20:112 etc, 

5. Surah 8:42.

4. Bell, The Origin of Islam in rts Christian Environment,
London, 19?6), pp.ll3-ir4.

5- Ibid. p.119. 

6. Ibid, L22.



C. THE CONCEPT BEHIND THE

Although the repository of revelation as finally 

conceived was in the form of a "Book", it is very doubt 

ful whether this view was in the Prophet*s mind from the 

beginning of his mission. Since the Arabs were without 

a book to aid in their worship, he may have felt it his

function at first to collect and reproduce monotheistic
1 

materials in the form of a "qur*an" or "reading".
2 

Much is made of the fact that it was in Arabic. Then

only later, probably during the Madinan period, did the 

idea of giving his people or ummah a "Book" take final 

shape in his mind.

Dr. Bell connects this transition with the success 

which accompanied the battle of B_adr and the reference to 

this occasion as ( ^ &'j£l 'p°£, ) "the day of the 

furqan". This word which occurs in the Qur* an seven 

times is borrowed from the Syriac "pgrqana" meaning 

"salvation", and according to No'ldeke the sense has been

influenced by the Arabic root ( ^jji ), giving the idea of
5 

"separation" or "decision". Hence, furqan probably is
6 

"deliverance from judgment". The fact that the term is

1. Bell, "The Development of Muhammad*s Teaching and 
Prophetic Consciousness," The SOS Bulletin, (Cairo, 
June, 1935) •

2. Surah 26:195; 4^:2; 44:58; 19:97; 20:112 etc.

3. Surah 8:42.

4. Bell, The Origin of Islam in Its Christian Environment,
London, 19?6), pp.ll?-ir4.

5. Ibid. p.119.

6. Ibid. 122.
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twice used in relation to Moses and the giving of the 

Torah to him would further indicate that in Muhammad*s 

mind there may have been a connection between the revel 

ation of the Book to Moses with the deliverance from 

Pharaoh and his armies. Thus the sending down of the 

Our*an as "the Book" and the deliverance from the Makkans 

at Badr are also associated with the furqan, and judging

from the text, the assumption is not improbable that they
2 

both happened during the month of Ramaflan. According to

this therefore, the concept of the Prophet's revelation 

in the form of a Book was not finally promulgated and 

announced until the end of year II shortly after the break 

with the Jews.

The idea also begins to appear of an archetype of all 

revelation existing in the presence of God - "Lo, We have

made it an Arabic Qur*an, mayhap ye will understand, and
5 

lo, it is in the Mother of the Book in Our presence".

From this and other references, Sweotman concludes that 

in Islam, "revelation is conceived rs a gradual impart- 

ation to men of portions of the heavenly book and...the

process is considered to have been carried on by the
4 

Prophet Muhammad". But this is not to be confused with

1. Surah 21:49 and 2:50.

2. Surah 2:l8l and 8:42.

3. Surah 43:3. Also see Surah 18:26.

4. Sweetman, Islam and Christian Theology, (London, 
1947), vol.ii, p.132.
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another "Book" mentioned in the Qur*an, namely that which

1 
records man*s deeds.

If as has been cited above it was not until early in
the Madlnan period that Muhammad determined to produce a

2 
unique Arabic "Book", this would necessitate a re-editing
of the earlier passages to conform to the new mold. And
as Dr. Bell has shown in his translation of the Qur*an

3 and elsewhere, the evidence for such a process having taken
place is considerable. But even in its present form
according to Carlyle*s opinion it is "written as badly as

4 
almost any book ever was." This also may be explained
by the fact that amid his many responsibilities at

Madlnah, Muhammad*s work was interrupted by death before
5 he could polish and leave his Book in its final form.

There seems to have been a distinction between the 

Qur*anic and the other utterances of the Prophet which 
would elevate the former to a special position of author 
ity. This is indicated by the question, "Why has not a

6
Surah been sent down?" , when in the year II the Muslims 

were considering the possibility of fighting the Makkans.

1. Surah 18:47.

2. Surah 59:24, 28:86; 29:50; 14:1; 21:10; 41:1,2. Ex 
cepting Surah 39:24 which may be late Makkan or early 
Madinese, all of these references are listed as Madinese.

3. Vide The Origin of Isiam in Its Christian Environment, 
(London, 1923J7 pp.125,126.
4. Cerlyle, !T Mnhompt,tt L^ctiires on H^ro^- (London, 1~40>

5. Bell, n The Development of Muhammad*s Teaching and Pro 
phetic Consciousness," SOS Bulljstiri? (Cairo, June, 1935).

6. Surah 47:22.
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The explanation then continues that when "a clearly 

formulated Surah is sent down and fighting is mentioned 

in it" the diseased of heart look like death. Thus it 

appears that rescripts given in the form of revelations 

carried more weight than did Lluhamjadi s ordinary utterances.

The expressed purposes of the Qur*an are varied and 

indicate development. To begin with it is referred to 

as a ( &* )> a "warning" or "reminder". Then, according 

to the testimony of the jinn in Su:?ah 72:2, it "guides

to rectitude." Another function which is mentioned is
2 

that of its bringing good tidings to the believers and to
3 

those who show piety. These are the purposes recorded at

Makkah, but in Madinah it takes on a wider scope. There
4 

the Our * an confirms revelation already given to others,

clarifies matters in which the People of the Book differ, 

and eliminates the excuse the Arabs might have had that 

revelation had only been sent dowr to the Jews and Christ 

ians, or that they would have responded had a Book been
6 

given them. In fact as it develops, "it is no longer

merely a warning. It is said to be a mercy to the

1. Surah 57:3; 44:58; 50:45; ?0:1,?; etc.

2. Surah 17:9-

5. Surah 19:97.

4. Surah 6:92.

5. Surah 16:66.

5. Surah 6:156a,157,158a.



1 2 
believers. It is Wisdom and Guidance." And the very

1 
advent of the Qur*an increases the culpability of the wicked.

D. THE ENIGMAS OF QriR'AMTC TKSPIRATTQW

Qur 1 anic inspiration as finally conceived by Muhammad 

at once presents three main difficulties. Firstly, there 

is the problem of alterations. Secondly, there is the 

problem of materials unquestionably derived from earlier 
sources and certain historical discrepancies which are 

stated to have been revealed. And lastly, there is the 

problem of revelations for special occasions.

According to a tradition accepted by Western 

scholars, Muhammad, after Surah 53:20, added the two 

following verses:

"These are the swans exalted; 3 
Whose intercession is to be hoped for."

He may have been impelled to make this compromise with 

the Makkan deities through the apparent hopelessness of 

his cause if he continued championing pure monotheism. 

Whatever the motive, in a few days he repented, discarded 

the verses as a Satanic suggestion and revised the text 

to read in its present form. Such interference by the 

Devil is referred to in the Qur*an as the bane of every

1. Surah 17:84.

2. Bell, The Origin of I siam in Its Christian Environment. 
(London, 1926), p.llBT

3. Bell, The Our'an, (Edinburgh, 1959), p. 540 n.8.
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pre-Islamic prophet as well, and for this reason God

"abrogateth what Satan throws in" ( ^LKf£fT ^^ *- Mf? V^;^ -
v»

But alterations are not only cantioned because of

Satanic suggestions, but the proviso is also laid down
2 

that "Allah will delete what He willeth," and yet whatever

verse is cancelled or caused to be forgotten will be re 

placed by an equal one, or even a better one. It is 

little wonder that in the face of ?uch substitutions his 

critics accused him of manufacturing his revelations - 

"When We substitute one verse for mother - Allah knoweth

best what He sendeth down - they s£y: ! Thou art simply an '4
inventor'." There is an example in Surah eight where a 

modification immediately follows a former assertion. Just 

after the Battle of Badr the statement is made that be 

lievers will be able to overcome enemies even though they
5 

should be ten times their number. But later, probably

as the result of various Muslim reverses, it is stated, 

"Wow Allah hath made it lighter for you and knoweth that

there is weakness among you," rnd a change is made from
6 

the above ten-to-one odds to a two-to-one ratio.

Concerning such expedients which appear in Muhammad's 

revelations, MacDonald says, "From time to time he got 

into difficulties. A revelation proved too wide or too

1. Surah 22:51.

2. Surah 13:59.

3. Surah 2:100.

4. Surah 16:10

5. Surah 8:66

6. Surah 8i£2-
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narrow, or left out some important possibility. Then 
there came another to supplement or correct, or even to
set the first quite aside - Muhamr.sd had no scruples about

1 progressive revelation as applied to himself."
The second group of difficulties arises out of the 

relation of the Our*an to definite sources; end yet the 
claim that they are derived from supernatural revelation is 
stated in no uncertain terms. Although the Prophet pre 
sumably learned them orally, thero arc nevertheless certain 
Qur T "anic passages which are unmistakably derived from
Rabbinic literature. For example, a statement identical to

2 one in Surah 11:9 occurs in Raschi on Genesis 1:2, and part
of the story of Abraham in Surah 21:52-75 is taken word for

5 word from Midrash Rabbah on Genesis.

In like manner, along with the stories of Joseph in
45 6 Surah 12, Moses in Surrh 28 and Mary in Surah three, there

comes the explanation fiat these were received by revelation. 
In order to add proof to this assertion, the statement is 
repeated each time that Muhammad was not present at the scene 
of action thus insinuating that he must have learned it from

1. D.B. MacDonald, Musi im Theology, Jurisprudence jmd Const! tutipri&l Thoory, ("flew York, 1926j7p.70 ""
2. Rodwell, The Koran, (London, 1918), p.2l6 n.l.
5. Ibid. p.154 n.5-

4. Surah 12:105a.

5- Surah 28:46.

6. Surah 5:59.



Muhammad 1 s life, we see that there is much truth in the 

statement that the passages were - not, as Muslims say,

revealed, but - composed from time to time, as occasion
1 

required, to sanction each new departure made my Muhammad. TT

Let it suffice to cite six instances of such revelations for 

special occastions in the Curfan, (a) The change of the 

Clblah from Jerusalem to the Ka_Hjah at Makkah in the year 

II is vindicated in Surah 2:156-140. (b) Surah 5:145-155, 

159-168 is an explanation of the reverse suffered at the 

Battle of Ufrud in the year III. (c) In justifying Muhammad*s 

marriage to Z ay nab, the wife of hir adopted son Za.yd ibn- 

garithah. Surah 53s57*38 describes it not only as a special 

concession but also as a duty laid upon him by God. 

(d) The rumour of f £*ishah T s adultery occasioned a revel-. 

ation forbidding the future spreading of such calumnies in 

Surah 24:11-20,23,24. (e) In Surah 66:1,2 God gives the 

Prophet the right to annul oaths he has made to his wives, 

and (f) in verse three of the same Surah, when one of 

Muhamrnad T s wives divulges a secret of his, he claims to have 

received intelligence of the f^ct by Divine revelation. The 

use of this means in his later life for solving personal 

problems makes it difficult to escape the conclusion of 

Professor R.A. Macdonald, "You cannot possibly imagine, in 

the case of long periods dealing with the law of inheritance 

or with the usages of marriage or with the quarrels of his 

followers or emphasising the position and dignity of the

1. St. Clair Tidsall, The Original Sour_cj^ of th_e 
(SPCK, London, 1905), p.27.



Prophet himself - you cannot possibly imagine that these

thing3 rose to him from his subconscious, that he did noti?
know very well what he was saying and had not his own distinct

1 
objects in the way in which he expressed himself."

But herein exists a strange paradox. In spite of 

alterations, misrepresentation of sources, and opportunism 

in inspiration, Muhammad gives every evidence of sincerity 

and personal belief in the heavenly origin of his revelations. 

Various explanations of this mystery have been put forward 

by scholars. Noldeke's thesis is that "Muhammad held all 

for right which the voice of his her.rt did not reject. As 

he had not a mind to distinguish good and bad...so he was

not deterred from using objectionable means as well as pious
2 

fraud to spread his belief." Nor is Muir»s opinion

dissimilar. He states that the Prophet f s course was guided 

by n an inexplicable combination of earnest conviction and 

uneasy questioning, if not of actual though .unperceived

self-deception. He was sure cf his object, and the means
5 

could not be wrong." But Muir goer on to conclude, "The

absence of spiritual light and opportunities for obtaining 

it which escused this marvellous self-deception in the 

early prophetical life of Muhamnad, cannot be pleaded for

1. J.N.D. Anderson, MS. of Book on Religions, (to appear 
in London, 1949).

2. "Muhammad alles fflr erlaufct halten, was der Stimme seines 
Herzens nicht geradez^ widersprach. Und da er nicht den 
zarten und festen Sinn fttr das Gute und Bo"se besass...so 
schreckte er nicht dsvor zuruck, auch verwerfli.fche Mittel, 
ja frommen Betrug zur Ausbreitung seines Glaubohs anzuwenden." 
Theodor N61deke, Geschichte cles Qoran_s (Leipzig, 1909), P«5-

J. Muir, The-Life of Mahomet, (London, 1877), p.l6l.
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his later years. Ignorance was then no longer involuntary." 

Finally, Bell suggests that when the Prophet*s conscience 

was convicted by the surrounding Arab idolatry, he was

motivated to grasp great truths by intuition, and laid claim
? 

to inspiration which he assumed came from God.

From the preceding Qur*anie drta, it may be concluded 

that a dilemma does exist between the claim of a divine 

origin on the one hand, and the obvious human element on 

the other. A not improbable explanation may be that once 

Muhammad had responded to the call and had assumed the 

charge of the prophetic office as he knew it, it was essen 

tial that his revelation should berr the stamp of God 1 s 

authority. He therefore may have cultivated guidance by 

meditation, sincerely convincing himself that the promptings 

he received emanated from the Source of all good. But once he 

had dared to forge God f s name for these "flashes", the die 

had been'cast. And having committed himself, he refused to 

retract. It was therefore necessrry to bring on and de 

velop these suggestions v/hich may rven have originated from 

an unholy source. But the resultr nevertheless were 

presented as revelations from the Most High. This was done 

with amazing success, and yet there remains in the Qur f an 

the human watermark which,was impossible for him to blot out.

1. Ibid. •>.".6;.

2. Bell, "The Development of Muhammad T s Teaching and 
Prophetic Consciousness," The SOS Bulletin, (Cairo,
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CHAPTER IV

MUHAMMAP1S _ PROPHETIC _ MESSAGE

Probably no aspect of Muhammad's mission has received 

more attention by scholars of East and West alike than 

has his message. It will therefore be unnecessary to 

consider it at length in this thesis, and yet the very 

fact that it is so closely linked with the prophetic 

office in the £urj_an demands a brief treatment of the 

subject in this relation. It is in the message that we 

see the Proohet's rai_son dj^jtre. In fact the Our' an 

itself strictly speaking is merely a collection of his 

teaching and it is only through this lens that other 

features can be clearly seen.

A study of the message seems to establish the 

hypothesis that Muhammad's main impulse was religious, and 

that the proDhetic office as he increasingly came to know 

it was thc means he adopted in order to effect the 

reformation. With this in mind, let us briefly examine 

the spiritual centredness and the prophetic consciousness 

of his message in its content, and development. We shall 

furthermore see that the style of his preaching is not 

dissimilar to that employed by the Hebrew prophets.

The following verse which was delivered either late 

in the Makkan period or early in the Madlnan contains in 

a nutshell the central teaching of Muhammad'^ mpe-cpp-p.*•--• —— A - i.J i-J t. ^ ,. %
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"This is a proclamation to the people that they may 
be warned thereby, and that they may know that there 
is only One God, and that those of insight may be 
reminded." 1

Even though this passage comes mid-way in his ministry, it 

nevertheless reflects the emphasis upon God which pervades 

the marked development of the message ell through the 

,Qurj.an. It is only this deep sense of a special Divine 

Providence that gives significance to the Prophet's plea 

for gratitude, warning of judgment and Dromise of reward. 

Or as Professor Bell says, the fundamental doctrine is 

"the claims of Allah, the Creator, to man's gratitude and

worship, He being the source of all the important blessings
2 

of life."

To begin with the message was not based upon the 

dogmatic conception of monotheism suc^ as that auoted from 

Surah 14:52. But it was rather an appeal grounded upon

the moral responsibility of man created and cared for by
3 

God. For example, in Surah 86:6 we see that man "was

created from water dripping," in Surah 80: 24-32 that God 

causes man T s food to grow, and in Surah 88:17-20 that 

camels (or clouds), the heaven, mountains and the earth 

testify to God's power, of which msn should be cognizant.

1. Surah 14:52.

2. Bell, "The Development of Muhammad's Teaching and 
Prophetic Consciousness," The SOS Bulletin, (Cairo, June,
1955), P. 2.
3. Buhl, "Muhammed", Enc^clonaedij? of Inlrn. (London, 
1936), vol. Ill 0.64?.
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But soon a greater accent was placed upon the 
oneness of God. Muhammad openly condemned the Makkans for
attributing daughters to the deity while they themselves1 
had sons, and vociferously attacked their polytheism by
reiterating, ( ^f^ 'jMJ j\ ) "Verily, your God 
is one," and, ( 'all/I IVj *3 9 ) "There is no god but
Allah." The gur_^an then goes on to develop the doctrine
of God, elaborating upon His attributes and His ' "beautiful 4
names." As an illustration, the following v^rse from
the early MadTnan period comprehends in a striking manner

5 God T s work of creation, His transcendence, His omniscience,
and His immanence. "He it is who created the heavens and 
the earth in six days, and then sat firm upon the throne; 
He knoweth what penetrates into the earth and what comes
forth from it, what comes down from the heaven and what

6 mounts up into it; He is with you wheresoever ye are."
Once the Prophet grasped this idea, of the greatness of the 
One God, he kept it throughout his life as the principal tenet 
of his message. And just as former messengers had served 
as mouthpieces for the Lord, so likewise was he to become 
the spokesman of the Almighty. Or as the Our_|jfn states

1. Surah 57:149.

2. Surah 57:4.

3. Surah 37: J54 and 44:7.

4. Surah 7:179-

5. Through the anthropomorphism of His sitting unon the throne,

6. Curah ^:4.
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it, "Verily, it is the speech of a messenger honourable... 

a revelation from the Lord of the worlds." Hence every 

thing, no matter how trivial, Is set in its relation to God. 

In contradistinction to the Creator's generosity,

Muhammad's early preaching condemned man's niggardly
2 

attitude.

"Ye do not honour the orphan,
Nor urge to feed the destitute,
Ye devour the inheritance indiscriminately,
And ye love wealth ardently." 3

The replacement at Makkah of the tribal solidarity by a 

mercantile individualism may have led to un.just exploit 

ation and oppression of the less fortunate citizens, and

thus served as provocation for the Prophet's attack.
4 

"Blast man!" he says, "How ungrateful he is!" - "Allah it

is v/ho hath appointed for you the night that ye may rest 

therein, and the day to let you see; verily Allah is

bounteous to the people, but most people do not show 
5 * 6 

gratitude" - "Verily man was created avid (of gain)."
7 

Thus it is that the sin of "presumption" is assailed unon

religious grounds even though the immediate cause of the 

ingratitude was an economic and social one.

1. Surah 69:40,43

2. Surah 82:6.

3. Surah 89:18-21,

4. Surah 80:l6.

5. Surah 40:63.

6. Surah 70:19.

7. Surah 96:6.
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Along with the censure of this vice there is also 

commendation for the virtue of gratitude to God, expressed

in generosity. Benediction is the lot of "him who gives
1 

and shows piety." Nor is this correct behaviour separated

from its religious context. It also derives its sig 

nificance from the thankful attitude toward God, and the 

giving of alms was very probably a merns for spiritual 

purification.

With the old tribal unity and sanctions broken down 

through the new Makkan economy, the individual himself in 

all likelihood became more responsible for his own actions 

in this world. It is therefore not difficult to see how 

the doctrine of the Final Judgment would more than ever 

serve as a necessary corrective. In any case, eschatology 

figures prominently in Muhammad's message. The Qur_' an 

abounds in graphic descriptions of the Last Day, the tor 

tures of Hell, and the sensual pleasures of Paradise.

A problem surrounds the time element of whether the 

Prophet began from the outset to preach future retribution

or whether he first of all simply appealed for a "sense of
2 

gratitude to God for His bounties." rnd then c*nly latter,

when this injunction was rejected, warned of judgment to'3 " 

come. Professor Bell favours the latter view. And as

evidence, he cites the fact thr-t in the early stories of

1. Surah 92: 5.

2. Bell, The Origin of Islam in it_s Christian Environment, 
(London, 1926), p.75.

5. Ibid. pp.84-90.
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other prophets, which are clearly mirrors of Muhammad's 

own experience, the preaching of eschatology is lacking. 

On the other hand, Mb'ldeke's rearrangement of the Curlln 

by surahs gives a prominent place to this preaching right 

from the beginning, and hence many scholars since then have 

logically concluded that eschatology was an integral part 

of the Prophet's earliest message.

It certainly is true that an arrangement of the

Qurj_an chronologically by surahs is sound as far as it
1 

goes, and yet, as has been pointed out, such a system

cannot allow for the composite nature and obvious editing 

within the surahs themselves. From such a study of the 

early passages, it appears that many of the eschatological 

descriptions are later than Nttldeke's order would show, 

and that there is a greater development of details in 

these subseouent accounts. Nevertheless, it does 'seem 

to the present writer that warning in the light of the 

coming judgment, naive and undeveloped as it was at first, 

was woven into the message very early. Such massages as 

the following would tend to bear this out:

"When comes the trumpet-blast, 
That will then be a difficult day, 
For the unbelievers far from easy." 2

s.rO'*

But even from this portion it will be seen that ( (yX^tXJt 

"the unbelievers" are referred to, ano thu? it/not unnatural

1. 
the

Bell, "The Style of the Our'an," (Lecture delivered at 
i Glasgow Oriental Society, September, 1942), m.11.

2. Surah 74:8-10. Other early references to/uture 
retribution may be found in Surah 9^:6-3: :i:-.: ' m. >i.i-i- .



to assume that a message had been previously declared to 

them which they had rejected.
C-1

There vis also the problem of whether the Dunishment 
threatened was at first this-worldly, and then only 

later assumed the form of coming in the next. The 

accounts of the former Quranic prophets such as Noah, Lot, 
galib and Hud who warned of judicial cataclysms which took 

place in their own times may be evidence that Muhammad's 

message started in the same way. Also it cannot be 

denied that indications exist which reveal that a punishment 

in time was anticipated by the Prophet as well as one in

eternity. For example, God is Dortrayed as saying, "If
1 

We so will, We shall sink the earth with them." Or again,
the victory of Badr is interpreted as the temporal judemert

2 
vented upon the unbelieving Makka.ns. However, because

_ 3 future punishment appears so qe^'arly in the Ouj:_Lan, it

does not seem possible to give priority to one tyne or the 
other with any degree "of certainty.

Another aspect of the early preaching was that of

invitation. For instance, there are the exhortations to
4 5 

"do obeisance and draw near," to "flee to Allah," and to
6 

serve ( &4£ ) Him. When people refused to accent the

1. Surah 34:9.

2. Surah 8:30-35-

3. Surah 96:8.

4. Surah 96:19.

5. Surah SI:SO.

6. Surah 36:61.



message, there followed condemnations for disbelief in

God ! s signs from nature, in His benefits, in the warning,
1 

and in the Last Day. But besides the call to belief,

the religious duties imposed at Makkab. are remarkably
2 

simple and few in number. Prayers are to be offered

freouently, the Zaka't is to be given, modesty is to be
3 4 

observed, parents and kinsmen are to be honoured, and cheat-
5 

ing is to be avoided.

As Buhl says, "It is ouite evident that Muhammad had
2 

at this time no thought of founding a new religion." And

yet when his mission at Makkah failed, and he saw that 

success was not possible through employing merely the 

prophetic weapons of preaching and teaching, and that no 

threatened punishment fell as it had for former prophets; 

he resolved upon political measures. As we have already 

seen, the Apostle of God at Madinah first looked to the 

Jews for support, but was rejected by them. There then 

probably followed a period of inner perplexity from which 

he emerged to divorce Islam from both Judaism and 

Christianity, wedding it to the Arab religion of the Ka'bah

1. W.M. Watt, Islamic Culture Lecture, "Muhammad at Makkah", 
(Edinburgh, 1949). •

2. Buhl, "Muhammad", Encyclopaedia of Islam, (London, 1956), 
vol. Ill, p.645.

3. Surah 23:2-5-

4. Surah 17:24,28.

5. Surah 23:104,105-



1 
cleansed from its former idolatry. He now became an

independent prophet. And with his new position as founder 

and leader of a politico-religious ummah or community, 

there came the necessity for propounding laws governing 

the complicated organisation.

From then on the flood-gates of legislation were 

opened, and new areas were inundated wherever a demand was 

found. For example, at the end of Surah 2 alone, where 

the transition is so patently illustrated, there are 

regulations covering belief, prayer, charity, alms, trust 

worthiness (2:172), retaliation (2:175), inheritance (2:176), 

fasting (2:l79f), pilgrimage (2:l85f), the right of 

sanctuary in the Sacred Mosque (2:l87), trade (2:194), 

wine and gambling (2:216), marriage (2:220), oaths (2:224), 

divorce (2:227f), war (2:245), usury (2:276) and debts 

(2:282f). A summary of religious duties not unlike the 

Decalogue or Mosaic Covenent also appears.

"Let me repeat what your Lord hath forbidden you; 
do not associate anything with Him; with (your) 
parents (exercise) kindness; do not kill your 
children because of Doverty, We shall provide for 
you and them; do not draw near indecencies...; do 
not kill the person whom Allah hath made forbidden 
except with justification...; do not interfere with 
the prooerty of the orphan, excent to improve it, 
until he reach his full age; fill up the measure 
and the balance with justice...; when ye speak, 
act fairly, even though it be a relative; the 
covenant of Allah fulfil." 2

1. Bell, "The Development of Muhammad"s Teaching and 
Prophetic Consciousness", (Cairo, June, 19?5) •

2. Surah 5:152,155. It is interesting to note that 
even though the word (Jli ) "Say" is prefixed before 
this verse in the Our Van, Dart of it at least is very 
evidently Muhammad's own speech.



A further development in the original message is

seen in the fact that the injunction to believe in one God
1 

is expanded to: "Believe in Allah and His messenger."

Nor is the way of salvation so simple as it was to begin 

with. "Those who have believed and ?;rought the works of 

righteousness and have believed in what has been sent

down to Muhammad. . .He (God) hath absolved them from their
2 

evil deeds." Also, much is made of the principle of

submission. "We have been commanded to surrender ourselves

) to the Lord of the worlds." Originally,

salvation was not confined to Islam, but might be obtained
4 

by any unidolatrous and righteous man. However, the

exclusiveness of the faith was declared by such statements 

as "Verily the religion in Allah 1 s sight is Islam," and 

"If anyone desires any other religion than Islam, it will 

not be accepted of him, -and in the Hereafter he will be 

among the losers."

New doctrines were promulgated and applied in connec

tion with the wars for Islam. Those who are killed in
5 

God 1 s cause are alive. And the concept of predestination

is used to answer the regrets some harboured because of the 

deaths which resulted from the defeat at Ubud. "If ye

1. Surah 7:158.

2. Surah 47:2.

5. Surah 6:70b.

4. Muir, Life of Mahomet, (London, l8»77) , P-157-

5. Surah 2:149.
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had been in your houses, those who were written down as

to be killed, would have sallied out to the places where
1 

they lie." Furthermore, a higher rank came to be ascribed

to those who contributed and fought before the conquest
2 

of Makkah.

Thus it was that the Prophet resorted to political 

means of securing his aims, and yet this was a result of 

the primary religious motive rather than the main cause. 

The former prophetic pattern which he had adopted as the 

original way of effecting the religious reform also under 

went changes through the influence of new circumstances 

and requirements in his position at MadTnah. But he held 

on to the idea right through to the end of his life. What 

ever alterations were made necessary by the vicissitudes 

of fortune did not bring repudiations of his former message 

and mission so much as additions to the fundamental con 

cepts. When one realizes the vast differences of function 

between the "Warner" of Makkah and the Ruler of Madinah, 

one is amazed that the abrogations are comparatively so 

few. It serves as good testimony to the strong impression 

the prophetic essentials had made upon the Apostle's mind 

as well as to his power of tenacity once he was gripped by 

such an idea.

1. Surah ;>:148c.

2. Surah 57:10; 4:97; snd 9:20.
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II.

"The Our* an doe_s occupy a unioue position in the 

Arabic literature," says Sweetman, "It is probably the 

first prose book in Arabic. In it we sec a transition 

from the old bardic poetry to something of which the Arab

had previously no knowledge. In this Muhammad shows his
1 

genius." Even though the Pror>het vigorously denied being
2 - 1 

"a poet" or "a sooth-say er, " nevertheless he vras influenced

by the manner of the old Arab kahin_s in that he adopted

their peculiar mode of expression with oaths and rhymed
4 

prose or _saj.l» In fact, the gift of poetry is practically

inseparable from prophetic activity right down through
5 

the ages. Yet Muhammad definitely developed a style of

his own in spite of hints taken from these Doets.

As increasing demands pressed in upon his time, there 

is a progressive deterioration of style. This is so marked 

that NTJldeke based his rearrangement of the Cu r f "5n upon it. 

AJ.SO the new legislation at Madinah demanded a style of 

its own. The total effect was that the Prophet in his 

later years aimed less at succinctness of utterance, fell 

into the use of set phrases, and was content with mechanical

1. J.W. Sweetman, Islam and Christian Theology;, (London, 
1947), vol. II, p.ri2.

2. Surah 69:41.

J). Surah 69:42 and 52:29.

4. Buhl, "Muhammad", The Encyclopaedia of Ijslam, (London, 
1936), vol. Ill, p.043.

5. Dawson, Religion ,§S<I Culture, (London, 1948), p.67.
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1 
rhymes.

Just the same, there are parts of the Ourjjan which 

stand out against what otherwise might be called a maze 

of confusion produced by poor arrangement . Wot only does 

the style still have an enchanting appeal to the Arab ear, 

but also certain thoughts are expressed in a very telling 

manner. First of all let us look at a fey; examples 

illustrating the form in which tie message is cast. We 

shall then consider some instance? of the occasional 

heights attained by the prophetic utterances.

Besides the .sa^ or rhyme at the end of each verse, 

Muhammad employed repetition, parallelism, contrast, par 

ables and certain rhetorical schemes which are strikingly 

like the elements of Semitic poetry used by the Hebrew 

prophets and even by Christ Himself. From the GurHin

it is very evident that the Prophet was not unaware of the
2 

value of repetition for propaganda purposes. In Surah 55,

for example, 31 °u "t of the total of 78 verses are merely 

repetitions of the refrain, "Which then of the benefits of 

your Lord will ye train (men and jj.nn) count false?" 

Again, there are a certain number of passages containing 

clauses introduced by ( IS.) idha or "when". Of these

the longest is Surah 81:1-14 where we have 12 ( I i

1. Bell, "The Style of the £urj.an", (Lecture at the Glasgow 
Oriental Society, Sept. 1942J, p.11.

2. Ibid. p.9.

3. Ibid. p.7. Instances where this occurs are as follov;s:
Surah «s6:l-9: (6Ps1^-V^ : ^.R-io; 7^:7-1'; , ?6-50; 77:8-1?; 
79:34-41; 81:1-14; 8?:!-?; 34:1-6; 99:1-6.
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clauses leading up to the statement at the end, "a soul 

shall know what it has presented." Or another instance 

of these introductory repetitions is found in Surah 2 

where 11 different verses separated by irregular intervals

all begin with the phrase, ( f^ff ^jJ! 1+5.? U )

ye who have believed."

(As an example of Muhammad's use of poetic contrast 

and parallelism like that of former prophets, please see 

the accompanying illustration).

<S 

<S

THE TWO WAYS 

ANS> CONTRAST IN SUI^AM tg.:S-IO

^L, ^:
X

H J>

I
7%

I

1. Surah 2:98,148,167,175,179, ?04,??5,2fo,'6p,''/3 sncl 78?.
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The purlin in many places contains rhetorical 

schemes. One such pattern is that of people in trouble 

calling upon God, but then when He brings prosperity, 

they forget Him. Tor Andrae mentions another frequently 

recurring outline. Firstly, there is a description of 

the blessings of God as revealed in His providence; second 

ly, the duty of man therefore is to serve the Almighty 

alone in faith and works; and finally, all those who fail

to fulfil this obligation will experience judgment and
2 

retribution.

The ( {JJua ) ma thai or parable is another poetic 

device which is put to good use by the Prophet. For 

example, a story is told about two men, one of whom owns 

valuable properties and trusts in his wealth, while the 

other is poorer but trusts in God. At last destruction

comes to the first of the two, who, having lost his
3 

possessions, laments his past folly. Or again a story

is told about an unnamed town which almost certainly 

refers to Makkah, and warns against ingratitude:

Tt A town which was secure and at oeace, to which its 
provision came comfortably from every place, which 
then showed itself unthankful for the good gifts of 
Allah; so Allah caused it to experience the garment 
of hunger and fear for what they had been doing."4

1. Cp. Surah 39:11; 39:50; 29:65; 31:31; 42:26; 10:13; 
10:22-24; 7:128,151,132; 6:63,64. Some of these seem 
very similar to the patterns found in Psalm 107, especially 
those dealing with a storm at sea.

2. Tor Andrae, Mohammed,_The Man and Hi_s Faith, (London, 
1936), p.126.

3. Surah. 18:31-40.
4. Surah 16:113. For a fairly full treatment of mathal.s 
in the C^ur^n cp. Hirschfeld, fiew Researches Into THe Com-

arj3 Exe&esls of the £oran, (London, 1902), pp. 83-97



In their form, these parables remind one of those told by
1" 2 3 4 

the prophets Nathan, Isaiah, Ezekiel and above all Christ.

The fact that some of the rmic math are unuestion

ably derived from Biblical sources (such as that of a tree 

in Surah 14:29,30 from Psalm 1, and the camel passing 

through the eye of a needle in Surah 7? 38) is a strong 

indication that the parable itself as a rhetorical device 

also stemmed from the same root.

There are striking instances in the £urjj|n °f prophetic

^reaching or forthtelling of a very high order. One of
i- )

the more famous verses in Surah 24:35 where God is associated 

with light. "Allah is the light of the heavens and the 

earth; His light is like a niche in which is a lamp, the 

lamp in glass and the glass like a brilliant star." An 

other fine example traces man T s indifference in prosperity 

followed by devotion in trouble - "V/hen We bestow favour 

upon man, he turns and moves ev;ay, but when evil touches
c

him he makes long prayers." God» s mercy and forgiveness 

is also extended to sinners, for men are encouraged not to

"despair of the mercy of Allah; verily Allah forgiveth
6

sins entirely; He is the Forgiving, the Compassionate."

1. II Samuel 12:1-4,

2. Isaiah 5:1-7-

3. Ezekiel 23-

4. Luke 10:30-18:14,

5. Surah 41:51.

6. Sursh T9: C 4.
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Muhammad T s prophetic declamations burn with a fiery

indignation toward his foes. Like Elijah's taunt to
1 

the proDhets of Baal at Mount Carmel, He challenges the

Poly the! sts to "call unori them (their false gods) and let them
2 

answer you if ye speak the truth." Later on he lashes

out with a stinging attack upon the Jews by comparing them
5 

and their Torah to an ass carrying books. And finally he

dubs the Christians as unbelievers, even though he displays
4 

more sympathy for them than for the Jews: "Assuredly they

have disbelieved ( -/# ) who says: ! Allah is the Messiah,^ 5 
son of Mary T ... f Allah is one of three 1 ."

6
The Apostle, like the former Biblical prophets, also

accuses those who do not receive his message of being

judicially blinded. "In the ears of those who do not
7 

believe is heaviness, and to them It is blindness;" and

elsewhere he exclaims, "Woe then to those whose hearts
8 

are hard because of the remembrance of Allahl" There is

another interesting correspondence with Old and New Test 

ament men of God. When their messages had been proclaimed, 

whether the people believed not not, they had discharged

1. I Kings 18:24.

2. Surah 7:195-

3. Surah 62: 5.

4. Surah 5:85.

5. Surah 5:76,77.

6. Isaiah 6:10 and John 17:40.

7. Surah 41:44.

8. Surah 39:
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1
their responsibility and were no longer liable to blame. 

In like manner Muhammad is told, "They are a proud trans 

gressing people. Turn from them then; thou are not to

be blamed; but remind, for the reminder will benefit the
2 

believers." Furthermore, God's command to "turn from

them" is not dissimilar to Christ's instruction to His

disciples that they should shake the dust off their feet
5 

if a city would not receive them. Or it is like the

action of Paul and Barnabas who turned from the Jews to
4 

the Gentiles when the former rejected "the word of God."

Thus, in conclusion, we have seen that Muhammad in 

his message started by calling people to gratitude toward 

God for His blessings, and v/arning against the spirit of 

niggardliness. Punishment awaited the latter, while a 

reward would accompany the former. But his mission at 

Makkah, which was simply based u^oon the function of pro 

claiming a message as former prophets had done, failed. 

Therefore at MadTnah he adopted political means as well for 

accomplishing his aims of a religious reform. Also when 

the People of the Book would not receive his message, he 

turned from them and became an independent prophet, dic 

tating legislation which oriented Islam toward a purified 

form of the Arab faith. Nevertheless, in doing this he

1. E^ekiel 3:7,17-21; 55:2-16.

2. Surah 51:55-55-

5. Luke 10:10-12.

4. Acts 1^:
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still held to the elements of the prophetic message and 
preaching vrtiich he increasingly had learned from former 
messengers.



C. P

HOT BY .FORETELLING _ NQR__JY _ MIRACLES
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CHAPTER V

MUHAMMAD *.S

There is a common problem \vhicb faces every prophet. 

It is that of convincing his hearer? not only with the 

truth of his message but also of the authenticity of his 

mission. This was frequently accomplished in the fore 

telling of a future event. And when it came to pass, the 

very fulfilled prophecy itself served as a reel ^or the 
prophet* s reliability as a spokesman of God. This test 

of a true prophet is described in Deuteronomy as follows. 

Ttlf thou say in thine heart, How shall we know the word 

which the Lord hath not spoken? I/Then a prophet speaketh 

in the name of the Lord, if the thing follow not, nor come 
to pass, that is the thing which the Lord hath not spoken,
but the prophet hath spoken it presumptuously: thou shalt

1 
not be afraid of him." It was this which finally con
firmed the faith of Christ's disciples in Him; namely, 
His repeated prophecies to them of Hi.0, death and resurrec 
tion, followed by the fulfillment in the actual events.

The effect of rationalistic humanism and scientific 
naturalism upon thought had produced a tendency to con 
sider anything that savours of the supernatural as suspect. 

"The typical attitude of the religious humanist," says 
Christopher Dawson, "was not to reject the prophet, but 

rather to divinize the poet and the philosopher on the sane

1. Deuteronomy l8:?l,/2.
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terms." Thus the emphasis upon the prophet*s function

as an ardent preacher has gained much popularity. 

Guillaume speaking of this tendency scys, "An epigram which 

has become widely current asserts thst the prophets were 

iforthtellers rather than foretellers. 1 Whether this 

dictum can be sustained is very doubtful. There is no

Drophet in the Old Testament who was not a foreteller of
2 

the future." Admittedly, proclamation of the message has

always played an essential part in prophetic activity. 

But when this is stressed to the exclusion of his ability 

to predict the future, his very title loses its special 

meaning. Or as Guillaume continues, "Y/hen a prophet 

ceases to prophesy in this sense he ceases to be a prophet 

and becomes a preacher." Dr. Zwemer also emphasizes this 

point when he says that a prophet is not only "God's 

spokesman and ! tells forth' his message. But he also 

tfore-tells* i.e. prophesies...The Old. Testament prophets 

from Moses to Malachi do foretell the Messiah and His 

Kingdom in a remarkable way. The argument from Old

Testament prophecy is still valid as a proof of its Divine
5 

origin and character."

Biblical prophets also substantiated their missions 

in another way. Although it was not r.s universe! E 

feature as prediction, miraculous signs accompanied the

1. Dawson, Religion .and Culture, (London, 194Q ), p.67

2. Guillaume, Prophecy, end Divination^ (London, 19J3), p.Ill

3. Samuel M. Zwemer, letter to the ruthor, Mov. 1^, 1947-
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ministries of Moses, Elijah, Elisha, Isaiah, Christ and
1 

Paul, authenticating their messages. To take "but one

example; Christ, before healing the man sick with the 

palsey, scandalized the Jewish delegation of doctors and 

Pharisees who had gathered to examine His orthodoxy by the 

statement, "Man, thy sins are forgiven thee." This was a 

prerogative of God alone! ; But Jesus went on to say, 

"That ye may know that the Son of man hath power on esrth 

to forgive sins, (turning to the sick man He said,) I say

unto thee, Arise and take up thy couch, and go into thine
2 

house," thus vindicating His authority to make such a
statement by a miracle.

Muhammad, as far as the present author can determine 

from the evidence in the Our^JTn, used neither of these two 

methods in authenticating his office; namely, that of 

performing a miracle or foretelling a future event in his 

own lifetime. Nevertheless, he did employ many other means
of authorization. And the very fact that there are over

3 three hundred million Muslims in the world today is no

little testimony to the convincing nature of these proofs. 

But before passing on to these ingenious methods which 

Muhammad employed, the wide divergence of opinion surrounding

1. In the case of Old and New Testament prophets, miracles 
and foretelling werr not merely evidential in character. *Phey usually had a didactic function and. came as the result 
of godly faith or as a means of evoking it.

2. Luke 5:18-26.

3. Zwemer, A Factual Survey; of the Mo.sl.em V^orld, (New York, 1946)
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the questions of whether he predicted or performed miracles 

demands a brief consideration.

It is certainly true that Mnhamraad foretold the
1 

future' in relation to the Final Judgment, Heaven and Hell.

Also there are several verses in the £urJJ|n which have
£been interpreted as prophesies, such as the spread of Islam 

(Surah 41:53), the return to Makkah ( Surah 28:85) &nd the 

Byzantine victory (Surah 30:1-3). The first of these 

reads as follows:

"We shall show them Our signs in the skies and in 
themselves, until it becomes clear to them that it is 
the truth."

Stanton for one views this as a prediction that the Muslim
2 

faith would be extended to other countries. The crucial

Arabic word upon which the meaning hinges is ( ^£1 ), 

literally meaning "horizons". Bell notes that this verse 

is "often taken as referring prophetically to Muslim 

victories in various landr, but it is probably the natural 

signs seen in the sky and in the creation and generation of 

man as set forth in the ££r_LJ[n that are referred to." 

Thus apart from special pleading, it is doubtful how much 

weight can rightly be ascribed to the predictive character 

of this passage.

1. Cp. Surah 27:89,90; 22:1,2; 11:120; etc. Scholars have 
however shown that these eschatological materials in the 
QurVan have been derived from earlier sources.

2. Stanton, The Teaching of the Curlan, p.28.

3. Bell, lfcfi £u£ilE, (Edinburgh, 1957), p.48?, cf. Surah 
40:13,81.
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The verse which is held to be a prophecy that Muhammad 

would return to Makkah states:

"He who imposed the Qur'gTn upon thee is certainly going 
to restore thee to a place to fall back upon." 1

If this was spoken (a) after the Hi.1 rah and before the 

return to Makkah, and (b) if by the term (ol^i ) Makkah is 

meant, this would be a prediction. From the evidence, it 

is probably certain that the time of composition was some 

years before the conquest of the Prophet's home metropolis.

Some say the verse was revealed to Muhammad during the
2 

Hi.1 rah to comfort him and. still his complaints. A more

likely view is that the time was probably the year II at
3

Madinah. But the meaning of (&(*£ ) is the deciding

factor. Sale actually inserts the word "Makkah" in italics

and thus takes this connotation of (oUei ) for granted in
4 

his translation. Rodwell on the other hand renders (
5 

as "home", explaining that probrbly "paradise" is meant.

Lastly, Bell translates the tern literally as "a place of 

return." He adds that the sense seems to be that Muhammad 

will find another basis for his religion, having realized 

the futility of dependence upon the People of the Book.

1. Surah

2. Sale, The Koran, (Warne, London), p.296 n.e.

3. Ball, op. cit., p.382.

4. Sale, op. cit., p.

5. Rodwell, The Koran, (London, 1918), p.2^4

6. Bell, op. cit., p.582.
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Here again, positive proof that this reference is a pre 

diction appears to be ruled out by the inconclusive nature 

of its interpretation.

Much has been made of the opening passage of Surah 30 

as a definite prophecy of a Byzantine victory and hence a 

clear authentication of the Prophet's inspiration.

"The Romans have been victorious (or defeated), 
In the nearer part of the land, but they after 
their victory (defeat) will- be defeated (victorious), 
In a few years." 1

2 
Muir calls this a "sagacious augury," and Stanton views it

5 
as a prediction. It is interpreted as a foretelling of

Heraclius 1 victory over the Persians in 625 A.D., after the

Byzantines had suffered a defeat probably in Palestine during
4 

the year 615 A.D. But a consideration of the Arabic word

J^t. ) reveals that a change of the meaning from the passive 

form "to be defeated" to the active "to be victorious" 

merely involves an alteration in the vowel points, the con 

sonants remaining the same. When it is remembered that the 

text to begin with was unpointed, this would make the 

prophecy true whatever the outcome might be, according to 

the sense which would, be read into the pronunciation.

1. Surah ^0: 1-^a.

2. Stanton, Th_e Teaching of the .Qur'a.ru p. 24

3. Muir, Life of Mahomet, (London, 1377), p. 126. In a note 
on this prophecy, he says (p.127), "The commentators add a 
very convenient story in illustration. Abu^-B^kr, on this 
passage being revealed, laid a wager of ten cornel? v.ith 
Qbba ibn-Khalf, that the Persians would be beaten within 
three years. Muhammad desired him to extend the oeriod to 
nine years, and to raise the stake. This Abu^Eakr did, and in due time won one hundred camels from Obhrjj? heirs."

4. Gibbon, The Decline _§nd f^O.1 of the^Roman 
(London, 190o7, ch.4^.
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Rodwell holds this to have been intentional when he says,

"The whole passage was probably constructed with the view
1 

of its proving true in any event." Dr. Bell on the other

hand, by inverting the more usual reading, interprets the 

verses as referring to the ultimate victory of the Believers, 

and dates the passage as MadTnese. Thus, this supposed 

prediction is also very questionable in its form and intended 

designation.

Speaking of foretelling as a sine ciua non of prophecy, 

Dr. Zwemer says, "Later Arab theologians were quite aware

of this and tried to find prophecies in the Our* an, but2 " ———— 

failed." Furthermore, if the above examples are genuine

predictions, it is strange that Mnhammp.d nowhere refers to 

them as authentications of his mission. On the contrary, 

when he is asked the hour of the rrrivr.1 of the Last Day, 

he answers, "What hast thou to do with the mention of it?

To thy Lord is its final coming. Thon art simply a warner
3 

of him who fears it." Or again after the defeat at Ufrud

the statement is made that God is not one "to let you
4 

observe" the future or the unseen ( % ~%£iT ).

Nevertheless, there are instances in the QurVan which 

if they are not attempts at prediction are at least in 

dications of a strong desire to foretell the future as

1. Rodwell, The Koran, (London, 1918), p.210.

2. Zwemer, letter to author, Nov. 15, 1947-

3. Surah 79:42-46.

4. Surah 5:174.
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earlier prophets had done. For example, Muhammad not only 

gives the unbelievers warning of a thunderbolt "like the 

thunderbolt of * Ad and Thamud," but he also expresses threats 

in the form of rhetorical questions - "Are ye sure then that 

He will not sink the shore with you, or send a sand-storm

upon you...or...send upon you a hurricane of wind, and
2 

drown you for your unthankfulners?" But these illustrations

merely tend to confirm the feet that in the Qur T an there 

are no conclusively proved prophecies concerning future 

events durTt^ Muhammad's life-time.

"There is no position more satisfactorily established 

by the ^r^.lan, " says Muir, "than that Muhammad did not in

any part of his career perform miracles, or lay claim to
3 

the power of performing them." Yet tradition, spurred on

by popular i^^^i^^^ic^, rhovmds with supernatural feats 

ascribed to the Pronhpt. Guillaume sees in this a re 

flection of Christian influence upon Islands later develop 

ment - "Controversy with Christians on the rival merits of 

Jesus and Muhammad may fairly be regarded as the origin of 

the pretended miracles, flatly contradicting the plain

statement of the great Arabian and those of his immediate
4 

followers that he was not sent v/ith power to work miracles."

1. Surah 41:12.

2. Surah 17:70,71. Also cp. Surah 16:47; ^7: 21; 67:16,17.

. Muir, Lil£ ol Mahomet. (London, 1877), p.579

4. Guillaume, The Traditions of I^l^in, An Introduction to 
Study £t£ ike. Hadiih Liiercaure, TOxford, 19/47, o. 1 ^
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Hence there is recorded a parallel to the1 feeding of the 

5,000, the healing of Salma's wounded leg on the day of

Khaybar, an exorcism, the stopping of the sun and the
1 

spliting of the moon. But Bell cites the need for better

authentication as another stimulus for these creations. tT It

is not enough that a man should claim to be a prophet and
a. 

preach and teach religion. His commission from God must

be evinced by signs and wonders and the miracles which he 

performs. Thus we see that the Muslims being...brought up

against the necessity for the mission of their prophet
2 

being evinced by miracles."

That Muhammad*s contemporaries expected signs from a 

prophet is evidenced in the Qur*ah by miracles they 

challenged him to perform. For example:

"They s;ay: ! We shall not give thee credance till thou 
causest for us to bubbl^ up from the earth a soring; 
or until thou hast a garden of palm and vine, and 
thou cause in the midst of it rive'rs to gush forth; 
or until thou causest the heaven to fall upon us in 
fragments as thou hast said, or thou producest Allah 
and'the angels assenting. Or until thou hast a 
house or ornamental work, or thou ascendest into the 
heaven, nor shall we give credance to thy ascent 
until thou bringes.t down to us a writing which we 
may read. T " 3

To this Muhammad answers, "Glory be to my Lord! am I any-
4 

thing but a human being (sent) as a messenger?" Elsewhere

1. Ibid. pp. 135f and 156.

2. Bell, The Origin of I_slam in its Christian Environment, 
(London, 1926), p.211.

3. Surah l7:92-95a.

4. Surah 17:95b.
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the wish is expressed that a treasure had been sent down to
1 

him or that an angel had come along with him. The Jews

also excuse themselves from supporting the Prophet 1 s claims 

by saying that God "hath pledged us not to believe in any

messenger until he eomes to us with a sacrifice which fire
2 

consumes."

Thus it appears from the Qur f an that Muhammad performed 

no miracles nor predicted any future events in his own 

life time, in spite of the fact that his contemporaries 

expected these credentials from a prophet. But this does 

not mean that his mission was unanthenticeted. In the 

next chapter it will be seen how carefully and thoroughly 

the Apostle dealt with this problem.

As a result of the evidence considered above, it is 

difficult to escape the two conclusions of Hirschfeld when 

he says, "A miracle was the great, but unfulfilled, longing 

of Muhammad, and the disappointment he felt through his

impotence to perform a miracle penetrates not only the whole
3

of the Qur f an» but many occasional sayings"; and secondly,

"All his prophecies are of an eschatological nature and 

beyond the control of any human being, so that no one could

hope to find an opportunity of charging him with fallacious
4 

predictions. T!

1. Surah 11:15-

2. Surah 3:179-

3. Hirschfeld, New Researches Into the Comj3o_sj/bion and 
Exegesis of the QpranTTLondon, 19027, p.44.

4. Ibid., p.47.
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CHAPTER VI 

MDHAMMAD'S _ PROPHETIC _ AUTHENTICATION

There are very few pages in the Curjjfn where the 
matter of authentication does not receive attention. And 
yet, as far as the present author can determine, there has 
been no comprehensive study nor treatment of this subject. 
Muir hints at this apparently unexplored topic when he
states that the Qur'aji"omits nothing, however trivial,

1 calculated to strengthen the prophetical claim." It is
true that Western scholarship has considered various aspects 
of this ouestion such as the reputed miracle or ijjj[z of 
Islam's Holy Book. But since much of the subject-matter 
dealing with Muhammad's authorization seems to have been 
neglected, it will be necessary to restrict most of the 
evidence in this chapter to the original source in the 
Our' sTn, with only infreouent references to the opinions of 
scholars.

As WPS seen in the last chapter, these proofs do not 
include th° -->-- -—^i nner natural seals of true prophet- 
hood; namely, prediction and miracles. But they rather 
take the form of rations! arguments. In one place Muhammad 
seems to betray a secret longing for an evidential miracle 
or sign, but then is consoled by the fact that it is not 
God's will to convert all. Nevertheless, numerous other

1. Muir, Life of Mahomet, (London, 1377), -o. r79

2. Surah
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authorizations are presented. In fact the whole gamut is 

too vast to be considered here, and it will therefore be 

necessary to cite merely examples of the different types. 

I have sought to arrange them in sixteen major groupings. 

Like the various strains in a Bach fugue, these authentic 

ations are introduced at consecutive stages in the develop 

ment of Muhammad 1 s mission, and yet continue in concurrent 

harmony throughout the Qur* an

I, THROUGH THE USE OF

Perhaps the earliest means the Prophet used to verify 

his mission were oaths of corroboration. For example, in 

Surah 53> 9-n assertion is made "by the star when it falls" 

that Muhammad has not gone astray nor erred, nor does he

speak of his own inclination, but by divine suggestion or
1 

revelation. And again in Surah 51* pledges are given to
2 

substantiate the truth of the messrge. But then in Surah

8l, such attestations by the stars, the night aid the morning 

are declared to be unnecessary since "it is verily the speech

of a noble messenger. . .Your comrade is not mad... It is not
3 

the speech of a satan stoned. " Other oaths are sworn by
4

the Lord of heaven and earth, by Mt. Sinai, by the Book
R̂

given to Moses, by the jCaJbah, by the sky, by the sea, by

1. Surah 53:1-5-

2. Surah 51:1-6.

3. Surah 81:15-25-

4. Surah 51:23-

5. Surah 52:1-7. The reference to the- X^JJ^h and to the 
sky in this passage are in doubt
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1 2 
the Book that makes clear, and by the Cur^an. This naive
manner of authorization disappesrs almost completely at 
MadTnah, probably because more mature arguments had by that 
time been found.

II. THROUGH THE EXAMPLE OF FORMER PROPR7.TS AMD PEi

Muhammad also appealed to what might be called his
torical and archaeological proofs. The peoples of 'Jd,

3 
Thamud and Pharaoh are referred to as having counted their

4 
prophets as false, only to be destroyed in the end. But
besides this historical allusion, later on the ruins,

5 probably at Mada.' in JUlitt on the c?ravan route to Syria,
are mentioned as tangible evidence of the cataclysmic judg 
ment that overtook the Thamudites for having rejected their 
prophet galifc.: "There are their houses^ tumbled down for
the wrong which they did; surely in thrt is a sign for a

6 
people who have knowledge." Similar evidence is also

presented in Surah 70:128 where the question is asked, "Has 
it not served as guidance to them how many generations We 
have destroyed before them, in whose dwelling-places they 
walk? Verily in that are signs for those of sagacity."

1. Surah 44:1.

2. Surah 33:1.

3« The Tha^mudites were probably the same as those people 
mentioned in the cuneiform annals of Sargon II and known 
to classical writers such as Pliny PS "Thamudrei". Cf. 
Hitti, History of the Arabs, (London, 1937), P-30.

4. Sutah 69:4-6,9,10.

5- Bell, The Qur'ah» (Edinburgh, 1937), p.368 n.4. 
6. Surah 27:53.
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Other ( «^feT ) or signs are seen in the drowning of Noah's
people for their unbelief and in the destruction of the city

. 2 
of Lot for* i ts wickedness.

The Prophet »s position is furthermore strengthened* ' ^_j

by calling the faith of former believers to witness. In 

the Makkan period he refers to the fact that the learned of 

the Children of Israel had known the authenticity of the

revelation and views this as a sign. And in MadTnah he
4 

even portrays Abraham, Lot, Ishmael, Jacob and his sons as
5 

Muslims, summoning his hearers to folio 1" Islam as "the creed
• 6 

of Abraham" ( ^jt>^.\ 2JU ). Muhammad also places himself

in the succession of the prophets. His inspiration is like

that of Noah, Abraham, Ishmael, Isaac, Jacob a.ndthe tribes,
7 

Jesus, Job, Jonah, Aaron, Solomon and David.

Thus when the Prophet's contemporaries disbelieved his 

authenticity and challenged him to produce a sign, he ex 

ploited this very situation as a demonstration of his gen 

uineness by citing historical accounts of former Deoples who 

had treated their messengers in the same way end had then 

tasted bitter punishment as proof of their mi sap-orehension.

1. Surah

2. Surah 51:37 and

3. Surah 26:197.

4. Surah 51:^6.

5. Surah 2:121,126.

6. Surah 5:89.

7. Surah 4:l6l.
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Did not the ruins of former communities in Arabia bear 
silent testimony to such tragedies? Here was ocular 
evidence of what would befell Muhammad's people if they 
rejected him. Furthermore by picturing former true pro 
phets as Muslims, he was able to present himself as corning 
in their direct line. He had appeared at a time when 
there were no others, or es it is put in the Gur_lln, "Our
messenger has come to you... at an interval amongst the

1 
messengers."

EL^^
Muhammad also recounted personal experiences of 

visions and angelic assistance as authentications of his 
mission. In referring to his visions in Surah 5^:1-18 

(which have already been considered in Chapter II), the 
account concludes with this line, "Verily, he saw one of

r^

the greatest signs of his Lord." HirschfelcL describes the 
probable motivation in Muhsminad ! s mind for recounting the 
above experiences: "In his zeal he had made known that 
previous prophets had confirmed thoir missions by miracles. 
He therefore felt that he had exposed himself to the demand.
to perform one, and for this reason styled his vision 8

3 
miracle." That the narrative of this visitation was

1. Surah 5:22.

2. Surah 53:l8.
3. Hirschfeld, £ew Researches into the 
Exegesis of the £or9n,~TLondon, 190?),



inspired by a similar experience attributed to Moses in
1

Surah 79:15-20 is also suggested. But if only f rOm a 

psychological point of view, the very fret that there are 

six denials that Muhammad was errinr or deceived in the 

comparative!/ short accounts of the visions, the fact that

the description of the scene is so hazy, -nd the f? c t th?t
1 

the principal figure is the' speaker himself are not insig

nificant indications that if these experiences were not 

invented for the purpose, they nevertheles- were calculated 

mainly to serve as evidential signs. The same might also 

be said for the night- journey "from the Sabred Mosoue to

the Furthest Mosque", since the reason expressed, for it
2too was "to show him some of our signs."

Muhammad also spoke of his Hij£ah experience as a

token of God T s sanction, claiming that he r-s supported
3 by "hosts whom ye did no see." Angelic guards are else

where mentioned who- go before and behind him in order to 

insure that God's message is faithfully .delivered. The 

purpose in acquainting his hearers of this divine escort 

was not so much that there was reason to doubt his fidelity 

as that the Prophet desired to substantiate raorr nrir.lv thet/

favour of his position a.no the authority of his words.

1. Ibid. p. 44.

2. Surah 17:1.

3. Surah 9:40.
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3H THE TOMDEBS OF GREAT

The wonders of creation are also presented as si?:ns

authenticating Muhammad*s mission, since he claims to have
1 

been sent by the same God who erected everything. Most

of these passages are Makkah, although it is not unusual to 

find appeals to such natural phenomena in Madlnese sections 

as well. The seemingly endless repetition of such "sign" 

verses often taxes the patience of theWestern reader, but 

a collection of the various wonders of nature mentioned in 

the OurVan is not without its interest, if only to reveal
••^^^^•^•l '• H ' S */

Muhammad*s observation of and familiarity with Arab out of 

door life.

The fallowing are the different wonders of the universe 

which are advanced as evidences given by the Prophet*s 

Creator God, and hence indirect authentications of the truth 

of his message and mission:

a. Astronomical phenomena: The formation of the heavens and
23 4 

the earth, constellations, the night, the sun, the moon,
5

the stretchinr out of the shadow, and the day.
2 

b. Geo£i^a^hi^al ofeenomena; Water, mountain peaks and passes,

the two seas (one sweet and fresh, and the other salty and
65 

brakish) with a barrier between them, winds and rain.

1. Surah 51:47-50.

2. Surah 2l:31j3?«

5. Surah 25:62.

4. Surah 36:^7-40.

6. Surah 25:.



Vegetable life: vegetation, shoots, close-pecked grain,

bunches of dates, pomegranates, the bearing ^and ripening
1 2

of fruit, bushes, olives, palms, and fruits.

d. Animal life; the birds (which are suuoorted in flirht——— ————————— —————— _, - - - - - 0 .
•*' -*-•

by nothing but God), horses, mules, asses, and cattle (over
5 which man has dominion, and which he rides, oats and milks.)

6 
ife: men, wives, sons, birth, herring, si?

78 9 
hearts, sleep, and the different tongues and colours of men.

f. Humaij! necessities: tents, wool, furs, shade, mountain
10 11 

refuges, coats, ships, the subjugation of the sea with its
7 

fish to eat and its ornaments to wear, and the honey of
12 

bees.

The Prophet 1 s preaching of the resurrection is also 

authenticated by similar mysteries in nature. First of

all there is the example of the dead earth being revived to
13

produce grain and gardnes for palms and vines. Then

there is that of seed germination: "Allah is the one who 

causeth the grain and the date-stone to burst, producing 

the living from the dead, and who prodnceth the dead from

1. Surah 6:99. 7. Surah 16:80.

2. Surah 16:10,11,14. 8. Surah 2^:49.

3. Surah 6'7:19. 9. Surah 30:21.

4. Surah 16:8. 10. Surah 16:82,83,

5. Surah 36:71-73- !!• Surah 36:42.

6. Surah 16:72-74. 12. Surah 16:71.

	13. Surah 36:3^-??-
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1

the living." And another illustration of this truth is
2 

the sunrise. Finally, the mystery of man 1 s natural birth

and life is presented as evidence for the like process in 

his future resurrection:

"If ye are in doubt about the upraising - lo, We have 
created you from dust, then from a drop, then from a. 
clot, then from a piece (of flesh), formed ar unformed, 
that We may make clear to you; We settle what We vail 
in the wombs until a set time, then We bring you'forth 
as infants; then (we act so) that ye may reacli your 
maturity - some of you die, and some of you are reduced 
to the most abject state of life, so that after having 
had knowledge they know not a thing (or reach old age)."

In Surah 30:7 Muhamriad uses a form of Vie teleological 

argument by citing the fact that God's creation must have 

a purpose behind it leading up to a final consummation. 

He says, "Have they not reflected within themselves? - Allah

did not create the heavens and the earth and what is be-
4 

tween them but with the truth (or the Judgment) and a set
5 

time."

This use of the cosmological argument through appeal 

ing to the signs of nature and this hint at the teleological 

argument are effective in establishing the existence of God, 

furthermore the processes of nature afford vivid illustra 

tions of spiritual truths in Muhammad*s message, but the 

weakness of his presentation lies-in his inability to show

1. Surah 6:95. This is similar to the argument of II 
Corinthians"l5:35,36, "Some man will say, How are the dead 
raised ur>? and with what body do they come? Thou fool, 
that which thou sowest is not quickened, except it die."

2. Surah 6:96.

3. Surah 22:5a.

4. Rodwell translates ( J^if ) here r? "r serious end." 

5- Surah 30:7.
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the special relation these phenomena have to the authentica 

tion of his particular office. Such a claim can be made by 

anyone. It merely involves reasoning based, upon the facts 
or ordinary existence.

HROUGH T1IE

The evidential use of signs was not limited to the 

example of former prophets and peonies, nor to the wonders 

of creation, but the very phrases of the Ourjjfn took on 

the essence of miraculous authentications. As Stanton 

describes it is his book, The Te£chin£ of the £urj^n, the 

verses "are named ayat or signs, and the ambiguity between 

this word and the same term for miracles (o"»j>ueToc ) is 

played upon by Muhammad when he places those who reject 

his verses on a level with those who despised the signs of

earlier prophets, or when he makes his ayjit of utterance
1 

equal in value to their ay at of action." Professor Bell

shows that the adoption of this technical meaning for

( «i>l£.T ) as "verses" only took place in the Madinese period,
o

and at Makkah the terms when user1 merely referred to "signs". 

The importance attached to this word in the Cur'Fm is 

evidenced by the fact that it appears in its various usages 

no less than 480 times. One example of the new signifi 

cance it took on at Madineh is found in the opening of

1. Stanton, The Tejichin£ 2! the £urlfn, p.12.

^ Bell The Origin of Islam in its Christi±n lnvirpmn_ent« 
tlondonj 1926J, p.109.
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Surah 27 where it says, "These are the signs of the
1 

Qur 1 an and a Book which makes clear."

But there was another way the Prophet sought to 
establish the miraculous nature of the £ur£an; namely, 

by defying his opponents to produce a surah or book like 
it. Hirschfeld describes the method as follows: "The 

proof of the veracity of the miracles performed by Moses
before Pharaoh was given in the fact that the magicians

2 
were not able to imitate them. Muhammad therefore boldly
challenged scoffers to bring forward a 'Sign' of the same 

kind as his."

The Prophet puts forward the challenge by saying, 

"Have they a ladder on which they listen (to the heavenly 
council)? Then let their listener bring authorization4 567clear," let them produce a discourse, a surah, a Book,

8 
or ten surahs like it. The authentic sting value of such a
proposed contest is expressed in these words: "If they do
not respond to you, kno¥: (ye) that it is rent down with

9
Allah's knowledge." Even if they did accent the challenge,
the victory was not in doubt, for "verily if men and jinn 
agree to produce the like of this £ur_Tfn, they vd.ll not
produce the like of it though one to the other were the

10 
backer." Furthermore, the proof is put forward that it

1. Surah 27:1 6 - -ur£h 10:?9

2. Surah 79:25; 26:4J. 7- Surah ?7:15
j 9 8. Surah 11:16

4. Surah 52:^3 9- Sursh 11:17

5. Surah 52:p4. 10. Surah 17:90
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1 

could not have been invented apart from God, for then many
2 

contradictions would be found in it.

In substantiating the miraculous character ofthe 

Cur|ah against the charge that he had. been coached, Muhammad

answers that the speech of the one to whom they refer is
5 

foreign, whereas this work is in clear Arabic. The fact

that the Prophet had in the oast neither been a priest nor 

a scribe is also cited as confirmation of the Our/aii*s 

being a spontaneous miracle:

"Thou has not been in the habit of reciting or 
tracing with thy right hand any Book before it; 
in that case suspicious would be those who in 
validate (thy claims)." 4

For this same reason, there has been much effort on the 

part of Muslim theologians to uphold the tradition that

Muhammad could not write, thus enhancing the necessity for
R

a miraculous revelation. Up to the present, orthodox 

Islam holds the iJJIiz of the OurJ^n to be the principal 

wonder and authenticatinr si^n of the Prophet T s

1. Surah 10:33.

2. Surah 4:84. Thic reference I,:: errly ^rdTnese rt the 
latest, and. perhaps even Makkan. It is very doubtful that 
such an argument would, h^ve been profferee later on aftpr 
the doctrine of £ur T ~ni,c abrogation had received sanction.

3. Surah 16:10^. It is significant to note that this argu 
ment evades the possibility that the sources of information 
could have been foreign and the Arabic expression could 
have been Muhammad*s.

4. Surah 29:4/.

5. Zwemer, Studie^ in Pojrulfr Islza, (London, 19J9) 7 pp.100-120.
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1
mission. "The Muslims themselves," as Margoliouth says,

"consider the booK the finest that ever appeared among men. 

They find no incongruity in the style. To them the matter 

is all true and the manner all perfect. Their eastern 

temperament responds readily to the crude, strong, end 

wild appeal which itscadonces make to them, and the 

jingling rhyme in which the sentences of 5 discourse gen 

erally end adds to the chrrm of the whole. The Fur' an, 

even if viewed from the point of view of style along, was

for them, from the first nothing less than a miracle, as
2 

great a miracle as ever was wrought. TT

VI. THROUGH THE Ugl^QF COJJECTURE

Perhaps the most interesting and ingenious of Muhammad 1 s 

authentications are those secured through the use of con 

jecture. These are all built up around the word ( ) 

"if", which though not always expressed is always insinuated.

For example, the argument is stated that even if they
3 

should see every sign, even if God should send down angels

to them, and even if the dead should spe?.k to them, they
4

still would not believe unless God so ^illed. Or again,

1. Although the Cur Van claims a matchless and even mira 
culous character for itself, it does no>t define the essence 
of this unique quality. Some theories which have been 
put forward are that the miracle consists in the fact that 
fa) it is a literary work produced by an illiterate (?) man,* 
(b) its style is inimitable; and (c) its content was per 
fectly suited to the religious needs of the Arabs of that day.

2. Margoliouth, Introduction to Rodwell, The Koran, 
(London, 1918) , p.x.

5. Surah

4. Surah 6:111.
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even:

"If We were to open upon them a door of the heaven, 
and they were to go up into it continually, they would 
say: T 0ur sight has been intoxicated; nay, we ere a people enchanted..1 " 1

And supposing God had given ?Auhanr.7iad s tangible miracle
such as a parchment book from heaven as positive proof,

2 
the infidels still would not believe.

It was this unbelief then that not only made s 
special signs futile, but also prevented their manii'G5 tc, Lion:

"Nothing has Prevented Us sending the signs, but that the people of long ago counted them false; We caused the she-camel to come to Thamud as an ocular proof, 
but they did her wrong." ^

Also when the question is asked why miracles like those 
given to Moses were not performed by Muhammad, the same
reason is expressed, namely, that Moses even with these

4 
evidential signs was disbelieved. The same stubbornness
of the People of the Book against conversion to Islam pre 
cluded the necessity for miracles of authentication, for
"if thou bringest those who have been given the Bool:

^̂
every sign they will not follow thy qiblah. "

Another reason why such a verifying wonder had not 
occurred was that itn coding would be of such a cata 
clysmic nature that it would then be too late for anyone

1. Surah 15

2. Surah 6:7-

3. Surah 17:6*1.

4. Surah 28:48.

c . Surah 2:140.
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1 
who had not done so previously to believe. There would

o

not be so much as a cry from them nor would they be saved.

The vision of angels for which they had been asking would
3 

also mean like punishment. Furthermore, if such judgment

came they would only complain, "0 our Lord, why didst Thou

not send us a messenger so that v: e might have followed Thy
4 

signs before we were humiliated and confounded?" And in

fact this punishment would have already overtaken them

had it not been for the stated time which had been Dre-
5 

determined.

There are other instances as well v/here this ex 

pedient of conjecture is employed. And some of these 

arguments are mentioned but onc^ in the Cur 1 "an. For

example, one contention is that if Muhammad had falsified

"any statements," God would have killed him by divine inter-
6 

vention. Or in answer to the <~uery ^Y it yi:as "that an

angel had not come, God would h.°ve rent him in an incarnate 

form. His critics therefore would have been in the same 

confusion as before, because he aaoearine as a man would
7

be incognito. Another one vf these conjectures is cast

1. Surah 6:159-

2. Surah 56:43, also see Surah J4:9-

3. Surah 15:7,8.

4. Surah 20:133,134.

5. Surah 29:53-

6. Surah 69:44-47.

7« Surah 6:9.
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in the form of a (,JjL* ) ma or parable, oerhaos in
spired by the account of Moses receiving the Law amidst

the thunder, lightning, fire, smoke and p making of Mt.2 
Sinai.

"Had We sent down this ^Our^n upon some mountain, 
one would have seen it humbling itself and cleaving 
asunder for the fear of Allah." 3

Finally, there is not only a hint of the possibility of a 

future sign, but also a statement that if God so wished, He

could perform one: "If We (so) please, We shall send down
4 

upon them from the heaven a sign."

VII. THROUGH THE FUTURE PROOF OF

Although Muhammad was unable to produce such evidential 
miracles as his contemporaries expected of a prophet, he 

nevertheless pointed to the Future Judgment as the day when 
their desire for a sign establishing the truth of his 
mission would be fulfilled much to their chagrin. In this 
sense, God is portrayed as promising, TT I shall shovv you

5Hy signs, so do not ask !.1<? to rnalvo h??te. TT Also at the 
scene of final punishment, this taunt v.-ill be cast into the 
t e e t h o f u nb f- 1 i e v <; r s - IT T1 1 i s i s wh a t y e h a v e been c a s t i ng6
doubt u'?on. "

1. For a discussion of the m? t'-'.alg of the £2rJ.a_n end of 
tradition, cf . Hirshfeld, _^er RjZjieir^ie_s into the Com^ 
position and Exe^e^i^. of _th- C.or^vu TLondon, 190?}, pp.
2. Cp. Exodus 19:16-20.

Curah

4. fur ah 26: 5.

5. Curah 21:53.

6. Surah 44:4>^0; 67:27; 2^:106-103.
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At that day infidels will be forced to confess the
1 truthfulness of what God had promised, through His envoys.

A soul may then express the longing, "If only I had 

(another) turn, that I might be one of those who do well."
But the only resDonse will be, "Yea! My signs have already

2 
come to thee, but thou didst count then false." Even

Satan will confess the truth of God T s warning and the 

spurious nature of his own promises, and will leave un 

believers in the lurch.

Thus it was that the Arab Apostle by preaching the 

certainty of the Future Judgment, secured the advantage of 

an authenticating miracle on trust or credit. The argu 

ment was all the more impelling for immediate belief, 

because delay until the actual event would, render faith 

ineffectual.

THROUGH THE .TESTIMONY OF GOD

The appeal to God f s truth and faithfulness in ful
filling His word is also cited as authorization. "Think

4
not that Allah is going to fail His Dromise." "Verily the

5
promise of Allah is true." and. "Who is more truthful than

6 
Allah in what He says." Or again, God is quoted as wit-

7 nessing of Muhammad that he had been sent ^Ith the truth.

1. Surah ^6:52b. 5- Surah ^0:60. Also see
Surah 5-85*

2. Surah 59^59^0. ,„-,,,-,6. Surah 4:121.
5. Surah 14: 26.

7. Surah ?:
4. Surah 14:48.



Furthermore, because the Prophet claimed to speak
the very "signs of Allah," for anyone to disbelieve them

1 was just the same as doubting the veracity of God Himself.
In fact, such divine testimony alone v/as sufficient wit-

2 
ness for the people, since God knew best the one who came
with real guidance and the one who was in manifest error. 

Here again the argument is certainly valid as far as 
basing it upon the truthfulness of God is concerned. And
since this type of authentication is probably completely4 
MadTnan, it would, be especially convincing to those who
through the climate of former monotheism in that city were

5already acquainted with the God "that cannot lie." But 
the weakness of the argument again rests in Muhammad's 
failure to establish his special prophetical relationship 
to the Deity or to prove that the words he spoke were 
actually of divine origin. The dictum that God could 
not lie is true, but the supposition that Muhammad could 
not have be^n mistaken does not necessarily follow.

TTT.__1H_RQQ.GH TFTF. TESTIMONY OF

Not only is the witness of God mentioned as evidence 

for the truth of the Prophet 1 s message and mission, but 

the testimony of jinn, angels and Apostles is also added.

I *^1 it Y* i Vi ^ • Q 'i. kj U 1 cti 1 ^> • y j •

2. Surah 17:98.

3. Surah 28:85.

4. According to Dr. Bell's dating, Surah 14:4? is the onl
one of these r>a s safes that mpv not. hp TV|p<TTV,8n. . "hnt.
is listed a s ei th er late M a kk an or e r rly M z dTn an..

5. Titus 1:2; Also see Joshua 21:4*.

y



In Surah 46, a band of jinn hear the £.urj?n with reverent 
ial awe. So impressed are they thrt they return to their 

people as warners, telling of the Book and its truth, and 
calling upon them to respond to Muhemmad. The statement

also is made that the angels bear witness to what has been
2 

sent down to the Prophet. And the Apostles as well have
3 acknowledged their belief in God and His Messenger.

' It is significant to note that none of these is an 

independent witness in the sense that the testimony given 

was directly from any of them. Here again the evidence 

is mediated through Muhammad alone, and thus everything 

depends upon his trustworthiness.

X. __ TORQg.Gfl_.TH£_-CQjnMMI^

The possibility of revelation to a man is established

in the Our* an by referring to the heaven- sent Book of———— 4 
Moses as a precedent. The further point is then made
before Muhammad's break with the Jews at It a din ah that his
doctrine was not only similar to that given to the Children

5 6 
of Israel but also confirmed what was with them. And the

claim is advanced that "they find (the native prophet

1. Surah 46:23-51

2. Surah 4:l64.

5. Surah 5:111.

4. Surah 6:91-

5. Surah 46:9.

6. Surah 2:85.
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)) mentioned in the Torah rnd the Evangel 

in their possession."

Authenticating statements which from all appearance 

probably originated in Muhammad » s imagination are put 

into the mouths of Abraham, Ishmael, and former prophets.

For example, Abraham and Ishmael are Dortrayed as praying
2 

for a messenger like Muhammad. And again, the Jewish

covenant of the prophets is cast in a similar substantiating 

mould:

"(Recall) when Allah took the covenant of the prophets: 
'Whatever Book and Wisdom I may have given you and 
there comes to you a messenger confirming what is 
with you, ye shall believe in him and help him. • He 
said: ! Do ye assent and take up my task on that 
(condition)? 1 They replied: 'We assent; * He said: 
'Bear witness then, and I an with you among those who 
bear witness. " 3

Even T Isa ibn-Maryam announced the frood. tidings of a
4 

messenger who would come after him "bearing the name Ajamad. "

YT^__T_fT lROOflH THE MDTF QF AUTHORITY

With most of the Cur'Fn assuming the form of God T s 

direct utterance, the note of authority struck in this way 

is constantly present. Authentication thus is taken for

1. Surah 7:156.

2. Surah 2:125-

J. Surah 3:75*
4. Surah 6l:6. Abroad like Muhammad means "the praised". 
The Drophecy referred to here mry be thrt co.Tccrning the 
Holy'Spirit in John 14:16. It is not unlikely that the 
Prophet based this upon information which had cone to hin 
and'which had confused ( rr* p cc K X>) tr os ) "Comforter" 
with ( TTt/PC K.XV-C0S ) "celebratrd".
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granted. But besides this, authoritative declarations are 

expressed. For example, in Surah 6l:8 the statement is 

made that God is going to perfect His light in spite of 

opposition. Furthermore, if Muhammad had any doubts con 

cerning the authenticity of his message, they are allayed

by such statements: "Be in no dubitation about it; it
1 

is truth from thy Lord," and "Whet has been sent down to
7 

thee from thy Lord is the truth."

Another indication of the authoritative character is

the frequent use of the word ( ,*,t) generally rendered\J?
"verily" or "indeed". This expression occurs in the 

Qur T a"n in its various forms Tell over a thousand times. 

Usually coming at the opening of a verse, ( /?.£ ) has the 

effect of transforming whet otherwise would be an ordinary 

statement of fact into a telling declaration. One example 

must suffice. The following is Surah 37:4 with the 

introductory particle omitted:

God is One."

But the verse as it reads in full is far more forceful 

because of the introductory ( £)J ) :

<j| ) " "Verily, your God is On^." 

Dogmatic assertions arc also effective in striking 

the note of authority. They are not argued nor is there 

an attempt to substantiate them. They are rather delivered
_;

in the tone of reveal °d or unfolded truth.

1. Surah 11:70.

7. Surah 1~:1. /.I so se« Fur ah -*~

. .As an example, see Surah 4:l66.
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Although speaking with authority cannot in itself 

be proof of true prophethood since even dictators at times

exhibit it, nevertheless that this ^as r sine nua non
" 1 

of Old end New Testament prophets cannot be denied. It

was a most important factor in convincing their hearers 

even as it must have played an important oart in persuading 

the Apostle* s contemporaries of the geriuiness of his mission,

Muhammad »s authentications were not all of a defensive 

nature. Just as in the military field so much of his 

success came from quick operations,, so in upholding his 

prophetic office and message, he was not slow to -oress the. 

attack against his critics by explaining the causes or 

ulterior motives for their unbelief, by challenging them 

to produce signs and by picking the weak points in their 

arguments,

Pointing out the reasons for the unbelief of his
/-N s'

opponents, he charged them with "pride and schism", with
ff'

counting as false what they had not comprehended, and with
4 

being wrong- doers. Actually, the very fact that they did

not accept his signs and Evidence was ^roof positive that

the accusers themselves were evil, for "no one disbelieves
R_>

in them but the reprobate. "

1. Matthew 7:2<3,?9< 

?. Surah 38: 1.

5. Surah 10:40.
4. Surah 29:48.

5. Surah 2:9>



Predestination was also presented as an explanation 

for unbelief:

"Say: ! Verily Allah sendeth astray whomsoever He 
willeth, and guideth to. Hi'?, self whosoever turns 
devoutly (to Him)." i

Another reason why the sceptics had not received 

the signs was because of judicial blindness. "It is not

the eyes which are blind,, hut blind are the hearts that
7 

are in the breasts." Concerning such Muhammad is told

that he will not be able to guide the blind out of their
3 error, but that he will only get those who believe to hear.

The same verdict is pronounced against the Jews, "Allah

hath set a seal upon them for their unbelief, so they do
4 

not believe."

The Children of Israel are also accused, of loving the

gain of this world rether than the truth, arri therefore of
5 

bartering God T s signs for r small price. The argument

is furthermore put forward that the People of the Book 

in reality know the genuineness of Muhammad 1 s claims if 

they v/ould only admit it:

"Those to whom Yr e have given the Book recognise 
it as they recognise their own sons, but a party 
ofthem concea1 the truth knowingly." 6

1. Surah 1;5:27- Also see Surah 6:1/5.

2. Surah 22:45-

5. Surah JO:5?*

4. Surah 4:154.

5. Surah 5:48.

6. Surah 2:141.



This indictment of conscious deceit and suppression of 

the truth may have sprung from the difficulty Muhammad 

experienced in getting access to Biblical knowledge.

Professor Bell suggests that the Jews may have even tried
1 

to make money out of his curiosity. In any case, the dis

paraging charge against them of a duplicity dictated Der- 

haps by ulterior motives must have gone far to undermine 

their accusations and explain their unbelief. Such for 

gery against God is prescribed in the Our T ?n as the great

est of all sins. "Who does greater wrong than he who
2 

invents falsehood against Allah or counts His signs false?"

is a denunciation which is repeated in twelve different 

passages in order to accentuate the gravity of the crime.

Thus it is that the Prophet sought to explain and 

condemn the unbelief which he encountered, thereby in 

directly strengthening his own Position.

XIII.. ..THROUGH ..£% CHALLENGING Q

V.'e have seen in section V. o^ this chapter thr-t one 

method :,luhammad employed in establishing the miracle of 

the Qurt'a'n was that of daring his oooonents to produce 

a Book or even a Surah like It. But his challenges 

covered different subjects as well. He called upon those- 

who taught that there were other 50 as to authenticate their
~

claims by evidenced "Is there a god alonr with Allah? Hay:

1. Bell, The Origin of !rl£m in it^ ChlijMlH IL^lr^jrr^nt,
(London, 19?6), p. 126*.

2. Surah V:^,.

5. Surah ?1: 24.
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^Produce your proof, if ye speak the truth. !w And then

the conclusion is drawn that no authority has been sent
2 

down to justify their polytheistic tenets.

In accordance with the Prophet's a-r gin en t that all of 

creation abounded with signs testifying to his God, he 

challenges the Makkan idolaters to show him anything which 

those apart from God had created. Then follows the

satirical comment that "those uoon whom ye call aoart from
4 

Allah will not create a fly."

After the Battle of oljaud with its cost in life to the 

Muslims, the Hypocrites ( /^-Af CfcJ?) rt MadTnah justified 

their former advice by asserting, "If they had obeyed us, 

they would not have been killed." In answering their 

taunt, Muhammad again employs the device of a challenge.

He calls on them to ward off or renel death's ultimate
5 

imminence from themselves if they speak the truth.

By such means, the Prophet sought not only to vin 

dicate his own cause, but also to di-credit the alternate 

claims of his opponents; challenging then to produce the 

signs they had asked of him, to exhibit, an object "~hich 

their gods had created, and to contravene tv!e set course 

of nature. Thus th^ principle of offence being the best

1. Surah

2. Surah 22:70

J. Surah ^1:10

4. Surah 22:7?

*. Surah ~:l62
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defence was used to good advantage. .And yet since his 

opponents had made no prophetical claims, it is questionable 

how valid it was to place them under the obligation of 

manifesting evidential signs.

At Madinah Muhammad met with the claim of the People 

of the Book that theirs was an exclusive faith and re 

velation. YThen Islam assumed a position independent from 

that of the former monotheists, the Prophet felt it nec 

essary to contest their doctrine that they possessed the 

complete and only way of salvation. He sought to do this 

through the process of elimination, showing that the Jews 

and. Christians could not be right, and fro:i this drawing 

the assumption that Islam therefore was the true faith, 

and that his prophetic mission was justified.

The contention is advanced in the £ur_JJ[n that it is 

unduly restricting God for the People of tv e Book to hold

that their faith and revelation is exclusive. "He giveth
1 

to -whomsoever he v.llleth; Allah is unrestricted." Here

again as was seen ia the last section, they are challenged 

to support their claim with evidence:

"They c a^: ! No one but those who are Jews and Christ 
ians will enter the Garden; 1 that is what they t--l-:e on 
trust; say (thou) : » Produce your proof if ye ?->e?k 
the truth." ?

1. Surah 5:66.

2. Surah 2:105.
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Muhammad first of all seeks to eliminate the Jewish 

belief that they were the elect. He defies them to viish 

for death if they are so sure that they pro the only ones 

who ere going to heaven. But the very f i ct that they are 

the keenest of all people for life is cited as proof that 

their contention is mere pretence. They on the other hriid

hrve reason to dread the judgment to come because of their
1 

misdeeds. The question is also asked why, if theyv.<ere

true believers, did they in former tidies kill God's
2 

prophet s.

H a v i ng dealt wi th t h e J e wi sb claim, an a 11 em p t is 

made to eliminate the grounds of the Christian position. 

It is most significant that in doing this Muhammad strikes 

at the heart of Christianity, God's desire to destroy the 

Divine Messiah, and. holds this up as unbelievable and
•7.

J _

immoral. Elsewhere in the Our* an allusions to the Cross 

and Christ's Atonement are made conspicuous by their ab 

sence. But from the above reasoning, the assertion is

made, "Assuredly they have disbelieved who sav that £llah
3

is the Messiah.' 1 Another proof that the Jews and Christ 

ians are not the beloved of God is found in the divine "*" ^ 4 
-Qunishment they have suffered for their sins.

The best example of rubamrnad* s authentication through

1. Surah 7:53-00.

2. Surah 2:85,

. Surah

4. Surah



the process of elimination appears in a nutshell in 

Surah 5:15-18. Firstly, it is pointed out that the 

Jews have broken God»s covenant. They have therefore 

been cursed r,nd their hearts have been hardened. Uor 

have they refrained from tampering v.lth. and forgetting 

part of their Scriptures. The majority of them also 

continue their treachery. Secondly, the Christians 

likevd.se received a covenant from God, but they too have 

forgotten part of their reminder, and thus God has stirred 

up emnity and hatred amongst them until the day of re 

surrection. Finally, Muhammad is presented as the mess 

enger who has come to clarify what they have concealed 

of the Book; and the new revelation is described as 

guiding in the ways of peace and of bringing people out 

of 'darkness into the light.

The weakness of this argument is that it attacks a 

dogma, but then merely supplies a counter dogmatic assertion. 

The statement that God cannot be restricted is in itself 

an assumption. It does not allow for the possibility 

that God might have restricted Himself because of His. 

nature or because of His choice.

^nnr! TnT^p.nF.rmr'F. on .RY/VVQT.R
Another argument for the acceptance of the authen 

ticity of the Prophet. f s mission and message ras tV> very 

presence of Muhammad, in their midst, as well as the 

personal example of his ovm faith. The motion is psk



"How can ye disbelieve when...His messenger is amongst
1 

you?" He himself was a sign who could be seen. And the

unusual strength of his personality could not but have 

enhanced this claim. The trust and loyalty of such men 

as Abu-Bakr and .'Umar as well as the success of Islam 

itself bears abundant testimony to the unique and forceful 

character of the founder of the new faith. In fact, it 

was this talented and magnetic quality of his person which

alone can explain the effectiveness of the otherwise weak
2 

arguments for his authorization.

Muhammad also practiced the faith which he preached. 

In answer to God's warning that he should not be among 

those who counted__the divine signs as false, and in answer

to God's invitation that he should set his own trust upon
4

Him, the Prophet confesses his personal faith and commit 

ment as a Muslim. "I have been forbidden," he says, "to 

serve those whom ye call upon apart from Allah, when the. 

Evidences came to me from my Lord, and I have been commanded

to surrender myself to the Lord of the worlds
5

1. Surah 3:96.

2. In elaboration of the prophetic evidence derived from 
Muhammad's person, tradition holds that a protuberance on 
his back about the size of a pigeon's egg was a divine 
seal marking him as the last of the prophets.

3. Surah 10:95-

4. Surah 32:3•

5" Surah 40:68.
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The point is also made that if Muhammad is wrong, 

he himself has everything to lose because of his total 

abandon to the cause. "If I go astray, it is to my own

disadvantage," and, "If I invent it, ye have no power to
2

help me against Allah." There is no doubt that a mani 

festation of personal conviction and belief had a great 

deal to do v,lth the ability of convincing others. And 

yet here again the foundation of the authentication rests 

upon Muhammad himself, and if he is wrong or deluded or 

misguided, the whole proof collapses.

XVI. THROUGH THE SUCGF.SF,. QF_1.SLM

The success of Islam from the Battle of Badr on, in 

spite of the reverse at 2&ud, was hailed by the Prophet 

as evidence of Divine blessing, and. hence as further 

authentication for the truth of his mission. God gave

the victory of Ba.dr "in order that He might verify the truth
3

and falsify the false." Previously the Makkans had

wanted an evidential sign. Now their desire had been 

fulfilled in this decisive defeat. It was the .judgment 

of God upon them. And the only reason this punishment 

had not overtaken them earlier was that Muhammad was still

in their midst as well as some others who were asking1
\ 

pardon. Later on, Badr was again referred to as an

1. Sursh 34:49.

2. Surah 46:7.

4. Surah 8:^0-^.
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authenticating miracle. "Ye have already had a sign in 
the two parties which met." One aspect of the miraculous 

intervention attributed to this occasion WPS that the 
Makkans saw twice as many Muslims as there really were. 

Like divine help is ascribed to the lifting of the 

siege of MadTnah in the year V. Through the novel defence 
of a trench, the city held out against an estimated force 
of 10,000 led by Abu-Sufyan and composed of jQuravjsh and 

allied tribes who after a month finally retired in disgust.
But Muhammad was not slow to attribute the withdrawal to

2 
e heaven sent "wind, and. hosts whicli ye saw not." The

Prophet was "skilful in turning every incident, whether

favourable or not, into a proof of the divine inter-
3 position for the furtherance of Islam."

sooner T'~as the danger Dast after the Day of the 
Trench (Al-Kha.nde,q) , than Muhammad concentrated his efforts 
in an attack upon the E^nu-C^ura^^ah, a Jewish tribe on

the outskirts of Madinah, for their having sided with the
4 

enemy. All of their able-bodied men were slaughtered,

their women and. children were sold into slavery, and their 
lands were possessed by the Muslims. This, as well as the

z;
expulsion of the B^nj^LrMfir. the year before, is

1. Surah ji

2. Surah 33:9.

3. Muir, Life of Mahom.et,. (London, 1877), p.?4?.

4. Hitti, History, of the Arabs, (London, 1937), ?.H7

5. Surah 59:2.
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interpreted as God*s doing:

"He brought down from their towers those of the People 
of the Book who backed them, and cast terror into 
their hearts; part ye killed and ye took prisoner part. 
And He caused you to inherit their land and. their 
dwellings and their properties and land, which ye had 
never trodden; Allah over everything had power." 1

The Battle of Hunay.n in the year VIII is also por 

trayed in the light of supernatural intervention. God
2 

sent down invisible hosts and punished the unbelievers.

But here again, Muhammad was the only authority for the 

angelic assistance, since the;/ could be seen by no one 

else, and therefore this like so many of the other authen 

tications depends upon the trustworthiness of the Prophet 

alone. The fact that defeats were not unknown to the 

Muslims discredits the objective evidential value of the 

victories. But this does not mean, that military success 

was not a very effective weapon in proving Muhammad»s 

divine authorisation to his contemporaries. The increasing 

power of Islam made a decision on the matte?? essential,
i

and even if there were doubts, the former treatment of 

unbelievers clearly revealed the cost of open opposition 

not to be inconsiderable.

The progress of 1'iuhrmmad's influence is elsewhere 

ameeled to as a sign of divine favour. In Surah l~:4l 

we read, "Hrve they not noticed that V.'e come to the land 

dlminisliinr it at its extremities? Allah S ives decision."

1. Surah ;:;•: 26,27. 

?. Surah 9:26.

*/ Also cp. fur ah
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Muir describes this type of the Prophet's authentication 

as follows: "Gradually his f^llow^rs increased, and the 

faith of each (though only the reflection of his own con 

victions) was accepted by Muhammad ar. new and independent

evidence of his mission, erapnatinr from Him vho alone can
1 

turn the heart of man." Rut besides the impressive ex

pansion of Islam, its intrinric power and value are also 

mentioned. It had welded former foes into a nev; bond of 

unity, and it ^ad rrveri them from hell itself. This too 

was an evi'^pnt token of God' ^ working. Or as the ^ur y Tn 

expresses it:

"Remember the goodness of Allrh to you when ye were 
enemies: He knit yon together and by His goodness 
ye became brethren; ye Tr"ere on t^e brink of a pit of 
the Fire and He rescued you from it. Thus doth Allah 
make His signs (/ofl/T) clear for you." 2

Thus it was that Isla^f^ ~,-,«~or.-. ^_ n military operations, 

in growth of adherents, and in benefits to believers were 

all noted as additional proofs for the authenticity of 

Muhammad's mission and prophetic office.

In concluding this chapter, r. few observations u.oon 

the implications of th^ foregoing means of authorisation. 

may be in ord^r. The charge could be -.nadr thr t such ? 

svstematizatioij is not in harmony with the Eastern mind., 

and it nust be admitted thr t Muhammad most likely dir not 

preconceive a.nd pl-n out a blue print for rli of these

1. Muir, Life of Mahomet, (London,

2. Surah 3:93,99.
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arguments. The indications of development anc; change are 

too marked for that. On the contrary , they probably 

were made to order as occasions demanded and as new thoughts 

suggested themselves to the Prophet. Also their hold, 

striking and poetic character was far more apt to capture 

the Arab imagination than was cold logic. But while 

recognising this, a systematic study of Muhammad's authen 

tications is not without its value if only to clarify the 

subject from the nebulous arrangement of the Our

And there is no doubt that it does afford an opportunity 

better to understand and appraise the credentials of the 

Arab Apostle.

For example, all of these proofs hinge upon Muhammad 

himself. Firstly, the use of oaths, the description of 

personal experiences, the witness of God, Jinn, Angels and 

Apostles, arid the note of authority depend upon the 

Prophet 1 s testimony alone. Secondly, ingenious arguments 

a r e emp 1 oy e d th r o u g h c o n j e c tu r e , th e e xp 1 <n na t i o n s of un 

belief, the verification at the Future Punishment, the 

challenging of opponents and the process of elimination. 

And yet, the ones deo.ll rig with conjecture or eschatology 

cannot he tested; and the rest, though they attach the 

position of Islam's critics, do not necessarily substantiate 

Islam's claims. Thirdly, the appeal to the- ruins of pr-t 

peoples, the wonders of creation, the mir-cle of the 

Cur ' an, the confirmation of former prophets, the presence
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of Muhammad, and the success of Islam, although they are 

for the most part based upon objective frets, nevertheless 

they derive their evidential value solely from the 

Prophet 1 s interpretation placed upon them. Thus it is 

that there is no direct or external evidence -per se, 

such as that manifested by earlier prophets in foretelling 

and performing miracles - evidence in a form vhich could 

be checked and corroborated by others.

These authorizations reveal an amazing ability 

Muhammad possessed in bringing ultimate realities to bear 

upon pertinent situations. The claim of his being a 

Messenger sent from God is upheld consistently throughout 

the pur 1 "an. in spite of the development of his ideas and 

the use of different proofs for his authenticity. Yet, 

the fact that all of this testimony ultimately traces back 

to the evidence of one man, places a tremendous onus upon 

the trustworthiness of this one man, especially v;hen the 

eternal destiny of countless human lives a_re at stake. 

There is always the dreadful possibility that one person may 

be deluded or may be a deceiver. With this danger in 

view, the Old To-toment ^cri^turep rule out testimony vhich 

can only he substantiated by a single, individual. "At 

the mouth of tv:o vdtncs-es, or at the mouth of three -it-

nesr. e£ l tho natter be o s tabli shed. " And for this

same reason, even Christ said, "If I bear --vitnp?? of

1. Deuteronomy 19:1-. Also en. -umbers ^'OO; Dout-ronomy 
17:6; and II Corinthians 1^:1.



1 
Myself, My witness is not true." Thus, even if Muhammad's

integrity were unimpereliable, his authorizations cannot be 

held as valid since they depend exclusively upon his own 

testimony.

• But in actual f~ot, instances such as his claiming 

direct revelatin--- -TO-P nr-H-^r^,-..i^ obviously derived from
f

sources or for* ntt^ra-nrpa produced, for special occasions
*,

make it difficult cv^v » to establish his trustworthiness, 

"Nor need v;e assume, " says Professor Bell, "that he was 

quite incapablo of a certain amount of mystification. In

the' later stages of his career, it is very difficult to
2 

acouit him altogether of that." Therefore since certain

claims which can >~e subjected to testing have been weighed 

by Western scholarship and found wanting, it is impossible 

to clear from all suspicion authenticating assertions which 

cannot be verifier1 . Arid the fact that all such evidence 

is locked within one human heart, rather than enhancing 

that person's special prophetic privilege and insight, only 

tends to cast further doubt upon it by encouraging the 

thought that there is something which cannot afford exposure.

The very cuay-tity of the authentications seems to 

betray an inferiority complex in the nine of 'Auhnnnr d, ?s 

if he too r pali zed the weakn-ss of his clrim - : nc the com- 

para tively feeble quality of hi:; argument-. This rl

1. John 5:31.

2. Bell, ^uhamriao'n Vision^, 
April, 1934, P-
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seems to haunt him throughout the Mir'Tn 2nd. drive him

to produce ever new but nt/wr completely satisfactory
*

credentials. £ psychological rerction may .T-lso be in 

dicated by the innumerable deni^lr of imDOsture rnd 

delusion. TT In the very strength of the t.sscverotion ths,t 

he v;as not deceived,, r.nu th<~t his inspiration \VPS not that 

of ? 'rejected devil,' rary vie not trrce symptoms of a 

lurking suspicion that after all somethinr possibly w?s 

not rir;ht?"

Jluir, LifV 2£ l:i:22Ill.? (Lonc'.or,, l°-77) , -0.79.
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CHAPTER VII

MUHAMMAD'S PROPHETIC_PREDECESSORS- 

In reading the Qur^an one cannot help but notice the 

great amount of attention and space which is given to the 

accounts of former prophets. Besides appearing to go on 

ad infinitum, the presentation of their vocations follows 

more or less a stereotyped outline. God sends to each 

people a messenger who is one of themselves. The prophet 

appeals to them to worship the one true God, and then when 

they refuse to listen to him, he announces the coming of

divine punishment. They Dersist in their wicked way, and
2 

hence judgment finally falls, destroying the unbelievers.

In the face of the vast treatment of these stories, the 

question at once arises as to what their significance and 

purpose really is.

One reason for their inclusion in the Qurjjm is 

fairly obvious. Hurgronje expresses it thus: "The object 

behind the Cur'anic accounts concerning the prophets is

1. The names of 28 different prophets occur in the Curt an. 
Tradition relates Muhammad to have said that there were 
124,000 (some say 248,000. and some an indefinite number) 
prouhets and '-IS messengers. Wine of these latter are 
entitled "Possessors of Constancy"; namely, Noah, Abraham, 
David, Jacob, Joseph, Job, Moses, Jesus and Muhammad. Six 
are dignified with special titles: Adan, "The Chosen of^ 
God"; Noah, "The Preacher of God"; Abraham "The Frieno 
of God" Moses, "The Converter with God"; Jesus, ^The 
qnirit of God"; and Muhammad, "The Messenger of Goo.". 
Cp. Hughes, A Dictiona-iZ of Islam, (London, 1896), p.475-

2. Bell, The Origin of Islam, (London, 19?6), T)
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simply the expression, under other names, of the acts and
1 

experiences of Muhammad at Makkah." He often would put

things he wished to say into the mouths of his predecessors, 

thus receiving substantiation for his own position.

However, there is another significant aspect to these 

Stories. They reveal Muhammad's view of the prophetic 

office as he increasingly came to know it. And we see how 

he earnestly sought to fashion himself in its likeness, 

as the means of accomplishing the much-needed religious 

reform. "He reads himself and the Makkans into them," 

says Professor Bell of these accounts, "but he was at the 

same time reading these messengers and prophets into him 

self... Thus his conception of his position as Messenger of

Allah, in other words, his prophetic consciousness was
2 

growing as he measured himself alongside the great prophets."

Let us therefore first consider the way these stories reveal 

the Apostle 1 s prophetic concept which was the model or 

pattern of his mission. And secondly, let us examine the 

way in which they also serve as mirrors for the Prophet 1 s 

contemporary scene.

1. "Le fond des r^cits du £urjj[n concernant les prophetes 
est sim-olement 1'expression, sous d'autres noms, des actes 
et des experiences de Muhammad a. La Makkah." C.S. Hurgronje, 
Versureide Gerchrifteri, (Bonn und Leipzig, 19?5)>

9 Bell "The Development of Muhammad's Teaching end Prophetic 
Consciousness," The SOS Bulletin, (Cairo, 1935), P-4.
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I. THE !1Q£EL^JMLMUHMMAD'S OFFICE

There are instances in the accounts of the former 

Qur'anic messengers which indicate that Muhammad's mission 

was almost certainly modelled after his conception of their 

office, inspiration, message and authentication. For 

example, God's commissioning of Moses in the holy vale of 

Tuwa which is mentioned in Surah 79:l6f, and then again
<r

later and in fuller detail in Surah 20:8f, shows that the 

Apostle was not unaware that past prophets had received 

divine calls. Hirschfeld goes so far as to conclude that 

Muhammad's initial visions recorded in Surah 53:1-18 are

merely more elaborate reproductions of the above incident
1 

as he already knew it.

The Our'an also portrays the earlier messengers as
2 

fallible men who needed to be forgiven. Noah sinned in
5 4 

pleading for his son, and moses committed murder; but both

were pardoned of God. In like manner (as has already been 

noted in Chapter II) the Prophet is also presented as one
c:
J

who was prone to sin. Thus Sweetnian rightly says, "The 

impeccability of the prophets cannot be said to have much 

support from the Curlan, but in the early exposition of 

the doctrine in Islam, this particular tenet is set in the

1. Hirschfeld, Mew Mse arches into the Composition and 
Jfe-egesis sf J2l£ .QflZifl* (London, 1902), pt>.44,45.

9. Surah 3:141.

3. Surah 11:47-49.

4. Surah 28:14,15-

5. Surah 47:21,- 48:2.
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1
very forefront." Also Muhammad's repeated insistence that

2 
he was no more than a human being may have been inspired

by his knowledge of God's former heralds who likewise were
3 not to be taken as Lords ( 15 Lfjf ).

There are cases where these prophets performed what 

might be termed a priestly function, namely that of inter 

cession. Noah prays: "0, my Lord, pardon me and my
4 

parents, and whoever enters my house bellevinp," and
5 Abraham intercedes with God for his father! That the

6 
Apostle on occasions did the same may be another indication

of the effect exerted upon him by his predecessors. 

Muhammad's practice in war, of .showing severity toward his 

enemies but leniency toward those who submitted, may also 

have been derived from his view of Alexander the Great's 

policy, which is described as follows:

"He (Alexander) said: "As for him who does wrong, we 
shall punish him, then he will be taken back to his 
Lord, and He will punish him with punishment unheard 
of. But for him who has believed and acted uprightly, 
there is the reward of the better (world), and we 
shall speak to him of our affair something easy." 7

1. Sweetman, Islam and Christian Theology., (London, 1947), 
vol. I, p.128.

2. Surah 41:5; 17:95; 18:110.

3>. Surah 3:74. This of course cannot be the case in the 
reference to Jesus in Surah 5s116 where He is quoted as 
denying His Deity, which is obviously a projection of 
Muhammad's prophetic idea ut>on Christ rather than being 
influenced himself by it.

4. Surah 71:29.

5. Surah 19:48.

6. Surah 4:67, 63:5; 60:12.

7. Surah 18:86,87.



The expressed purpose for the missions of the former 

proDhets again was not dissimilar to the Apostle* s. They 

were to bring good tidings and Turnings, so that the people 

should have no argument against God.

As regards the Prophet's inspiration, the knowledge
2 

that Moses had been given a Book presumably may have

prompted him to produce one as vroll. In fact a revelation 

in such form seems to have been so closely linked with the

prophetic office that there are even' references to the
3 

assumed "pages of Abraham." It is also interesting to

note that in the Makkan passage describing Moses* call,
4

God tells him to go to Pharaoh and "say" ( 3* ). Although

it certainly is not possible to dogmatize the basis of so 

little evidence, nevertheless this may be a hint at the 

Qur'anic usage of the term which was to become so prevalent 

a caption for Muhammad's 'utterances.

After a consideration of the messages ascribed to 

the prophets, Professor Bell concludes, "The fact that they 

are so consistently presented in the Gurjjsii as advocates of

One God appears to me to be a weighty argument that Muhammad's
5 

activity began in the same way." This further may imply

1. Surah 4:163.

2. Surah 28:43 and 2:^0 (where the Fur_oan is also mentioned).

3. Surah 87:19; 53:38. According to tradition, the number 
of sacred books delivered to mankind has been 104. Of 
these, 10 were given to Adam, 50 to Seth (a name not men 
tioned in the Qur'.sfo), 30 to Enoch, 10 to Abraham, one to 
Moses, one to David7 the In.i'Tl to Jesus, and the Qurjjn 
to Muhammad. Hughes, op. cit. p.475-

4. Surah 79:18,19.

5. Bell, "Muhammad and Previous Messengers", The Moslem 
World, vol. XXIV, October, 1934.
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that the Apostle through Jewish sources had come to believe 

that the core of the prophets 1 preaching was monotheism, 

and as this faith was the great need of the idolatrous 

Makkans, he too took up the same cruse. The idea of 

judicial blindness in respect to the reception of Muhammad*s

message may be another indication of Hebrew-Christian
1 

prophetic influence. In fact thir doctrine is cited in

the Our * a*n in connection with the people of Noah and the
2 

Jews.

Finally, as was seen in the last Chapter, the matter 

of prophetic authentication seemed to plague Muhammad un 

mercifully. In his stories of previous messengers there 

are instances of prophesying future events in their own 

life times and of performing evidential miracles. He 

therefore was aware of this. For example, there is mention 

of Joseph T s foretelling the lot of his fellow-prisoners;

namely, that one of them would pour out wine for his lord,
5

and that the other would be crucified. A miracle is also
4

performed with Joseph 1 s shirt in restoring Jacob T s sight.
c;

Furthermore, Moses was given nine signs as Evidences, his

staff was changed into a serpent, his hand was made white
6 

without any harm, and the sea clave asunder when it was

1. Cp. Isaiah 6:9,10; Matthew 15:14,1?; John 17:40 etc.

2. Surah 11:50; 10:75; 57:15; 5:75-

3. Surah 12:41,47-49.

4. Surah 12:93,96.

5. Surah 17:103; 27:17.
6. Surah 20:19-25.



1
struck with his staff. Also during his ministry in the

desert a thunderbolt came as the result of the Jev.'ish request
2 

to see God openly, and a mountain was raised over them*

In the previous two Chapters we have observed how Muhammad 

being unable to authorize his office by foretelling or 

miracle resorted to numerous other devices. The very fact 

that he took the matter of authentication so seriously 

reveals the great influence the previous prophetic tra 

dition played in casting his role.

II. THE MIRRORS OF MUHAMAiAD'£„OFFICE

When Jonathan Swift wished to criticise his comtempor- 

ary scene, he did so through Gulliver 1 s travels among such 

people as the Lilliputians and the Brobdingnagians. 

Muhammad also used the same device. But instead of pic 

turing ficticious geographical travels, he employed the 

medium of the "histories" of former prophets and peoples, 

drawing ill-concealed analogies between them and his own 

situation with the guraysh at Makkah. As one illustration 

from among many that could be taken, let us examine a 

passage describing the activities of the prophet Hud among 

the lAditej.

7:63 And to ^Ad (We sent) their brother Hud. He said:
"0 my people, serve Allah, there is no god for you 

- other than He; will ye not them show piety?"
7:64 Said the nobility who disbelieved of his people: 

"We think thou art in stupidity, and we think thee 
one of the false."

1. Surah 26:65-67. 

?. Surah 4:15?.

> Surah 7-^>70. This section dates probably from the 
late Makkan period (Bell, The J^rjjm, p".144) .



THE TTORY OF TI?r ?F.O?F1FT HUD (SUR^H 7:6^-70)

Taken from 5 T !o. of the £uil£n in the Edinb^r^h Dniverrity
Lihr-ry.
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7:65 Said he: "0 my people, there is no stupidity in 
me, but I am a messenger from the Lord of the worlds.

7:66 I deliver to you the messages of my Lord, and I am 
to you a sincere adviser and faithful.

7:67 Does it astonish you that & reminder from your
Lord should come to you upon a man from amongst your 
selves, in order that he may rarn you? Remember, 
when He made you successors after the people of Noah 
and increased you amply in size; and remember the gifts 
of Allah, mayhap ye will prosper."

7:68 Said they: "Hast thou come to us that we should 
serve Allah alone, and forsake what our fathers used 
to serve? Then bring us what thou promises! us, if 
thou art one of those who speak the truth."

7:69 Said he: "There hath fallen upon you wrath and 
anger from your Lord; will ye dispute with me about 
names which you and your fathers have named, for which 
Allah has sent down no authority? Welt then! I too 
with you will b« of those who wait."

7:70 So We rescued him and those with him by a mercy 
from Us, and utterly cut off those who counted Our 
signs false, and were not believer?;.

In these verses we see reflections of Muhammad 1 s office, 

inspiration, message and authorization, as well as the 

opposition he encountered.

First of all, the scope of HiTd^J office was to his 

people ^.Ad, just as the Apostle*s mission at this time 

presumably extended to the Makkans. Within the coinpar- 

tively short compass of this portion, there are fiveCL

allusions to the fact that the me singer had come from
1 

amongst hip. own people. Elsewhere in the £ur_[.£n, we see

that one objection brought against Muhammad's being a
? 

true prophet was that he was merely one of themselves, and

hence we have this reiterated emphasis in regard to the

1. Surah 6:63 "their brother" and "0 my people"; 7:64
"his people"; 7:65 TT 0 my people"; 7:67 tr a man from amongst
yourselves".

2. Cp. Surah ^8:3 etc.
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lAdites. Furthermore, Hud^s claim that he was (

"a messenger from the Lord of the worlds" 

(7:65) is simply an echo of the Apostle's words; as is also 

the expression of the purpose of tho mission, namely that 

of warning (7:67). Both likewise suffered persecution 

from "the nobility who disbelieved" of their people, and 

were accused of stupidity and falsehood (7:64). And the 

fact that God is spoken of as (tyj) "my Lord" (7:66) 

would moreover insinuate an analogous personal commitment 

on the part of the older prophet to the message he preached. 

Nor is the claim of being a sincere and faithful adviser 

(7:66) dissimilar to Muhammad's testimonies about himself.

As to the matter of inspiration, Hucl also assumes a 

divine origin for his messages which are those of his Lord 

(7:66), or a reminder from God v.hich had come upon him (7:67) 

In addition, the content of the message is identical with 

the Prophet's appeals. There is but one God who is to be 

served (7:6^) and whose gifts are to be remembered (7:67). 

The people of _[_Ad, according to the Makka.n pattern, then 

reject the admonition and uphold the polytheism of their 

fathers, challenging their messenger to bring upon them the 

destruction he had promised as authorization if he be a 

man of truth (7:68). But Hud, like Muhammad, attacks his 

opponents' position by pointing out that no authority has 

been sent down for their false gods (7:69). He then fore 

tells (a thing which we have seen the Apostle was unable to 

do in spite of certain apparent attempts) in the "prophetic
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and they only need to wait to see (7:69). Destruction 

finally is meted out, and the unbelievers are utterly cut 

off for having counted God's ( Si \£t ) "signs" as false. 

But the prophet with his entourage of believers is rescued 

by his Lord's mercy (7: 70) • The latter is the same inter 

pretation that Muhammad places upon the Battle of Bg d r . 

It was there that God had fulfilled the Makkans* desire for 

a sign, and the only reason the puni shment had been delayed

was to allow the Proohet with his believers an opportunity
1 

to escape. But there was still one decided difference

between the two judgments. That of the earlier prophet's 

was a case of direct Divine intervention, whereas at Badr 

the Apostle himself assumed the responsibility of effecting 

the punishment for God.

Lastly in considering this passage, it is interesting 

to note that Hud in his message alludes to Noah in the 

sa.me way that Muhammad refers to Hud (7:67). The ^Adites 

are warned to remember that they v.-jsre successors of the 

pro-Die of Noah, v.tiose destruction significantly enough has

just been recounted in the OurJ^nic portion immediately
2 

preceding. In other words, these accounts mirror the

mission of the great Arabian so exactly that even the story 

of a former prophet contains the story of a former prophet. 

Such dramatization was without doubt clone on purpose. And

1. Cp. Surah 3:50-55- 

/. Surah 7:57-62.
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besides revealing the ingenuity of Muhammad's mind, it 

cannot be denied that this device must have impressed his 

hearers.

The Prophet in fret is so faithfully represented in 

some of these sketches that it is possible to deduce 

certrin observations concerning his mission which otherwise 

could not be known. Such an instance may occur in the 

passage about Noah in Surah 71 > where it asserts:

"0 my Lord, I have called my people night and day, 
But my calling has only increased them in flight... 
Then, lo, I called them publicly;
Then I made public proclamation to them, and spoke 
to them secretly." 1

Concerning these verses, Professor Bell says, "The central 

portion of the Surah has so little basis in the actual 

story of Noah, that we may take it as the reflex of the story 

of the Messenger of Allah at Makkah... If we follow the 

indications of this passage, Muhammad began by advocating 

the claims of Allah in private, before beginning his pub 

lic recitations, and afterwards for a time combined the
2 

trr o methods."

By the same means, light is thrown upon the develop 

ment of the Anostle's office. The references to Abraham 

are the best example of this. Or as Sweetman remarks, 

"Abraham appears in the Makkah Surahs of the ^urjjm in 

ouite a different way from that in the Madinan Surahs. In

1. Surah

2. Bell, "Muhammad and Previous Messengers", The Moslem 
World. (October, 1934), vol. XXIV, pp.339,340.
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the former he seems a genuine Old Testament figure and in

the latter he becomes the founder of the Ka'bah and so———— 1
apparently a prophet to the Arabs before Muhammad." We 

have already seen the reason for this was the break with 

the People of the Book at MadTnah with the Prophet* s 

subsequent reorientation of I slain toward a purified form 

of the Arab religion, anu hence the apt formulation of the 

"religion of Abraham" the Jj. anTf. Even though this ob 

viously is a clever adaptation on Muhammad's part, it

nevertheless is significant to notice how anxious he was to
2

have prophetic precedence for his actions. Another

possible indication of this transition occurs in Surah 

57*27 where Noah and Abraham are mentioned, but not Moses. 

Or again in Surah 4:57 Abraham alone is named. Since these

are both Madinan verses, tide unusual omitting of Moses may
3 

imply that the break with the Jews was by this time complete.

Thus it is that the development in these prophetic stories

is more one of their application rather than of a variation4' " 

in their actual facts.

But not only do we see the Prophet's mission and 

development reflected in these accounts of former messengers, 

but they also serve propaganda purposes. In previous

1. Sweetman, Ijslam ^nd Christian Th eol ogy , (London, 1947), 
vol. II, p.

2. Surah 3:60; ?2:27.

3. Bell, The Our/ an, (Edinburgh, 1939), P-!?62 n.l.

4. Bell, "The Development of Muhammad's Prophetic Con 
sciousness", The sos' Pul IM^vi, (Cairo, 19^), p. 4.
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Chapters we have already noted how these "histories" are 

presented as having been received by direct revelation, thus 

acting a? evidence for the Apostle's insoiration; or are 

cited as warnings of the doom which likewise would overtake 

the Arabs if they did not believe; or are used as auth 

entications for Muhammad' s mission through the prayer for

and the prophecy of his coming which are Dut into the mouths
2 3 

of Abraham, Ishmael and Jesus. But there are also

elements from the Prophet's contemporary situation which 

are introduced into these narratives without any historical 

foundation and yet with a definitely didactic purpose.

For example, Pharaoh is ouoted as say in?, "Let me kill Moses...
4 

I am afraid lest he change your religion." As far as we

know, there is no indication that the Egyptian Ruler was 

ever concerned about a possible religious reform. But 

there is much to confirm the fact that this was the fear of 

the Ma.kkans since such a religious reform most probably was 

Muhammad's main aim. Another instance of fashioning a 

former historical personage to fit a convenient mould 

occurs in Surah 2:247. Here Samuel (although his name is 

not mentioned) is made to set the example of prescribing 

warfare for God, and even though his people before the

1. Surah 11:51,

2. Surah 2:12?.

5. Surah 6l:6.

4. Surrh 40:26,
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order came seemed enthusiastic to fight because they had 

been expelled from their dwellings, yet when the command 

was given, they turned away. Again the foundation upon 

real facts is meagre as far as Jewish history is concerned, 

but the whole incident fits the MadTnan scene perfectly, 

and served as an effective screen for Muhammad's order to 

fight in the way of Islam.

There is a.nother purpose for these short biographies 

of previous prophets which is expressed in the Our * "an. 

They are included as an encouragement and consolation to

Muhammad himself. "All We recount to thee of the stories
1 

of the messengers is that whereby Y'e establish thy heart."

In summing up this study of the former Cur T anic 

prophets, it is certain, as Nb*ldeke s?ys, that Jewish and

Christian writings in an original form were not accessible
2 

to the Apostle, and therefore his knowledge of the Biblical

figures was limited and coloured by tradition. Muhammad 

tvrice confesses that only some of the stories of these

messengers have been recounted to him by God, while there
3 

are others which h?d not been told to him. Also in the

narratives, which he does relate, he generally avoids 

mentioning numbers, time and places. Mien the various

1. Surah 11:121.

2. NSldeke, Geschi£hl§ de_s Oorj[n£, (Leipzig, 1909), p.11.

3. Sursh 40:78 and 4:l62.
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prophets are listed, they are usually kept in fairly 

good chronological order, and yet there are definite 

exceptions which cannot all be accounted for even when an

allowance is made for possible re-editing and later re-
1 

arrangement. But on the other hand, this limitation of

knowledge permitted the Apostle a greater freedom in 

adapting the stories of the former prophets to his needs and 

of reading his own message into their mouths. Nevertheless, 

he did come to know enough about them to fashion his mission, 

as much as circumstances allowed, according to his view of 

past prophetic tradition.

1. Surah 6:34-86.
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CHAPTER VIII

COHCLU ClOi]

Hunan r.ffrirr, ,?ric Spinoza, are neither to be wept 

over nor yet derided, but to be understood. Thus in this 

thesis we have considered Lluhammad' s prophetic office as 

it is portrayed in the GurJ.an with a view to determining 

the original idea as it was conceived in the mind of the 

author. We shall now finish by summing up the various 

observations and conclusions reached.

It has been seen that the Prophet at the inception 

of his mission probably had a call in the form of a super 

natural vision. Nevertheless his heart had probably been 

prepared for this, mainly through a religious impulse which 

may have been brought to a head by the materialistic 

attitude of the "hard bitten" Makkans. To begin with, 

his ministry was to his own relatives, and then to the people 

of his home town. But with the Hijrah, his mission at 

lAadTnah not only extended to the Jews, Christians and Arabs, 

but it also took on a definitely politic?! character. 

The People of the Book however did not respond to his 

overtures. Therefore he severed his spiritual bonds with 

them, and after deep meditation turned to create a super- 

tribe or ummah. This involved complex nolitical activity, 

kut the principal aim was still religious, for the new 

economy was built around a purified form of the old Arab 

the Kalbah as its centre, and the HanTf
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Abraham as its model prophet. Nor did'this change in 

policy mean that the scope of his message was thereby 

limited. On the contrary, even though during his life 

its practical application was necessarily confined to 

Arabia, this did not preclude the £urj,anic implication that 

the message was universal in character.

Along with the progressively expanding scope of 

Muhammad 1 s ministry, there was e marked development in his 

position from the slighted prophet of Liakkah to the hon 

oured prince and judicial head of the newly struck politico- 

religious system at MadTnah. But his later life witnessed 

at the same time a decline in his morality. He however 

kept his original purpose to the end; namely that of 

effecting a religious reform through the office of a 

prophet, and in spite of changing circumstances and added 

incites, he attained his goal with remarkable success.

In the chapter on Muhammad*s prophetic inspiration, 

the paradox between the C^rJjanJ^s supernatural claims on 

the one hand and its human elements on the other was pre 

sented. The development of his ideas such as that of the 

"Book", or again the alterations, the sources and the re 

velations for special occasions indicated these enigmas 

in his inspiration. The problem was further complicated 

by the fact that the Prophet gave evidence of being sincere 

in his personal belief in the heavenly origin of his 

utterances. A possible solution to this dilemma was 

suggested. Having once committed himself to the prophetic
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office as he knew it, necessity was laid upon him to speak 

with an authority that was more than merely human. He 

therefore cultivated guidance by meditation and even con 

vinced himself that the suggestions he received had emanated 

from the great Revealer of secrets Himself. In fact to 

begin with, the incites he preached were to the best of 

his knowledge identical with the fundamentals of mono 

theism as they had been formerly revealed. He therefore 

dared to stamp the seal of the Almighty upon his messages. 

Then as more information was collected and as new cir 

cumstances required, it was necessary to bring on and 

develop these revelations; and yet, this rendered his 

heart dangerously susceptible to suggestions even of an 

unholy nature and source.

But once he had nailed his colours to the mast, he 

was not the type to give in or retract. Thus it was that 

in the Cur'"en we saw a bold veneer of endless claims as to 

its divine origin, but beneath the surface there were 

traces of a human element and a lurking suspicion in 

Muhammad's mind that he may have been guilty of the awful 

sin of forgery against God; or as he said, "Who then does 

greater wrong than he who invents falsehood about Allah, or

says: 'A (divine) suggestion has been made to me,' when
1 

no suggestion nas been made to him at all."

The Prophet's message was consistently God centred. 

He first of all called upon men gratefully to worship God

1. Surah 6:93 and
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for all of His benefits and condemned the attitude of 
niggardliness and presumption. Fairly early he also began 
to warn of a punishment in this world, and *the next as a 
necessary corrective for the evils of Makkah's individual 
istic materialism. He furthermore came to stress the one 
ness of God as against the current polytheistic idolatry. 
With the removal to LladTnah, his increased role brought an 
expansion of his message in the matters of legislation 
and belief. While doing this however, he still held to 

the elements of the prophetic message and preaching which 
he had learned from former messengers.

In the matter of authentication, we saw how the r>rophets 
of the Old and l^ew Testament predicted events which when 
fulfilled served as objective witnesses to the truth of 
their Divine mission. Some of them also exhibited 

evidential miracles as well. But as was noted in Liuhamrnad's 
case, the £urjjan gives no conclusive evidence of his ever 
having foretold any historical, happening or of his ever 
having performed a miracle, in spite of the claims of 
Muslim tradition. On the contrary, he expressly denied 
the ability to predict and the power to satisfy his con- 
temooraries 1 expectation of supernatural wonders in spite 
of certain indications that he coveted the capacity to do so.

Nevertheless, numerous other authentications for his 
office ivere presented. As we have observed, there are

few pages of the £urjjm which do not at least touch
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upon this subject. The different proofs mount up into 

scores. But all of these authorizations hinge exclusively 

upon Muhammad himself, with no credentials of a. direct and 

independent nature. Without exception they depend upon 

his own testimony, his arguments or his interpretations. 

This very fact as was seen places a tremendous onus upon 

the trustworthiness of one man, especially when the eternal 

destiny of countless human lives are at stake. Furthermore 

the dreadful possibility always exists that one person may 

be deluded or may be a deceiver. Also since there are 

claims made by the Apostle which have been tested and found 

wanting, such as his representing materials from sources 

as direct revelations from God, it is impossible to clear 

from all suspicion authenticating assertions which cannot 

be verified. As was mentioned, the very fact that ell such 

evidence is locked within one human heart, rather than 

enhancing that r>erson ! s special prophetic privilege and 

insight, only tends to cast further doubt upon it by 

encouraging the thought that there was something which 

could not afford exposure. Psychologically this would 

arroear to be not improbable. The very quantity of the 

authentications along with the numerous denials of 

imposture and delusion would further seem to betray a com- 

Dlex of inferiority and guilt.

Finally, we say how the QurVajji.c stories of former 

messengers reveal the model of the prophetic office which 

was in lluhammad's mind, and which he sought to reproduce
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in his own ministry. It was in this capacity that he sought 

to bring a religious reform among his people even as his 

predecessors had done among theirs. But we also noticed how 

these "histories" were mirrors of his office. He read 

himself and his contemporary situation into these accounts, 

thus employing them as an effective r'iclactic device. Hence 

we noted the clear r^n pction of the /oostleT s office, in 

spiration, message and authentication a r- they are portrayed 

in the oft repeated allusions to his predecessors.

After studying his prophetic office as it is portrayed 

in the C.ur 1 an, the present writer has "been greatly struck 

by Muhammad*s i^ten^.e conviction as a preacher, by his 

tremendous success as a religious reformer, by his remarkable 

ability as a military rje-ilns, and by his amazing gift as 

a leader of men. One is forced to recognize him as one of 

the greatest :vu-u that ever lived. And yet, even though he 

was an effective "forthtr-ller", he was not a prophet in the 

sense of being a "foreteller".

Thus it is that the portrait of Lluhamnad in the Our f ~n
—-^, i i ,

is that of a prophet in the sen c e of a preacher of mono- 

theisn, a priest ir the limited sense of an intercessor in 

prayer and a leader of '"orship, and a king in the sense 

of c ruler of the Muslin super-tribe. But in spite of his 

claim to supersede Jesur. Christ, there is no comparison 

between this picture of the Arab Apostle and that of the 

Prophet dio spoke as God, the Great High Priest who takes 

away the sin of the v.orld, and the King of Kings who will 

rule "or eternity.
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